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Dear All,
We’re delighted to say that recently purchased stock is abundant across all subject areas.
Of the new and recently published books, we wanted to mention the latest title in the British Wildlife
Collection – Rocky Shores (see item No. 622), New Naturalist 138 – The Burren (item No. 487),
New Naturalist 139 – Gulls (item No. 488) and a fascinating work on beavers in Wales (item No.
388).
There are scarce and unique books in all sections, for example Ernest Hartert’s copy of ‘The Birds
of Buckinghamshire and the Tring Reservoirs’ (see item No. 533).
Within the Fine, Illustrated and Antiquarian section, we list a very pleasing copy of Alfred Russel
Wallace’s ‘The Geographical Distribution of Animals’ (see item No. 288), and a superb first
edition set of James Sowerby’s ‘English Botany’ (see item No. 284).
Our Bookroom is open for visits Monday to Friday 9.30am to 5pm & Saturday 9.30am to noon.
Answerphone outside of these hours. We’ll be closed on Easter Monday.
With our thanks and best wishes,
Darren
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Books can be ordered by telephone, email and letter. Also, many of the books in this catalogue can be viewed
and purchased on-line at www.ardenbooks.co.uk. We accept debit and credit cards, bank transfers and
PayPal. We do not accept American Express. All postage on books is charged additionally at very reasonable
rates – please ask for more information.
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Beetles
1.

Alexander, K.N.A. The invertebrates of living & decaying timber in Britain and Ireland. A provisional
annotated checklist. 1st. Ed. Pub. English Nature. 2002 pp.142. 4to. Bookplate. Thor. vg. softback. [55655]
£22.50

2.

Anderson, Roy, et al. The Ground Beetles of Northern Ireland. (Coleoptera - Carabidae). 1st. Ed. Pub.
Ulster Museum. 2000 pp.x, 246 with colour photos., and dist. maps. 8vo. Bookplate. A fine hardback, spine gently
sunned and lightly bumped. Out-of-print. [55589]
£30.00

3.

Atty, D.B. Coleoptera of Gloucestershire. 1st. Ed. Pub. The Author. 1983 pp.[i], xi, 136. 8vo. Bookplate.
Fine softback with 1-page of 'Addenda et Corrigenda' neatly tipped in. [55629]
£14.00

4.

Audisio, Paolo. Coleoptera Nitidulidae - Kateretidae. 1st. Ed. Edizioni Calderini. 1993 pp.xvi, 971 with
several colour photos., plus b/w. illus., line drawings and maps. Keys in English and Italian, rest in Italian. Large
8vo. Bookplate. Thor. vg. hardback.. [55636]
£35.00

5.

Balfour-Browne, F. British Water Beetles. 1st. Ed. Pub. The Ray Society 1940-58 Three volumes with text
figs. throughout all volumes. Volume 1 has 5 plates at rear of text. Volume 2 and 3 have dustwrappers. Contents
beautifully clean. A vg. set. [55714]
£100.00
Balfour-Browne's thorough, classic treatment of the subject.

6.

Beare, Sir T.H. A Catalogue of the Recorded Coleoptera of the British Isles. New Ed. Pub. Jason & Sons
1930 pp.vii, 55. 8vo. Addenda and Errata. Some entries neatly cut-out, o/w. a thor. vg. softback. [55586] £3.50

7.

Bily, S. & Mehl, O. Longhorn Beetles (Coleoptera, Cerambycidae) of Fennoscandia and Denmark.
Fauna Entomologica Scandinavica Volume 22. 1st. Ed. Pub. E.J. Brill. 1989 pp.203 with 9 plates of colour
illus., 61 figs. and 2 maps. 8vo. Bookplate. Fine hardback. [55592]
£50.00

8.

Britton, E.B.

Handbooks for the Identification of British Insects. Vol. V. Part 11. Coleoptera.
Scarabaeoidea. (Lucanidae, Trogidae, Geotrupidae, Scarabaeidae). 1st. Ed. Pub. R.E.S. 1956 pp.29 with
text figs. 8vo. Neat notes to top of page 14 by Bryan Sage and additional typewritten notes on ‘Key for separating
O. Similis and O. Fracticornis’ carefully tipped in. A vg. plus softback. [55578]
£14.00

9.

Buse, J. et al. Saproxylic Beetles. Their role and diversity in European woodland and tree habitats. 1st.
Ed. Pub. Pensoft. 2009 pp.235 with figs. and tables. Large 8vo. Bookplate. Light bump at top of spine, o/w. a
fine softback. [55708]
£30.00
Contains contributions about research on conservation ecology of saproxylic beetles as well as results from recent faunistic
surveys in different European regions. It comprises aspects of saproxylic beetle ecology, faunistics, diversity and conservation
issues.

10.

Cooter, J. & Barclay, M.V.L. (Eds.). A Coleopterist’s Handbook. 4th. Ed. Pub. AES. 2006 pp.xv, 439 with
colour photos. and b/w. line drawings. 8vo. Bookplate. Showing a little wear to outer casing at foot of spine, o/w.
a fine hardback. Out-of-print in hardback. Latest edition. [55648]
£40.00
A completely rewritten edition of the classic handbook, this work includes several new chapters and 32 pages of colour plates.
In addition, the text has been fully revised and expanded and the nomenclature has been brought in line with current use.

11.

Cooter, J, (Ed). The Coleopterist’s Newsletter. Numbers 1 - 37 incl. 1st. Ed. Pub. The Coleopterist. 19801989 A complete thirty-six part run with index (No. 12 was never published) bound in two volumes; Numbers 21,
23 and 24 loosely inserted. 4to. Bookplate. Also comes with Publisher’s A5 booklet ‘Contents to Newsletters No.1
- 45’ loosely inserted. Fine hardbacks in brown cloth boards with gilt lettering to spine. [55658]
£90.00
‘The Coleopterist’s Newsletter’ was the forerunner to ‘The Coleopterist’

12.

Cox, Michael L. Atlas of the Seed and Leaf Beetles of Britain and Ireland. (Coleoptera: Bruchidae,
Chrysomelidae, Megalopodidae and Orsodacnidae). 1st. Ed. Pub. Pisces. 2007 pp.vii, [i], 336 with colour
photographs and maps. 4to. Bookplate. Fine softback. With some related correspondence loosely inserted. Out-ofprint. [55713]
£75.00
Bruchids (seed beetles) and Chrysomelids (leaf beetles) are an important and fascinating group. There are 15 species of
Bruchids and 216 species of Chrysomelids in Britain and Ireland. This atlas maps their distribution. For each species there is
an account of habitat, world distribution, host plants and life cycle, together with information on parasitoids, parasites and
predators.

13.

Crowson, R.A. The Biology of the Coleoptera. 1st. Ed. Pub. Academic Press. 1981 pp.xii, 802 with b/w.
photos., & figs plus fold-out Phylogeny Table. 8vo. Bookplate. Nr. fine hardback. Very scarce. [55649] £150.00

14.

Darby, M. Wiltshire Beetles. History, Status, Distribution and Use in Site Assessment. 1st. Ed. Pub.
Malthouse Books. 2009 pp.viii, 345 with colour photos. and illus. 4to. Bookplate. Fine softback. Out-of-print.
[55637]
£50.00
Covers the history of beetle collecting in the county, and lists 1,839 species with information on locations, dates and names of
recorders. Includes illustrations of 125 rare species as well as many well-known ones. An important section covers the use of
beetles in the assessment of woodland and grassland sites.

15.

Denton, Michael L. The Beetles of Spurn Peninsular. 1st. Ed. Pub. Yorkshire Museum. 1995 pp.96 with two
maps. 8vo. Bookplate. Fine softback. Out-of-print. Scarce. [55581]
£40.00

16.

Donisthorpe, H. St. J.K. A Preliminary List of the Coleoptera of Windsor Forest. 1st. Ed. Pub. Nathaniel
Lloyd & Co. 1939 pp.[i], 126 with b/w. frontis. 8vo. Bookplate. A fine hardback with gently sunned and rubbed
spine. Stamp of H.F. van Emden (eminent Entomologist) to ffep. [55577]
£28.00

17.

Duff, A.G. Beetles of Britain And Ireland. Vol. 1. Sphaeriusidae to Silphidae. 1st. Ed. Pub. Duff. 2012
pp.496 with 241 colour & b/w. photos, and line drawings. Small 4to. Bookplate of Bryan Sage (distinguished
Naturalist) with some of his notes/paper reprints loosely inserted. Fine hardback in fine dw. [55646]
£70.00
Volume one of the first comprehensive account of the beetles of the British Isles since 1932. Keys are provided to every native
and naturalised species, including extinct ones. Line drawings alongside the keys illustrate critical characters, and detailed
species notes are given, including supporting characters, habitat, phenology, distribution and abundance.

18.

Duff, A.G. Beetles of Britain And Ireland. Vol. 4. Cerambycidae to Curculionidae. 1st. Ed. Pub. Duff.
2016 pp.623 with 348 colour & b/w. photos and line drawings. Small 4to. Bookplate of Bryan Sage (distinguished
Naturalist) with some of his notes/paper reprints loosely inserted. Fine hardback in nr. fine dw. [55647] £80.00
Volume four of the first comprehensive account of the beetles of the British Isles since 1932. Keys are provided to every native
and naturalised species, including extinct ones. Line drawings alongside the keys illustrate critical characters, and detailed
species notes are given, including supporting characters, habitat, phenology, distribution and abundance.

19.

Duff, A.G. (Ed.). Checklist of Beetles of the British Isles. Pub. A.G. Duff. 2008 pp.164. 8vo. Bookplate. VG.
ringbound softback. [55583]
£9.00

20.

Duff, A.G. (Ed.). Checklist of Beetles of the British Isles. 2nd. Ed. Pub. Pemberley Books. 2012 pp.[ii], 171.
8vo. Bookplate. Softback. VG. [55640]
£10.00

21.

Foster, G.N. An annotated checklist of British and Irish water beetles, and associated taxa: Myxophaga
and Adephaga - Hydradephaga [with] Polyphaga, with an update to Adephaga. Rep. Pub. The
Coleopterist. 2004 & 2005 Two papers. pp.149-160, 7-20. 8vo. Fine softback in card covers. [55587] £12.50

22.

Foster, G.N. et al. Atlas of the Hydrophiloid Beetles of Britain and Ireland.
pp.xii, 306 with dist. maps throughout. Small 4to. Bookplate. Fine softback. [55711]

1st. Ed. Pub. FSC. 2018
£22.00

This atlas is intended to be complementary to the atlas of predaceous water beetles or Hydradephaga already published. This
work covers the hydrophiloid beetles in five families, the Helophoridae, Georissidae, Hydrochidae, Spercheidae and the
Hydrophilidae.

23.

Foster, G.N. et al. Atlas of the Predaceous Water Beetles (Hydradephaga) of Britain and Ireland. 1st.
Ed. Pub. FSC. 2016 pp.x, 370 with dist. maps throughout. Small 4to. Bookplate. Fine softback. [55712] £17.50
This atlas concerns the predaceous water beetles, or Hydradephaga - the whirligig beetles (Gyrinidae), the crawling water
beetles (Haliplidae), one species of squeak beetle (Paelobiidae), the burrowing water beetles (Noteridae), and the diving
beetles (Dytiscidae).

24.

Foster, G.N. & Eyre, M.D. Classification and ranking of water beetle communities. 1st. Ed. Pub. JNCC.
1992 pp.110. 4to. Bookplate. Nr. fine softback. [55660]
£4.00
Summarises a series of regional surveys and is based on 2,102 species lists from Britain and Ireland.

25.

Freude, Dr. H. et al. Die Kafer Mitteleuropas. Band. 4. Staphylinidae I (Micropeplinae bis
Tachyporinae).. 1st. Ed. Pub. Goecke & Evers. 1964 pp.264 with b/w. illus. Small 4to. German with scientific
Latin names. Bookplate. Fine hardback. [55641]
£85.00

26.

Friday, L.E. A Key to the Adults of British Water Beetles. 1st. Ed. Pub. Aidgap. 1988 pp.151 with many
line drawings. Small 4to. Hardback. Naturalist Bryan Sage's copy, interleaved and with his notes and related
articles loosely inserted. Nr. fine in green cloth boards, gently rubbed at spine ends. [55707]
£50.00

27.

Gerstmeier, R. Checkered Beetles. Illustrated Key to the Cleridae and Thanerocleridae of the Western
Palaearctic. 1st. Ed. Pub. Joseph Margraf. 1998 pp.[vi], 241, plus 8 colour photographic plates, with b/w. illus.
and dist. maps. 8vo. Bilingual in English and German. Bookplate. Fine hardback. Out-of-print. [55634] £40.00

28.

Gonget, H. The Brentidae (Coleoptera) of Northern Europe. Fauna Entomologica Scandinavica
Volume 34. 1st. Ed. Pub. E.J. Brill. 1997 pp.289, [iii] with 8 pages of colour plates, plus line drawings
throughout and 1 map. Small 4to. Bookplate. A nr. fine hardback gently rubbed on corners. [55624]
£65.00

29.

Hammond, M. The water beetles of Yorkshire.
8vo. Bookplate. Fine softback. [55706]

1st. Ed. Pub. YHEDT. 2017 pp.324 with maps throughout.
£10.00

An atlas based on a survey by the author and Robert Merritt.

30.

Hammond, P.M. UK tachyine beetles (Coleoptera: Carabidae), With special reference to the status of
Tachys edmondsi Moore. 1st. Ed. Pub. English Nature. 2002 pp.42 with b/w. illus. and dist. maps. 4to. Fine
softback. [55654]
£12.50

31.

Hansen, M. The Hydrophiloidea (Coleoptera) of Fennoscandia and Denmark. Fauna Entomologica
Scandinavica Volume 18. 1st. Ed. Pub. E.J. Brill. 1987 pp.254 with 4 plates of colour illus., and 345 b/w. line
drawings. 8vo. Bookplate. Hardback. Very minor foxing to end-papers, o/w. a fine copy. [55591]
£48.00

32.

Hawkins, R.D. Ladybirds of Surrey. 1st. Ed. Pub. Surrey Wildlife Trust. 2000 pp.136 with colour photos., dist.
maps and other figs. 8vo. Bookplate. Fine hardback in fine dw. Out-of-print. [55579]
£18.00
Superb colour photographs and detailed text enable accurate identification of the 24 larger ladybirds and many of their more
distinctive larvae. Species accounts also include the smaller members of the ladybird family (Coccinellidae).

33.

Heeney, W.J. & Potts, K. Longhorn Beetle Atlas 2018. 1st. Ed. Pub. Longhorn Beetle Recording Scheme.
2018 pp.58 with colour dist. maps. 4to. Near fine softback.. [55650]
£9.00
The updated Longhorn Beetle Atlas for England, Wales and Scotland, incorporating over 30,000 records. Records up to and
including 1999 are shown in green, those for 2000 onwards are in purple.

34.

Hickin, N. Longhorn Beetles of the British Isles. 1st. Ed. Pub. Shire Natural History. 1987 pp.24 with
colour photos. and b/w. illus. 8vo. Bookplate. Fine softback. [55582]
£4.00

35.

Hincks, W.D. et al. The Entomology of Spurn Peninsula. (S.E. Yorkshire). 1st. Ed. Rep. Pub. Yorkshire
Naturalists’ Union. 1955 pp.96. 8vo. Nr. fine softback. [55633]
£30.00
Extensive section dedicated to Coleoptera. A compilation of a number of articles relating to the entomology of the Spurn
Peninsula, originally published in ‘The Naturalist’ between 1951-1954.

36.

Hodge, P.J. Laccophilus peocilus Klug Col., Dytiscidae Species Recovery Programme report. March
2000-August 2001. Monitoring on the Lewes Levels and surveys in Yorkshire. 1st. Ed. Pub. English
Nature. 2003 pp.24 plus 3 pages of maps. 4to. Fine softback. [55657]
£9.00

37.

Hodge, P.J. & Williams, S.A. Cryptocephalus coryli (L.) (Col., Chrysomelidae). Survey and monitoring
for proposed Species Recovery Programme. 1st. Ed. Pub. English Nature. 1997 pp.49 with b/w. photos., and
maps. 4to. Fine softback. [55652]
£12.00

38.

Holmen, M. The aquatic Adephaga (Coleoptera) of Fennoscandia and Denmark. I. Gyrinidae,
Haliplidae, Hygrobiidae and Noteridae. Fauna Entomologica Scandinavica Volume 20. 1st. Ed. Pub.
E.J. Brill. 1987 pp.168 with 1 colour plate of illus, b/w. drawings throughout and 1 map. 8vo. Bookplate. Very
minor foxing to end-papers, o/w., a fine hardback with gently sunned spine. [55716]
£45.00

39.

Hubble, David. Keys to the adults of Seed and Leaf Beetles of Britain and Ireland. (Coleoptera:
Orsodacnidae, Megalopodidae and Chrysomelidae). 1st. Ed. Pub. FSC. 2012 pp.iv, 136 with figs. Small 4to.
Bookplate. Fine softback. With some related correspondence loosely inserted. [55709]
£9.00

40.

Hyman, P.S. (& Parsons, M.S.). A review of the scarce and threatened Coleoptera of Great Britain. Part 1
and Part 2. Rev. Updated Ed. Pub. JNCC 1992-1994 Two volume set. 4to. Bookplate of Bryan Sage
(distinguished Naturalist) with some of his notes loosely inserted. VG. softback set. [55661]
£30.00
Describes the distribution, habitat and conservation requirements of those predominantly terrestrial species of beetle
considered to be under threat.

41.

Joy, Norman H. A Practical Handbook of British Beetles. [with] New British Beetles. Species not in
Joy’s practical handbook. 1st. Ed. Pub. Witherby & BENHS. 1932-1995 Three volume set. Large 8vo.
Hardbacks. Scattered, light foxing to Volumes 1 & 2, neat ownership blind-stamps and signature, o/w. contents
fine. TEG. Both in original boards in vg. condition. Volume 3 with bookplate, contents fine, boards nr. fine.
Scarce set. [46006]
£250.00
The preferred edition, complete with the ‘update’ volume co-authored by Peter Hodge and Richard Jones.

42.

Laibner, S. Elateridae of the Czech and Slovak Republics. Illustrated Key. 1st. Ed. Pub. Kabourek. 2000
pp.292 with 9 plates of colour illus. and 520 line drawings. Small 4to. Bookplate. Bilingual in English and Czech.
Fine hardback in fine dw. Out-of-print. [55638]
£95.00

43.

Lindroth, C. H. et. al. The Carabidae (Coleoptera) of Fennoscandia and Denmark. Fauna Entomologica
Scandinavica Volume 15, Part 1 and 2. 1st. Ed. Pub. E.J. Brill. 1985- 1986 Two part set with 8 colour plates,
b/w., line drawings and illus., throughout. 8vo. Bookplate to each. Very minor foxing to end-papers, and spine of
Part 1 gently sunned, o/w. a fine hardback set. [55590]
£100.00

44.

Linssen, E.F. Beetles of the British Isles. Wayside and Woodland. Series I and II. 1st. Ed. Pub. Frederick
Warne & Co. 1959 Two volumes. With colour & b/w. plates and b/w., illus in text. 12mo. Bookplate. Fine
hardbacks (without dws.) in original gilt decorated red cloth boards. [55576]
£60.00
A very desirable set, providing an in-depth insight into the natural history of British Beetles.

45.

Majerus, M. & Kearns, P. Ladybirds. Naturalists’ Handbooks 10. 1st. Ed. Pub. Richmond. 1989 pp.103 with
colour and b/w. illus. 8vo. Bookplate of Bryan Sage (distinguished Naturalist) with a few of his notes. Nr. fine
softback. Out-of-print. [55580]
£10.00

46.

Mendel, H. (Ed.). The Coleopterist. Volumes 1 to 24 (incl.). 1st. Ed. Pub. The Coleopterist. 1992-2015
Twenty-four volume run bound in 8 volumes. All indexes present (that for Vol. 8 loosely inserted). 8vo. Bookplate
of Bryan Sage (distinguished Naturalist) to each volume, with his occasional notes to margins. Contents fine. All
bound in matching green cloth with gilt lettering to spine, in fine condition. [55625]
£250.00
First published in March 1992, 'The Coleopterist' is the leading journal for students of the beetle fauna of the British Isles. It is
the successor to the' Coleopterist's Newsletter', which originally appeared in 1980.

47.

Michalski, Jacek. Revision of the Palearctic Species of the Genus Scolytus Geoffroy. (Coleoptera,
Scolytidae). 1st. Ed. Pub. Panstwowe Wydawnictwo Naukowe. 1973 pp.214 plus 49 plates of line drawings. 8vo.
Text in English and Polish. Bookplate. Nr. fine softback. Scarce. [55628]
£40.00

48.

Moore, B.P. The British Carabidae (Coleoptera) Part 1: A Check List of the Species. Rep. Pub. E. W.
Classey. 1957 pp.129-137. 8vo. Fine softback. [55584]
£12.50

49.

Morris, M.G. A Taxonomic Check List of the British Ceutorhynchinae. With notes, particularly on host
plant relationships (Coleoptera: Curculionidae). Rep. Pub. Entomologist’s Gazette. 1991 pp.255-265. 8vo.
Fine softback. [55585]
£12.50

50.

Nedved, Oldrich. Ladybird Beetles (Coccinellidae) of Central Europe. 1st. Ed. Pub. Academia. 2015
pp.303 with 79 plates of colour & b/w. photos., and line drawings. 8vo. Bilingual in English and Czech.
Bookplate. Fine softback. Out-of-print. [55626]
£85.00
This volume discusses the biology and ecology of a hundred species of ladybird living in Central Europe, mostly with
photographs of adult beetles, and for some species larvae and pupae

51.

New, T.R. Beetles in Conservation.
Bookplate. Fine hardback. [55710]

Pub. Wiley-Blackwell. 2010 pp.ix, [i], 236 with figs. Large 8vo.
£20.00

This book is the first major global overview of the importance of conservation of beetles, and brings together much hitherto
scattered information to demonstrate the needs for conservation, and how it may be approached.

52.

Nilsson, A.N. & Holmen, M. The aquatic Adephaga (Coleoptera) of Fennoscandia and Denmark. II.
Dytiscidae. Fauna Entomologica Scandinavica Volume 32. 1st. Ed. Pub. E.J. Brill. 1995 pp.192 with 608
line drawings and 1 map. Small 4to. Bookplate. Fine hardback. [55593]
£90.00

53.

Peacock, E.R. Adults and Larvae of Hide, Larder and Carpet Beetles and their Relatives. (Coleoptera:
Dermestidae) and of Derodontid Beetles (Coleoptera: Derodontidae). 1st. Ed. Pub. Roy. Ent. Soc. of
London. 1993 pp.144 with photos., and line drawings. 8vo. Fine softback. Out-of-print. [55627]
£30.00
Handbooks for the Identification of British Insects Vol. 5, Part 3.

54.

Piper, R. Known Cryptocephalus coryli, C. decemmaculatus and C. nitidulus sites: Their history,
characteristics and recommendations for management. 1st. Ed. Pub. English Nature. 2002 pp.24, with b/w.
photos. 4to. Fine softback. [55656]
£9.00

55.

Pratt, C.R. A Modern Review of the The Stag Beetle in Great Britain. 1st. Ed. Pub. Booth Museum,
Brighton. 2003 pp.45 with b/w. dist. maps. 4to. Fine softback. Signed letter from the author to Bryan Sage
(distinguished Naturalist) detailing 4 new Norfolk records included. [55651]
£14.00

56.

Roy, H. et al. Ladybirds (Coccinellidae) of Britain and Ireland. An Atlas of the Ladybirds of Britain,
Ireland, the Isle of Man and the Channel Islands. 1st. Ed. Pub. Biological Records Centre. 2011 pp.x, 198
with colour photographs throughout and dist. maps. Small 4to. Bookplate of Bryan Sage (distinguished Naturalist).
A fine softback. With Errata and an article on the Harlequin ladybird loosely inserted. [55639]
£18.50

57.

Russell, Mark. Apionidae of the Western Palaearctic. Volume 2 Piezotrachelini (I); Protapion Schilsky,
1908. 1st. Ed. Pub. Crocodile Press. 2004 pp.[vi], 50 plus 24 fine full-colour plates. 4to. Bookplate. Copy No.30
from a Limited edition of 300, signed by Mark Russell. Fine hardback in fine dw. [55659]
£50.00
The second volume in this series on Apionidae of the Western Palaearctic. Illustrated with paintings by the author, each highly
detailed and meticulously executed. Keys to all species. The format of this series was been reduced to A4 size from Volume 2
onwards.

58.

Trautner, J & Geigenmuller, K. Tiger Beetles and Ground Beetles Illustrated Key to the Cicindelidae and
Carabidae of Europe. 1st. Ed. Pub. Joseph Margraf. 1987 pp.488 with b/w. illus. and dist. maps throughout.
8vo. Bilingual in English and German. Bookplate. Fine hardback. Out-of-print. [55635]
£75.00

59.

Whitton, P. The conservation ecology of the ground beetle. Badister meridionalis Puel (Coleoptera:
Carabidae). 1st. Ed. Pub. English Nature. 2002 pp.70 with b/w. photos., illus., and maps. 4to. Fine softback.
[55653]
£15.00

60.

Wilson, W.A. Coleoptera of Somerset. 1st. Ed. Pub. Somersetshire Archaeological and Natural History
Society. 1958 pp.[iv], 167, [7]. 8vo. Nr. fine softback. [55632]
£5.00

Botany
61.

Akeroyd, J.R. Docks and Knotweeds of Britain and Ireland. BSBI Handbook No. 3. 2nd. Ed. Pub. BSBI.
2014 pp.258 with b/w. illus., and dist. maps. 8vo. Bookplate. Fine softback. [55487]
£14.00
All native and introduced established species, as well as most casual species, are described and illustrated.

62.

Atherton, Ian. et al. (Eds.). Mosses and Liverworts of Britain and Ireland. A Field Guide. 1st. Ed. Pub.
British Bryological Society. 2010 pp.v, 848 with colour photos., b/w., illus., and dist. maps. 8vo. Bookplate. Fine
softback. RRP £34.99. [55482]
£27.50
Recommended - the most up-to-date, user-friendly guide to identifying British and Irish bryophytes in the field.

63.

Aubry, K.B. et al. (Eds.). Wildlife and Vegetation on Unmanaged Douglas-Fir Forests. 1st. Ed. Pub. U.S.
Dept. of Agric. 1991 pp.[x], 533 with b/w. illus. 4to. Bookplate & lib. stamp. Nr. fine hardback. [55474] £20.00
This book sets out the debate about whether Ancient forests should be protected for their aesthetic ecological and
environmental value, or harvested for the revenue they provide to the region.

64.

Averis, A., (et al). An Illustrated Guide to British Upland Vegetation. 1st. Ed. Pub. JNCC. 2004 pp.454
with colour photographs and line drawings. 4to. Nr. fine softback. Presentation copy with dedication and signed by
all authors. [55226]
£40.00
The first comprehensive, single book on plant communities in the British uplands. It provides concise descriptions of all
currently recognised British upland vegetation types.

65.

Avery, A.G. et al. Blakeslee: The Genus Datura. 1st. Ed. Pub. Ronald Press. 1959 pp.xli, 289 with b/w.
photos., illus., and figs. 8vo. Faint foxing to edges of text block, o/w. a fine hardback in vg. dw. [55686] £18.00
A complete account of the genetic investigations carried out by Albert Francis Blakeslee and his associates over a forty-year
period with several species of the plant genus Datura or Devil's Trumpets.

66.

Barkhuizen, B.P. Succulents of Southern Africa.
1st. Ed. Pub. Purnell. 1978
photographs throughout. A nr. fine hardback in vg. dw. [44273]

pp.222 with colour
£30.00

This book is a great reference source for the botanist, the student of plant life, the collector and the layman.

67.

Beadle, N.C.W. The Vegetation of Australia. 1st. Ed. Pub. Cambridge Uni. Press. 1981 pp.xxvii, [i], 690
with numerous b/w. photos, maps and figs., plus a fold-out map. Large 8vo. Bookplate. A fine hardback in fine
dw. Out-of-print. [55495]
£100.00
The first complete survey of the vegetation of the whole of Australia.

68.

Bennett, John J. The Miscellaneous Botanical Works of Robert Brown, Esq. DCL., FRS. Volumes I &
II. 1st. Ed. Pub. Ray Society. 1866-1867 Two vol. set. Ex-Nat. His. Soc. A vg. set. Scarce. [48298]
£120.00
‘It is unnecessary to mention individually the forty-three different contributions or groups of contributions which, under four
main headings, make up the two volumes of text. With only one exception, which had not been printed before, they were
extracted from various books of travel, learned works and technical journals to which Brown contributed and they cover many
branches of botany between the years 1810 and 1851’ (Curle).

69.

Beswick, P. et al. (Eds.). Ancient Woodlands. Their Archaeology and Ecology; A Coincidence of
Interest. 1st. Ed. Pub. Landscape Conservation Forum. 1993 pp.113 with b/w. illus., figs., and maps. Small 8vo.
Bookplate. Fine softback. [55498]
£15.00

70.

Bevis, J. et al. Flora of the Isle of Wight. Pub. Isle of Wight Nat. Hist. and Arch. Soc. 1978 pp.114 with 2
maps. 8vo. A vg. hardback in vg. dw. [46111]
£12.50

71.

Blamey, M. Wild Flowers By Colour. The Simple Way to Identify Flowers. 1st. Ed. Pub. Dorling
Kindersely. 1997 pp.208 with colour illus., throughout. 4to. Bookplate. A fine hardback in fine dw., very gently
sunned on spine. [55478]
£18.00
Preferred large format, hardback edition. Contains over 1,500 species from Britain and Ireland, all arranged by colour.
Details include the English name, flowering months and height.

72.

Blamey, M. and Grey-Wilson, C. Mediterranean Wild Flowers. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 1993 pp.560 with
191 colour plates plus line drawings. 8vo. Bookplate. Fine hardback in fine dw. Out-of-print. [55508]
£27.50
Highly recommended. The text describes over 2,500 species and varieties, with notes on flowers, foliage, fruits, habitat,
flowering months and distribution.

73.

Bocher, T.W. (et al). The Flora of Greenland. 1st. Eng. Ed. Pub. P. Haase & Son. 1968 pp.312 with 2
colour plates, illus., fold-out map. Small 8vo. Bookplate. Fine hardback in nr. fine dw. Scarce. [55497] £40.00
This work was translated from the 2nd Danish edition (1966). A total of 500 species are discussed and illustrated, with
morphological description chromosome number, and distribution of species given.

74.

Bond, T.E.T. Wild Flowers of the Ceylon Hills. Some Familiar Plants of the Up-country Districts. 1st.
Ed. Pub. Geoffrey Cumberlege / Oxford University Press. 1953 pp.xviii, 240 with colour frontis. and line
drawings throughout. Neat inscription and bookplate. A vg. hardback. [46208]
£12.50

75.

Brockway, L.H. Science and Colonial Expansion. The Role of the British Royal Botanic Gardens. Pub.
Academic Press. 1979 pp.xiv, 215 with text figs. 8vo. A thor. vg. hardback. [46113]
£15.00

76.

Bruton-Seal, J. & Seal, M. Hedgerow Medicine. Harvest and Make Your Own Herbal Remedies. 1st. Ed.
Pub. Merlin Unwin. 2008 pp.xviii, 206 with colour photos. Small 4to. Fine hdbk. RRP. £16.99 [55431] £10.00
Arrenged in alphabetical order of common name, this book is packed with information on the use of 50 native plants, and
includes recipes for teas, vinegars, oils, creams, pillows, poltices and alcohol-based tinctures.

77.

Buczacki, S. (et al). Collins Fungi Guide. The Most Complete Field Guide to the Mushrooms &
Toadstools of Britain & Ireland. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 2012 pp.640 with colour illus. throughout. 8vo.
Bookplate. Fine hardback in nr. fine dw. Out-of -print in hardback. [55483]
£40.00
A superb work. Nearly 2,400 species are illustrated in full colour, with detailed notes on how to correctly identify them,
including details of similar, confusing species.

78.

Burns Davis, Helen. Life and Work of Cyrus Guernsey Pringle. Pub. University of Vermont. 1936 pp.756.
Nr. fine softback. Loosely inserted at the rear of the volume is the 14 page supplementary book to complete the
work entitled ‘Supplement to Life and Work of Cyrus Guernsey Pringle’, (1937). [47755]
£40.00
Cyrus Guernsey Pringle was a plant hunter working for Asa Gray. He collected through his travels to the American Southwest
and Mexico c.15,000 plants; many of them being new to science.

79.

Calmann, G. Ehret: Flower Painter Extraordinary. An Illustrated Biography. 1st. Ed. Pub. Phaidon. 1977
pp.160 with 95 plates, many in colour. Small folio. Fine hardback in fine dw. [55691]
£24.00
Ehret’s art combines botanical exactitude with great beauty of design. This volume includes examples of all aspects of his work
from early water colours to his later, more formal engravings and the splendid finished drawings on vellum.

80.

Cannell, M.G.R., et al. (Eds). The Ecology of Mixed-Species Stands of Trees. 1st. Ed. Pub. Blackwell. 1992
pp.viii, 312 with b/w. text illus., and figs. 4to. Bookplate. Fine hardback in fine dw. [55471]
£12.50
Considers the advantages and disadvantages that tree species mixtures may have compared with monocultures. Covers aspects
of silviculture and timber production, synergism between tree species, the diversity of habitats offered to plants and animals
and more.

81.

Chalk, D. Hebes & Parahebes. Pub. The Caxton Press. 1988 pp.xiii, 152 with colour illus. and b/w. text figs.
Fine hardback in fine dw., gently sunned on spine. [47671]
£10.00

82.

Chater, A.O. Flora of Cardiganshire. 1st. Ed. Pub. A.O. Chater. 2010 pp.ix, 930 with 800 colour photos., and
1,150 dist. maps. 4to. Bookplate. With Corrigendum. A fine hardback. Out-of-print. Scarce. [55511]
£100.00

A monumental work. This flora, the first for this area since that of J.H. Salter in 1935, covers the vascular plants of this coastal
mid-Wales county. The species accounts give particular emphasis to infraspecific taxa as well as to critical groups and
hybrids, and there is more detail than usual on such matters as arable crops, pasture grasses, forestry and street trees.

83.

Chittenden, F.J. Conifers in Cultivation. Pub. RHS. 1932 pp.634 with b/w. photographs. Softback. A vg. exLib. copy, covers chipped with a little loss in places. [47314]
£17.50

84.

Clapham, A.R. (Ed.). Flora of Derbyshire. Pub. County Borough of Derby Museum & Art Gallery. 1969
pp.viii, 382 with b/w. photographs, text figs. and dist. maps. A vg. hardback in vg. dw. [46187]
£9.00

85.

Clement, E.J. et al. Illustrations of Alien Plants of the British Isles. 1st. Ed. Pub. BSBI 2005 pp.vii, 466
with b/w. illus. 8vo. Bookplate. Nr. fine softback. Out-of-print. Scarce. [55485]
£50.00
Comprises almost 450 full-page black and white illustrations.

86.

Clifton, R.T.F. Geranium Family Species Check List. Part 1. Erodium 4th. Ed. Issue 2 Pub. The
Geraniaceae Group. 1994 pp.70. 4to. Thor. vg. softback. [55410]
£5.00
The re-issued, corrected and more complete edition of this species checklist, compiled by R. Clifton and corrected by Prof.
G.C. Guittonneau. Lists plants in alphabetical order of latin name.

87.

Clifton, R.T.F. Geranium Family Species Check List. Part 2. Geranium 4th. Ed. Pub. The Geraniaceae
Group. 1992 pp.177. 4to. Thor. vg. softback. [55411]
£5.00
Lists plants in alphabetical order of latin name.

88.

Collenette, S. A Checklist of Botanical Species in Saudi Arabia. 1st. Ed. Pub. International Asclepiad
Society. 1998 pp.80. 8vo. Fine softback. Out-of-print. Scarce. [55811]
£50.00
This checklist identifies 2,243 species alphabtically under 142 families. Specimen numbers are given of all the species collected
by the Author; these specimens are lodged mainly in the herbaria of the Royal Botanic Gardens at Kew and Edinburgh.

89.

Collenette, S. An Illustrated Guide to the Flowers of Saudi Arabia. 1st. Ed. Pub. Scorpion Publishing.
1985 pp.514 with numerous colour photos. 4to. A fine hardback in vg. plus dw. [54357]
£55.00

90.

Collenette, S. Wildflowers of Saudi Arabia. 1st. Ed. Pub. NCWCD, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. 1999 pp.xxxii,
799 with colour photographs and line drawings. 4to. Fine hardback in fine dw. Very scarce. [55812]
£295.00
In 1972, Sheila Collenette moved to Saudi Arabia, and over the next 26 years, she devoted herself to listing all the plants found
growing there. ‘Wildflowers of Saudi Arabia’ records 2,250 botanical species and as such, it is the most comprehensive flora
for this region.

91.

Coppins, Sandy and Brian. Atlantic Hazel. Scotland's Special Woodlands. 1st. Ed. Pub. Atlantic Hazel Action
Group. 2012 pp.108, with colour photos., and b/w. illus. 4to. Bookplate. Fine Softback. [55666]
£15.00
The Atlantic hazel woods of the north and west are one of Scotland's most ancient and distinctive woodlands, the rain forest –
no less – of the British Isles. This book promotes a better understanding of this unique and important habitat.

92.

Costin, A.B., et al. Kosciusko Alpine Flora. 1st. Ed. Pub. Csiro/ Collins. 1979 pp.408 with many colour and
b/w. photos. 8vo. Bookplate. A fine hardback in vg. dw. [55477]
£10.00
Provides comprehensive descriptions and illustrations of the flora of this area of New South Wales.

93.

Court, D. Succulent Flora of Southern Africa. Rev. Ed. Pub. A.A. Balkema. 2000 pp.xii, 299 with colour and
b/w. photos., illus., and maps. 4to. Bookplate. Faint dust marks to top of text block, o/w. a fine hardback.
[55665]
£25.00

94.

Cribb, A.B. & Cribb, J.W. Wild Medicine in Australia. 1st. Ed. Pub. William Collins. 1981 pp.228 with
colour photos. 8vo. Lightly dust-marked top edge, o/w. a fine hardback in fine dw. [55768]
£30.00
Provides a wealth of information on the range of native and naturalised plants used to treat a variety of conditions. Scientific
and common names, details of distribution and directions for preparation are given for each plant.

95.

Cribb, P. The Forgotten Orchids of Alexandre Brun. 1st. Ed. Pub. Grove Press. 1992 pp.159 with many
fine colour plates. Small folio. Fine hardback in fine dw. [55693]
£30.00
A fascinating selection of the Alexandre Brun’s paintings of orchids made over a century ago.

96.

de la Bedoyere, Guy. The Diary of John Evelyn. 1st. Ed. Pub. Boydell. 1995 pp.380. 8vo. A thor. vg.
softback. [49687]
£12.50
Covers the period 1620 to 1706. Here, de la Bedoyere provides an edited version of Evelyn’s diary, omitting lengthy accounts
of his travels abroad, his sermons and notices, in favour of what is considered the more important content.

97.

de O. Franquinho, L and da Costa, A. Madeira. Plants and Flowers. 1st. Ed. Pub. Francisco Ribeiro &
Filhos. 1999 pp.509 profusely illus. with colour photos. 8vo. All text in English, Portuguese, French, German and
Dutch. Neat signature to ffep. Fine hardback, as new. Latest edition. In-print at £34.99. [55116]
£20.00
Covers over 400 plants, all of them pictured in colour. Includes details such as flowering season, common plant height, origin,
botanic family and their altitudinal range.

98.

Dennis, R.W.G. A Revision Of The British Hyaloscyphaceae. Mycological Papers, No.32. Pub. RBG.
1949 pp.97 with text figs. Small label. Spine rubbed. A thor. good to vg. softback copy. Scarce. [47476] £15.00

99.

Dickson, J.H. Wild Plants of Glasgow. Conservation in the City and Countryside. Pub. Aberdeen Uni.
Press. 1991 pp.207 with 20 full colour plates. A fine hardback in fine dw. [47923]
£9.00
‘Wild Plants of Glasgow’ deals with the distribution and ecology of many of the 1,100 wild plants that grow in the City of
Glasgow and its surroundings; ranging from the commonest and most familiar to an orchid which can be claimed as
Scotland’s rarest plant.

100.

Dirr, M.A. & Heuser, C.W. The Reference Manual of Woody Plant Propagation: From Seed to Tissue
Culture. 2nd. Ed. Pub. Timber Press. pp.ix, [6], 401 with b/w. photos. 4to. New softback. Latest edition. RRP
£35.00. [55681]
£25.00
A practical working guide to the propagation of over 1,100 species, varieties and cultivars.

101.

Dorrat-Haaksma, E. & Linder, H.P. Restios of the Fynbos. 1st. Ed. Pub. Botanical Soc. of South Africa. 2000
pp.xi, 188 with over 400 colour photos. throughout. 8vo. Bookplate. Lightly dust-marked top-edge, o/w. a fine
softback. [55503]
£28.00
This beautifully illustrated field guide to the Restionaceae, or Cape reeds, commonly called Restios, unpacks a unique family of
fynbos plants found at the southern tip of South Africa.

102.

Dressler, R.L. Field Guide to the Orchids of Costa Rica and Panama. 1st. Ed. Pub. Cornell. 1993 pp.ix,
374 with colour photos., illus. and maps. Large 8vo. Bookplate. Fine softback. Out-of-print. [55481]
£26.00
A major field guide, providing keys to all orchid genera found in the region, and most species. Introductory chapters cover
geography, climate and vegetation, as well as the peoples and cultures.

103.

Dudman, A.A. and Richards, A.J. Dandelions of Great Britain and Ireland. BSBI Handbook No 9. 1st. Ed.
Pub. BSBI. 1997 pp.344 with b/w. silhouette and line illus. 8vo. Bookplate. Fine softback gently sunned on spine.
[55489]
£14.00

104.

Earle, W.H. Cacti of the Southwest. Arizona, Western New Mexico, Southern Colorado, Southern Utah,
Southern Nevada, Eastern California. Rev. Ed. Pub. W.H. Earle. 1980 pp.xxi, 210 with colour and b/w.
photos. 8vo. Bookplate. Thor. vg. softback. [55668]
£14.00

105.

Edlin, Herbert L. British Plants and Their Uses. 1st. Ed. Pub. B.T. Batsford. 1951 pp.viii, 152 with b/w.
photographs and text illus. 8vo. Bookplate and signature. A thor. vg. hardback in vg. dw. [55264]
£20.00
A review of the useful plants, both wild and cultivated, that flourished in Britain in the post-war years.

106.

Ellis, R.G. Flowering Plants of Wales. 1st. Pub. Nat. Mus. Wales. 1983 pp.ix, 338 with b/w. photos, fold-out
map and dist. maps. Large 8vo. Fine hardback in nr. fine dw. [47935]
£8.00

107.

Enquist, M. Wildflowers of the Texas Hill Country. 1st. Ed. Pub. Lone Star Botanical. 1987 pp.xi, 275 with
colour photos., throughout. 8vo. Softback. Neat signature to half-title and address label to title page. A nr. fine
softback. [55117]
£10.00
Contains detailed descriptions and colour illustrations of 427 species.

108.

Foster, S. and Johnson, R.L. Desk Reference to Nature’s Medicine. 1st. Ed. Pub. National Geographic. 2006
pp.416 with colour photos., illus., and dist. maps. Crown 4to. A fine hardback in nr. fine dw. [55343]
£15.00
Bringing together the work of renowned experts in the field of herbal medicine, this beautifully illustrated reference work
comprises profiles of 150 therapeutic plants, alphabetically ordered in a clear and accessible layout.

109.

Fuchs, Leonhart. The Great Herbal of Leonhart Fuchs. De historia stirpium commentarii insignes, 1542.
1st. Ed. Pub. Stanford University. 1999 Two volume set. 4tos. Fine hardbacks bound in cream coloured linen
boards. Matching slipcase lightly marked o/w. fine. [55775]
£225.00
A black and white facsimile of the copy held in the Hunt Institute at Carnegie Mellon University. The Commentary volume
contains black and white illustrations in the text, plus over 100 colour plates.

110.

George, Elizabeth A. (Berndt). Verticordia. The Turner of Hearts. 1st. Ed. Pub. Uni. of Western Australia.
2002 pp.x, 422 with over 100 colour illus. plates (by Margaret Pieroni) plus colour photos., line drawings and
dist. maps. 4to. Bookplate. Spine very gently sunned, o/w. a fine hardback. Out-of-print. [55486]
£60.00

Lists all the 101 described species, 13 subspecies and 30 varieties of the group of Western Australian plants known as the
genus Verticordia (family Myrtaceae). Comprehensive information about each species, the history of their discovery, naming
and cultivation is included along with life-size colour paintings.

111.

Good, R. A Concise Flora of Dorset. Pub. Dorset Natural History & Archeological Society. 1984 pp.xii, 226
with 2 maps. 8vo. A vg. softback. [46216]
£6.50

112.

Green, P.R. et al. The Atlas Flora of Somerset. Pub. British Library. 1997 pp.xxiv, 292 with colour
photographs and dist. maps throughout. Fine hardback in fine dw. [46482]
£14.00

113.

Grierson, M., et al. An English Florilegium. Flowers, Trees, Shrubs, Fruits, Herbs. The Tradescant
Legacy. 1st. Ed. Pub. Thames and Hudson. 1987 pp.240 with 52 colour plates depicting 150 plants. Small folio.
A fine hardback in fine dw. [55690]
£42.00
William Stearn introduces this work with an absorbing account of the John Tradescants, the remarkable father and son
gardeners and plant hunters. In artwork commissioned for this book, Mary Grierson illustrates 150 of the plants that the
Tradescants knew, grew, and in some cases, introduced to 17th Century England. Christopher Brickell supports this with
extensive notes describing the plates and setting the plants in their botanical and horticultural context.

114.

Griffiths, M. Orchids. From the Archives of the Royal Horticultural Society. 1st. Ed. Pub. Scriptum. 2002
pp.336 with fine colour illus., throughout. Large 4to. Fine hardback in fine dw. Out-of-print. [55689]
£14.00
Reproduced here for the first time are the stunning watercolours commissioned by the Royal Horticultural Society of their
award winning orchids from 1897 onwards.

115.

Halliday, G. A Flora of Cumbria. Comprising the vice-counties of Westmorland with Furness,
Cumberland and parts of North-west Yorkshire and North Lancashire. 1st. Ed. Pub. University of
Lancaster. 1997 pp.611 with colour photos. and dist. maps. 4to. Neat signature to title page. A thor. vg. softback.
[55265]
£30.00

116.

Hanson, C.O. Forestry for Woodmen. 3rd. Ed. Pub. Oxford. 1934 pp.237 with b/w. photos. and illus. 8vo.
Neat notes on ash walking sticks to rfep. A fine hardback in vg. dw. [55284]
£12.50

117.

Hind, W.M. The Flora of Suffolk. 1st. Pub. Gurney & Jackson. 1889 pp.xxxiv, 508. 8vo. A thor. vg.
hardback. [47902]
£110.00

118.

Hoffman, N. & Brown, A. Orchids of South-West Australia. 2nd. Rev. Ed. Pub. Uni. of Western Australia.
1998 pp.462, [8], with colour photos., b/w., illus. and dist. maps. Large 8vo. Bookplate. Lightly dustmarked topedge, o/w. a fine softback. In-print at £98.00. [55480]
£50.00
This is the revised second edition with supplement. Over 400 orchids are described and photographed in this comprehensive
guide.

119.

Holden, A.E. Plant Life in the Scottish Highlands. Ecology and Adaptation to their Insect Visitors. 1st.
Ed. Pub. Oliver and Boyd. 1952 pp.xv, 319 with b/w. photos. 8vo. Bookplate. Faint dust marks to top of text
block o/w. a fine hardback in thor. vg. dw.
[55680]
£12.00
A detailed guide to the flora of the Scottish Highlands, with aids to identification, the life history of the plants found and their
adaptation to insect visitors.

120.

Howes, P.G. The Giant Cactus Forest and its World. A Brief Biology of the Giant Cactus Forest of Our
American Southwest. 1st. Ed. Pub. Duell, Sloan & Pearce. 1954 pp.xxx, 258 with 1 colour plate plus b/w.,
photos and illus., throughout. Small 4to. Bookplate. Fine hardback in vg. dw. [55507]
£22.50
Documents the cacti, lesser vegetation and biotic associations in the vast and unique cactus belts in Southwestern Arizona.

121.

Hulme, F. Edward. Familiar Wild Flowers. Series 1 to 7. Pub. Cassell. 1902 Seven volume set with colour
plates throughout. Small 8vo. Hardbacks. Original cloth bindings. A thor. vg. to fine set. [48301]
£125.00

122.

Hyde, H.A. Welsh Timber Trees. Native and Introduced. 4th. Ed. Pub. National Museum of Wales. 1977
pp.xi, 165 with text figs. Bound with additional pages for notes. Ink inscription has been crossed out on ffep. o/w.
contents in fine condition. A thor. vg. hardback. [46331]
£7.00

123.

James, T.J. Flora of Hertfordshire. 1st. Ed. Pub. Hertfordshire Natural Hist. Soc. 2009 pp.vii, 518 with colour
photos., b/w. illus. and dist. maps. 4to. Fine hardback in fine dw. With Errata slip. Dedication from author to
Bryan Sage (distinguished Naturalist) to front paste down. [55512]
£36.00
Covers over 2,000 species of wild plants and hybrids recorded in Hertfordshire, based on a countywide survey from 19872005. The species accounts include distribution maps, analysis of status and comparison with information from ‘The Flora of
Hertfordshire’ by John Dony, published in 1967.

124.

Kelly, Stan. Eucalypts. Volumes I and II. 1st. Rev. Ed. Rep. Pub. Penguin, Australia. 1989 Two volume set
with over 530 fine colour plates. Small 4to. Bookplate. Nr. fine softbacks. [55473]
£28.00
The classic work on this most iconic of Australian trees. Stan Kelly’s fine botanical paintings are complemented by notes
supplied by G.M. Chippendale and R.D. Johnson.

125.

Kirk, T. The Forest Flora of New Zealand. 1st Ed. Pub. Wellington. 1889 pp.xv, 345 with 159 fine
botanical lithographic plates. Folio. Bookplate. Very small amount of spotting, o/w. contents in fine condition.
Original decorated boards, in thor. vg. condition. [46223]
£150.00
A super work. Each plate is supported by letterpress providing information on discovery, distribution, description, properties
and uses (where applicable).

126.

Kretzschmar, H. & G., Eccarius, W. Orchids: Crete and Dodecanese. The orchid flora of the islands of
Crete, Kasos, Karpathos and Rhodes. 1st. Ed. Pub. Mediterraneo. 2004 pp.239 with colour photos. and dist.
maps throughout. 8vo. Bookplate. Fine softback. Out-of-print. [55679]
£45.00
Each plant described in detail along with a distribution map and an indication of the flowering period. In addition, the species
which can hybridize are mentioned and the possibility of confusion with other species noted.

127.

Lansdown, R.V. Water-Starworts (Callitriche) of Europe. BSBI Handbook No 11. 1st. Ed. Rep. Pub.
BSBI. 2009 pp.180, [ii] with b/w. line drawings. 8vo. Bookplate. Fine softback. [55490]
£14.00

128.

Lees, Edwin. The Botany of Worcestershire. or the Distribution of the Indigenous and Naturalized Plants
of that County. Pub. Worcester. 1867 pp.xcii, 147, 48 plus 3 pages of additions and corrections. With fold-out
map. Minor scattered foxing at ends, o/w. contents fine. Original green cloth boards lightly shelf rubbed. Nr fine
hardback. [47930]
£155.00

129.

Lotschert, W. and Beese, G. Guide to Tropical Plants. Rep. Pub. Collins. 1988
photographs and line drawings throughout. 8vo. A thor. vg. hardback. [42420]

pp.256 with colour
£17.50

An excellent field guide.

130.

Lousley, J.E. The Flora of the Isles of Scilly. Pub. David and Charles. 1971 pp.ix, 336 with b/w. photos. and
other text figs. 8vo. Bookplate. A fine hardback in vg. dw. [46214]
£6.50

131.

Lyte, Charles. Frank Kingdon-Ward. The Last of the Great Plant Hunters. Pub. John Murray. 1989 pp.xvi,
218 with a few b/w. photos. 8vo. New hdbk. copy with new dw., gently sunned on spine. [47689]
£12.50

132.

Lyte, Charles. Sir Joseph Banks. 18th Century Explorer, Botanist and Entrepreneur. 1st. Ed. Pub. David &
Charles. 1980 pp.248 with colour and b/w. illus. 8vo. Fine hardback in nr. fine dw. [55684]
£10.00

133.

McCallum Webster, M. Flora of Moray, Nairn & East Inverness. Botanical vice-counties 95 Elgin and
96 Easterness. 1st. Pub. Aberdeen Univ. Press. 1978 pp.xii, 606 with colour & b/w. plates, line drawings and
dist. maps. Nr. fine hdbk. in vg. dw. [47931]
£40.00

134.

McCosh, D. & Rich, T. Atlas of British and Irish Hawkweeds. (Pilosella L. and Hieracium L.). 1st. Ed.
Pub. BSBI. 2011 pp.i, 496 with silhouette and line drawings, dist. maps. 8vo. Bookplate. Fine softback. [55484]
£13.50
Each species account has Latin and English names, distribution map, representative silhouette, brief notes, list of vice-counties
from which it has been recorded, and IUCN threat category.

135.

Macdonald, B. Practical Woody Plant Propagation. For Nursery Growers. 1st. Ed. 2nd. Prt. Pub. B.T.
Batsford. 1989 pp.xiv, 669 with b/w. photos. and illus. 4to. Minor knock to top-edge of rear boad, o/w. a fine
hardback in nr. fine dw. Out-of-print.. [55682]
£30.00
An exhaustive exposition of propagating methods, from growing from seed to cuttings, grafting, layering and tissue culture.
Includes detailed explanations and illustrations of the procedures used.

136.

Mansell-Pleydell, J.C. The Flora of Dorsetshire. 2nd. Ed. Pub. Dorset County Chronicle. 1895 pp.xxx, 345,
xxxv. 8vo. Hardback. Both maps removed. Pencil annotations to text. With dedication from author on ffep and 2
ownership inscriptions. A good copy. [46253]
£18.00

137.

Mattheck, Claus. Updated Field Guide for Visual Tree Assessment. 1st. Ed. Pub. Forschungszentrum
Karlsruhe GmbH. 2007 pp.vi, 170 with numerous colour photos., and illus. Large 16mo. Bookplate. Fine
softback. Out-of-print. [55469]
£45.00
Based on research carried out at the Karlsruhe Research Centre, this field guide explains the visual clues to understanding the
biomechanics and fracture behaviour of trees. A very useful aid in tree preservation with minimised risk to people.

138.

Meyen, F.J.F. Outlines of the Geography of Plants. Pub. Ray Society. 1846 pp.x, 422. Ex-Glasgow Natural
History Society copy. Contents nr. fine. Original boards in vg. condition. [48304]
£55.00

139.

Mitchell, A.L. & House, S. David Douglas. Explorer and Botanist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Aurum Press. 1999 pp.xiii,
241 with b/w. photos., illus., and maps. 8vo. Fine hardback in fine dw. In-print at £19.99. [55685]
£9.00
This biography of one of the greatest of the many Scots who contributed to the exploration and development of North America
is thoroughly researched and written. It has a verve and enthusiasm which captures the adventurous spirit of its subject.

140.

Moore, P. A Guide to Plants of Inland Australia. 1st. Ed. Pub. Reed New Holland. 2005 pp.503 with colour
photos. and dist. maps throughout. 8vo. Bookplate. Fine softback. Out-of-print.. [55500]
£30.00
Highly recommended. Features 800 species and covers the major plants of three quarters of the continent of Australia. Each
entry consists of one or two photographs. Detailed descriptions, information about habitat, name origins, explorers and
collectors, and distribution maps.

141.

Nannfeldt, J.A. The Geoglossaceae of Sweden. Band 30, A. No.4. Pub. H.K. Lewis. 1942 pp.67 with five
b/w. microscopic images and six text figs. Signature of W.D. Graddon on front cover. Covers worn, chipped with
a small amount of loss. Sellotape supporting the spine. A vg. softback copy. Scarce. [47488]
£65.00

142.

Nelson, E. Charles. & Walsh, Wendy. The Burren. A companion to the wildflowers of an Irish limestone
wilderness. Pub. Boethius Press & The Conservancy of The Burren. 1991 pp.343 with colour and b/w. illus. 8vo.
A fine softback. [48903]
£22.50

143.

North, M. et al. A Vision of Eden. The Life and Work of Marianne North. Pub. HMSO. 1993 pp.240 with
colour plates throughout. 4to. A thor. vg. hardback in thor. vg. dw. [39842]
£15.00

144.

Ouden, P. den & Boom, B.K. Manual of Cultivated Conifers Hardy in the cold-warm-temperate zone.
Pub. Martinus Nikhoff. 1965 pp.x, 526 with numerous b/w. plates. Hardback. A vg. copy in vg. dw. From the
library of Anthony Huxley. [15379]
£25.00
Contains descriptions of species, varieties and cultivars still in cultivation, or lost or unknown to the trade.

145.

Page, C.N. The Ferns of Britain and Ireland. 2nd. Ed. Pub. Cambridge. 1997 pp.xx, 540 with b/w. illus.
Large 8vo. Bookplate. Nr. fine softback. Latest edition. In-print at £83.99. [55672]
£55.00

146.

Palgrave, K.C. Trees of Southern Africa. 1st. Ed. Pub. C.Struik. 1977 pp.959 with 314 coloured illus. plus
numerous text illus. 8vo. Hardback. VG. [23186]
£40.00
Easy to use, authoritative and complete. Includes all the species of trees, both indigenous and naturalised, known to occur in
Africa, south of the Zambezi.

147.

Pankhurst, R.J. &. Mullin, J.M, (and Clark, J.W.). Flora of the Outer Hebrides. with Index to the Flora of
the Outer Hebrides. 1st. Ed. Pub. Natural History Museum. 1991 pp.171 with b/w. photos., and maps plus the
22-page Index separately compiled. Small 4to. Bookpate. Nr. fine softbacks. [55504]
£28.00
The first comprehensive publication to describe the flowering plants and ferns of the Outer Hebrides, comprising over 700
species. Introductory chapters cover the climate, geography, geology, soils, vegetation and botanical history of the area. Every
effort has been made to give Gaelic names for plants, and a chapter is devoted to Gaelic plant folklore.

148.

Pardoe, H. Mountain Plants of the British Isles. An Introduction to our Native Arctic-Alpine Flora. 1st.
Ed. Pub. Nat. Mus. Wales. 1995 pp.54 with colour photos. and dist. maps. 8vo. Fine softback. [55475]
£6.00

149.

Perring, F.H. and Walters, S.M. (Eds.). Atlas of the British Flora. Pub. Botanical Society British Isles. 1990
pp.xxiii, 440 with distribution maps throughout. Small 4to. A vg. softback. [46563]
£15.00

150.

Peterken, G.F. Natural Woodland. Ecology and conservation in Northern temperate regions. 1st. Ed. Pub.
Cambridge University Press. 1996 pp.xiii, 522 with b/w. photos, tables and figs. Small 4to. Bookplate. Nr. fine
softback. [55494]
£60.00
This book describes how woods grow, die and regenerate in the absence of human influence, and the structures and range of
habitats fround in natural woods. Peterken uses examples of virgin and old growth forests in Europe and North America to
outline the dynamics and structure of natural temperate woodland.

151.

Peterken, G.F. Woodland Conservation and Management. 1st. Ed. Pub. Chapman and Hall. 1981 pp.xv,
328 with b/w. photos. and text figs. 4to. Bookplate. A nr. fine hdbk. in thor. vg. dw. gently sunned in places.
Highly sought after. [55510]
£55.00

152.

Peterken, G.F. and Mountford, E. Woodland Development. A Long-term Study of Lady Park Wood. 1st.
Ed. Pub. CABI. 2017 pp.xv, 286 with colour photos. throughout, illus. and figs. 4to. Bookplate. Fine softback. Inprint at £34.99. [55472]
£25.00
An account of Lady Park Wood, which was set aside as an unmanaged reserve for ecological research in 1944. A unique
record of how a woodland develops under the influence of natural factors.

153.

Pilcher, J. and Hall, V. Flora Hibernica. The Wild flowers, Plants and Trees of Ireland. 1st. Ed. Rep. Pub.
Collins Press. 2004 pp.ix, 203 with colour photos. 4to. Neat signature. Fine softback. [55266]
£12.00
Describes in detail the plants associated with the specific habitats of Ireland such as the seashore, woodlands, boglands, etc.

154.

Pojar, J. & MacKinnon, A. (Eds.). Plants of Coastal British Columbia. Including Washington, Oregon and
Alaska. 1st. Ed. Pub. Lone Pine. 1994 pp.527 with colour photos. throughout & b/w. illus. 8vo. Softback.
Previous owner's name inked-out and neat dedication to half-title. A nr. fine softback. [55107]
£15.00
This easy-to-use guide features commonly found coastal plants including trees, shrubs, wildflowers, aquatic plants, grasses,
ferns, mosses and lichens.

155.

Poland, John & Clement Eric. The Vegetative Key to the British Flora. A new approach to naming British
vascular plants based on vegetative characters. 1st. Ed. Pub. BSBI. 2009 pp.526 with 24 pages of colour
photos and numerous b/w. illus. 8vo. Bookplate. Fine softback. In-print at £24.99. [55505]
£15.00
An innovative approach to plant identification. This guide enables the user to easily identify over 3,000 native and alien plants
without flowers or fruit, with nothing more than a hand lens.

156.

Polunin, O. & Walters, M. A Guide to the Vegetation of Britain and Europe. Pub. Oxford Univ. Press.
1985 pp.ix, 238 with colour and b/w. photographs and 60 full-page line drawings. 4to. Bookplate. Fine hardback
in vg. dw. [46326]
£12.50
This is the first book, written for the layman and keen naturalist, to give an overall account of the main vegetation types,
natural and semi-natural, which now cover Britain and Europe.

157.

Poole, A.L. and Adams, N.M. Trees and Shrubs of New Zealand. 1st. Ed. 2nd. Imp. R.E. Owen. 1963 pp.250
with numerous b/w. illus. 8vo. Neat inscription. A fine hardback in nr. fine dw. [55263]
£18.00
Superb line drawings and clear text assist with the identification of woody plants of forest and shrubland, from the coast to
subalpine areas.

158.

Pooley, E. Mountain Flowers. A Field Guide to the Flora of the Drakensberg and Lesotho. 1st. Ed. Pub.
Flora Publications Trust. 2003 pp.320 with over 1,300 colour photos, dist. maps throughout. 8vo. Bookplate. Fine
softback. In-print at £69.99. [55501]
£20.00
This region is the only part of southern Africa which is home to alpines and there are more than 190 species endemic to the
area. This fully illustrated book is designed to be a lightweight easy-to-use field guide.

159.

Praeger, Robert Lloyd. The Way That I Went. An Irishman in Ireland. 2nd Rev. Ed. Pub. Methuen. 1939
pp.xiii, 394 with fold-out map at rear. Scattered foxing to fore-edge of text block and blue cloth boards ever soslightly faded on spine, o/w. a thor. vg. copy. Scarce. [47763]
£40.00
A superb work by Dr. Praeger studying the nature, archaeology and antiquities of Ireland.

160.

Preston, C.D. Pondweeds of Great Britain and Ireland. BSBI Handbook No. 8. 1st. Ed. Pub. BSBI. 1995
pp.352 with b/w. illus. 8vo. Bookplate. Fine softback gently sunned on spine. [55488]
£14.00
Covers the genera Potamogeton, Groenlandia, and Ruppia. Also useful for identifying pondweeds elsewhere in Europe.

161.

Rackham, Oliver. Ancient Woodland. Its history, vegetation and uses in England. New. Ed. Pub.
Castlepoint Press. 2003 pp.xxxvi, 584 with numerous colour and b/w. photos, text figs. and dist. maps. 4to.
Bookplate. A fine hardback in nr. fine dw. Out-of-print. [55493]
£60.00
Rackham gives detailed historical and ecological accounts of both individual woods and a range of woodland types from
prehistoric times to today, and shows how changing woodland management regimes have maintained and modified the woods.
He has added 9 brand new chapters since the first edition was published in 1980, and photographs have been re-scanned to
improve reproduction.

162.

Rackham, Oliver. The Ash Tree. 1st. Ed. Pub. Little Toller Books. 2014 pp.177 with colour photos. and b/w.,
illus. Small 8vo. Bookplate. Fine hardback in fine dw. Out-of-print in hardback. [55678]
£25.00
The first history and ecology to be written of the ash tree, exploring its place in human culture, explaining Ash Disease, and
arguing that globalisation is now the single greatest threat to the world's trees and forests.

163.

Rackham, Oliver. The Last Forest. The Story of Hatfield Forest. 1st. Pbk. Ed. Pub. Dent. 1993 pp.xiii, 302
with b/w. photos,. and illus. 8vo. Bookplate. Fine softback. Out-of-print. [55470]
£10.00
A fascinating account of Britain's most ancient forest.

164.

Raven, J. A Botanist’s Garden. 1st. Ed. Rep. Pub. Silent Books. 1992 pp.224 with 2 plans. 8vo. Fine hardback
in nr. fine dw. [55767]
£12.50
Takes the dicotyledons in systematic order, considering within each family and genus, the British species, then European and
non-European natives, and finally, on to garden hybrids.

165.

Rebelo, Tony. Proteas. A field guide to the Proteas of Southern Africa. 1st. Ed. Pub. Fernwood Press. 1995
pp.224, with 480 colour photos plus b/w. illus. and dist. maps. 8vo. Bookplate. Fine hardback. Out-of-print.
[55502]
£15.00
This volume identifies some 370 proteas in the field. The diagnostic features of genera and species are highlighted, and a
distribution map accompanies each species description.

166.

Redoute, Pierre- Joseph. Fruits and Flowers. 1st. Ed. Pub. Ariel Press. 1955 pp.xvi plus 24 (very high-quality
reproductions) colour plates. Folio. Minor darkening to end-papers o/w. a fine hdbk. in vg. dw [55695] £50.00
Comprising twenty-four plates selected from “Choix des Plus Belles Fleurs et des Plus Beaux Fruits” together with the
original preface by P.J. Redoute edited and introduced by Eva Mannering.

167.

Reveal, J.L. America’s Botanical Beauty. Illustrations from the Library of Congress. Pub. Fulcrum. 1996
pp.162 illus. throughout with colour and b/w. reproductions of botanical art. Softback. Nr. fine. [46347] £7.50

168.

Rich, T. et al. Whitebeams, Rowans and Service Trees of Britain and Ireland. A monograph of British
and Irish Sorbus L. 1st. Ed. Pub. Botanical Soc. of the British Isles. 2010 pp.vi, 223 with colour photos., b/w.,
illus., and dist. maps throughout. 4to. Bookplate. Bump to top front cover, o/w. a fine hardback. Out-of-print.
Scarce. [55667]
£60.00
BSBI Handbook No 14. This book contains an account of 52 native or naturalised Sorbus taxa in Britain and Ireland (44
species and 8 hybrids).

169.

Rodwell, J. S. (Ed.). British Plant Communities. 1st. Ed. Pub. Cambridge University. 1991-2000 Five
volume set. Vols. 1 to 4 are hdbk., Vol. 5 is softback. Large 8vo. Bookplate to each volume. A review of Vol. 1.
by G.F. Peterken neatly glued to rear paste down. Very pleasing set in nr. fine condition. Out-of-print in hardback.
[55674]
£295.00
Vol. 1 Woodlands and scrub; Vol. 2 Mires and heaths; Vol. 3 Grasslands and montane communities; Vol. 4 Aquatic
communities, swamps and tall-herb fens; Vol. 5 Maritime communities and vegetation of open habitats.

170.

Roe, Capt. R.G.B. The Flora of Somerset. Pub. Som. Arch. & NH Soc. 1981 pp.xxiv, 345 with 2 maps and a
number of b/w. plates. 8vo. Nr. fine softback. [46193]
£5.00

171.

Rose, Francis. Colour Identification Guide to the Grasses, Sedges, Rushes and Ferns of the British
Isles and North-Western Europe. 1st. Ed. Pub. Viking. 1989 pp.239 with colour and b/w. illus. Small 4to.
Bookplate. A thor. vg. hardback in vg. dw. [55479]
£22.50
Highly recommended. Over 420 species are described and illustrated in colour. Features vital to accurate identification are
also highlighted. It includes keys to both genera within families and species within genera, and an illustrated glossary of
technical terms and plant structures.

172.

Rossler, M. & Rossler, M. Plant Portraits from the Flora Danica : 1761 - 1769. Twelve reproductions of
plates by Martin and Michael Rossler with historical and botanical text by William T. Stearn. 1st. Ed.
Pub. Mendip Press. 1983 pp.12 plus 12 fine colour plates. Folio. Nr. fine softback. [55694]
£35.00

173.

Rothero, G. &. Thompson, B. A Checklist of the Flowering Plants and Ferns of Main Argyll. Pub. The
Argyll Flora Project. 1994 pp. 132. Nr. fine softback. [47926]
£9.00

174.

Rowley, G.D. A History of Succulent Plants. 1st. Ed. Pub. Strawberry Press. 1997 pp.xv, 409 with numerous
colour and b/w. illus. 4to. Hardback. Faint dust marks to top edge of text block, o/w. a fine hardback in fine dw.
In-print at £132.00. [55687]
£60.00
A rich patchwork history of plant-lore which covers the record of succulent plants from cave paintings and scrolls to laser
painting and databases; from herb lore to selective breeding and environmentalism; from Theophrastus to Linnaeus, Darwin
and the modern sages; from the first Melocactus mistaken for a fruit to the thousands in cultivation today.

175.

Schultes, R.E.& Raffauf, R.F. The Healing Forest. Medicinal and Toxic Plants of the Northwest
Amazonia. 1st. Ed. Rep. Pub. Dioscorides Press. 2001 pp.484 with b/w. photos., illus., and maps. Small 4to.
Fine hardback in fine dw. Out-of-print. [55778]
£30.00
The authors, from their backgrounds in ethnobotany and phytochemistry, have included and described 1,479 species and
variants, representing 596 genera in 145 plant families. Of these, half have had little or no real investigation of their chemical
and pharmacological properties.

176.

Schumann, F. & Stevenson, R. A Flora of King’s Lynn. 1st. Ed. Pub. Norfolk & Norwich Naturalists’ Soc.
2011 pp.128 with colour photos., and b/w. dist maps. Large 8vo. Fine softback. [55671]
£8.00
The result of a five-year survey, identifying 800 different plant species in King's Lynn. There is an alphabetical listing of all the
plants found with most accompanied by a distribution map and text.

177.

Scott, H. & Scott. H. Historical Drawings of Native Flowers. From the Collections of the Mitchell
Library, Sydney. 1st. Ed. Pub. Craftsman House. 1988 pp.136 with 51 fine colour plates. Large 4to. Fine
hardback in nr. fine dw. [55688]
£60.00
Published as part of the Australian Bicentennial celebrations, this is a collection of the beautiful botanical paintings of the
Victorian sisters Harriet and Helena Scott, introduced and selected by Marion Ord.

178.

Smith, G.F. et al. Mesembs of the World. Illustrated Guide to a Remarkable Succulent Group. 1st. Ed.
Pub. Briza Publications. 1998 pp.405 with colour photos., and dist. maps throughout. Key to Mesemb genera.
Large 8vo. Bookplate. Front corners of boards very gently bumped, o/w. a fine hardback. [55670]
£90.00
The world's second largest family of Succulents, comprising 1,800 species. Found worldwide, the family is notoriously difficult
to name and classify, so the clear, non-technical language of this book makes it invaluable.

179.

Smith, John. Ferns: British and Foreign. Their history, organography, classification, and enumeration
with a treatise on their cultivation. 1st. Ed. 2nd. Iss. Pub. Robert Hardwicke. [1866] pp.xi, 412 with b/w. illus.
8vo. Hardback. Signature to front pastedown, and neat bookstamp of George Widdows to ffep., and title page.
Scattered foxing to endpapers. o/w., contents in fine condition. Orig. gilt decorated green boards in thor. vg.
condition. [54816]
£45.00
‘This work by Smith is an important source of evidence for the fern historian. The bulk of the work is a continuation of his
previous catalogues of ferns but the important addition was a lengthy chapter on the introduction of exotic ferns into Britain’,
(Hall and Rickard).

180.

Sonntag, C.O. A Pocket Flora of Edinburgh. And The Surrounding District. Pub. Williams and Norgate.
1894 pp.xii, 246 with a fold-out map at front, neatly repaired. Neat early notes on ffep. Thor. very good hdbk.
copy. [47916]
£27.00
A collection and full description of all phanerogamic and the principal cryptogamic plants.

181.

Stace, C. New Flora of the British Isles. 2nd. Ed. Pub. Cambridge Uni. Press. 1997 pp.xxvii, 1130 with b/w.
photos., and illus. 8vo. A fine softback. [54991]
£30.00
The standard work on the identification of the wild vascular plants of the British Isles.

182.

Tennant, D.& Rich, T. British Alpine Hawkweeds. A monograph of British Hieracium section Alpina. 1st.
Ed. Pub. Botanical Society of the British Isles. 2008 pp.[iv], iv, 234 with colour photos., b/w. line drawings, dist.
maps plus 5 colour paintings by Raymond C. Booth. 4to. Bookplate. Gently bumped on bottom corner, o/w. a fine
softback.
[55663]
£25.00
Covers every aspect presently known about alpine hawkweeds in Britain, including their identification, locations and
conservation in an attempt to promote renewed interest in them. Detailed keys and fully illustrated, diagnostic accounts are
given for each of the 39 taxa in a format designed to assist in their identification.

183.

The Arbroath Horticultural and Natural History Association. Flora of Arbroath and its Neighbourhood.
Being a List of Flowering Plants and Ferns, with an appendix of Mosses, Lichens, and Seaweeds. Pub.
Arbroath. 1882 pp.viii, 63. Minor spotting at ends, o/w. contents fine. Original gilt illus. green boards. A lovely
copy. Very scarce. [47938]
£70.00

184.

Thornton, R. The Temple of Flora. 1st. Ed. Pub. Weidenfield & Nicholson. 1981 pp.110 with 32 fine colour
plates. Small folio. Fine hardback in vg. dw. [55692]
£25.00
Published in 1799, the Temple of Flora was the first, and remains the best known, of Robert John Thornton’s monumental
botanical publications.

185.

Tulasne, L.R. and C. (Trans. into English by W.B. Grove and Edited by A.H. Reginald Buller and C.L. Shear).
Selecta Fungorum Carpologia. Pub. Oxford Clarendon Press. 1931 Three volume set with plates. A
complete set. Scattered foxing to fore-edges of text block, not affecting plates or text. Folio. With vg. original
dustwrappers, a little chipped along edges. Overall a thor. vg. set. Scarce. [46259]
£250.00
“The Carpologia at the time of its publication (1861-1865) was an epoch-making work and [is] one of the great mycological
classics. Its primary purpose was to demonstrate the pleomorphism of the Ascomycetes which had been denied by some
contemporary mycologists. In the Carpologia we have the most detailed descriptions and the best illustrations of the
morphology and life-history of the Ascomycetes yet produced” (Editors' preface).

186.

Turner, William. A New Herball. (Parts I, II and III). 1st. Cambridge Ed. 1995 Two volume set with illus. 4to.
Fine hardbacks in fine dws. With publishers slipcase. [55776]
£250.00
Originally published in 3 parts in the 16th century, this herbal proved to be a landmark in the history of botany and herbalism.
A superb production.

187.

Tyler, M. British Oaks. A Concise Guide. Pub. Crowood. 2008 pp.256 with colour photos and illus. A fine
hdbk. in fine dw. very lightly sunned on spine. [48276]
£14.00
This detailed and wide-ranging guide is essential reading for all those who have an interest in all aspects of British oaks.

188.

Varty, I.W. Adelges Insects of Silver Firs. Forestry Commission Bulletin No. 26 Pub. H.M.S.O. 1956
pp.iv, 75 with b/w. plates and text figs. A vg. copy softback. Scarce. [45766]
£10.00

189.

Viereck, L.A. & Little, E.L. Alaska Trees and Shrubs. Agriculture Handbook No. 410. 1st. Ed. Pub. U.S.
Dept. of Agriculture. 1972 pp.viii, 265 with b/w. illus., dist. maps plus colour fold-out map of Alaska showing
vegetation types in rear pocket. 8vo. Bookplate. A fine hardback. [55499]
£7.50

190.

Wade, A.E. The Flora of Monmouthshire. 1st. Ed. Pub. Nat. Mus. Wales. 1970 pp.236 with b/w.
photographs and 2 fold-out maps at rear of book. 8vo. A thor. vg. hdbk. in thor. vg. dw. [39887]
£10.00

191.

Wall, B. (Revised by Innes, C.) Air Plants and other Bromeliads. A Wisley Handbook. 2nd Ed. Pub. Royal
Horticultural. 1994 pp.64. With colour photographs. Fine softback. [47389]
£10.00

192.

Ward, Lester F. Status of the Mesozoic Floras of the United States. First Paper : The Older Mesozoic.
Pub. Washington Government Printing Office. 1900 pp.211-430 plus 179 plates (photographic and drawing).
Original paper covers. First three sections, last page of index and rear paper cover detached. Some loss to the front
and rear covers and margin of last page of index. Contents clean and in vg. condition. ‘With the authors
compliments’ written at top of front cover. Working copy. [47254]
£30.00

193.

Weniger, D. Cacti of Texas. And Neighbouring States. A Field Guide. 1st. Ed. Pub. Uni. of Texas Press.
1984 pp.viii, 356 with colour photos. throughout. 8vo. Bookplate. Fine softback. [55669]
£25.00

194.

Wheeler, K.G.R. A Natural History of Nettles. 1st. Ed. Pub. The Author in cooperation with Trafford
Publishing. 2004 pp.x, 300 with b/w. photos., illus., and figs., plus CD-ROM containing all illustrations in high
resolution colour. 4to. Nr. fine softback. Dedication from the Author to Bryan Sage (distinguished Naturalist) on
the inside front cover and letter from the author loosely inserted. Out-of-print. Scarce. [55662]
£95.00
The first book ever on the much-maligned nettles of the world. This study centres on the most abundant and common stinging
nettle (Urtica dioica), but also deals with other nettles throughout the world. A detailed, comprehensive and utterly fascinating
account not only of the ecology and morphology of nettles, but of the folklore and numerous uses made of them, and the insect
communities that depend on them.

195.

White, J.W. The Bristol Flora. Rep. Pub. Chatford House Press. 1972 pp.x, 722 with fold-out map. 8vo. A vg.
hardback in good to vg. dw. [46203]
£16.00
First published in 1912. The area covered is far wider than the title suggests, for it extends as far as twenty miles into North
Somerset, including the Mendip Hills and Cheddar Gorge and for the same distance into South Gloucestershire embracing the
banks of the Severn and the South Western Cotswolds.

196.

Wiggins, I.L. & Thomas, J.H. A Flora of the Alaskan Arctic Slope 1st. Ed. Pub. Uni. of Toronto Press. 1962
pp.vii, 425 with dist. maps. Small 4to. Bookplate. Fine hardback in thor. vg. dw. [55509]
£45.00
Provides full coverage of the classification of the flowering plants, fern, and fern-allies growing naturally on the northern
slopes of the Brooks Range and the tundra within the state of Alaska.

197.

Wink, M. & Van Wyk, B-E. Mind-Altering and Poisonous Plants of the World. A scientifically accurate
guide to 1,200 Toxic and Intoxicating Plants. 1st. Ed. Pub. Timber Press. 2008 pp.464 with colour
photographs throughout. Large 8vo. New hardback. Out-of-print. [55683]
£75.00
Recommended.

198.

Woods, Ray. The Mosses and Liverworts of Brecknock. 1st. Ed. Pub. R. Woods. 2006 pp.134 with colour
and b/w. photos., dist. maps. 4to. Bookplate. Fine softback. [55664]
£15.00
The first study to cover the bryophytes of the area of Watsonian vice-county 42, Brecknock (now mostly Powys). The study
describes what is known of the distribution of Brecknock's 388 mosses, 151 liverworts and 1 hornwort.

199.

Wrigley, J.W. & Fagg, M. Banksias, Waratahs and Grevilleas. And all other Plants in the Australian
Proteaceae Family. 1st. Ed. Pub. CollinsAngus & Robertson. 1991 pp.584 with colour and b/w. photos., illus.,
and dist. maps. 4to. Bookplate. Faint dust marks to top of text block, o/w. a fine hardback in nr. fine dw. [55673]
£48.00
Published in 1991, this work describes every known species, hybrid and cultivar. The descriptions are arranged in alphabetical
order for easy reference. Includes illustrated glossary, full index and bibliography.

200.

Zahran, M.A. with A.J. Willis. The Vegetation of Egypt. 1st. Ed. Pub. Chapman & Hall, 1992 pp.xvi, 424
with b/w. photos., maps and figs. 8vo. Bookplate. Fine softback. [55506]
£48.00
Covering each of the four major eco-geographical regions of Egypt - the Western Desert, the Eastern Desert, the Sinai
Peninsula, and the Nile Region - this book is an important contribution to the study of the vegetation of arid and
Mediterranean-type regions.

Entomology
201.

Asher, J. et al. The Millennium Atlas of Butterflies in Britain and Ireland. 1st. Ed. Pub. Oxford Uni.
Press. 2001 pp.xx, 433 with colour photographs, text figs. and distribution maps. 4to. Hardback. Light fingermarks to fore-edge of text block, o/w. a fine copy in nr. fine dustwrapper. [54080]
£20.00
The most comprehensive survey of butterflies ever undertaken in Britain and Ireland.

202.

Barber, A.D. Centipedes. Keys and notes for the identification of the species. 1st. Ed. Pub. Field Studies
Council. 2009 pp.vii, 228 with b/w. illus. 8vo. A fine softback. [52031]
£32.50
Synopses of the British Fauna (New Series), No. 58.

203.

Bauer, E. and Frankenbach, T. Butterflies of the World. Part 3. Gerardo Lama. Nymphalidae II.
Ithomiinae. Pub. Goecke & Evers. 1999 pp.17 with full-page colour photographic plates displaying 252
different specimens. Large 4to. Fine softback. [47270]
£20.00

204.

Bauer, E. and Frankenbach, T. Butterflies of the World. Part 9. Jacques Hecq. Nymphalidae IV.
Bebearia. Pub. Goecke & Evers. 2000 pp.7 with full-page colour photographic plates displaying more than 200
different specimens. Large 4to. Fine softback. [47272]
£20.00

205.

Bauer, E. and Frankenbach, T. Butterflies of the World. Part 10. Text. Walter Winhard. Pieridae 1. Pub.
Goecke & Evers. 2000 pp.40. Large 4to. Fine softback. [47273]
£20.00

206.

Bauer, E. and Frankenbach, T. Butterflies of the World. Part 10. Plates. Walter Winhard. Pieridae 1. Pub.
Goecke & Evers. 2000 Unpaginated with 48 full-page colour photographic plates showing 837 specimens. Large
4to. Fine softback. [47274]
£20.00

207.

Bauer, E. and Frankenbach, T. Butterflies of the World. Part 11. Lukhtanov & Eitschberger.
Nymphalidae V. Oeneis. Pub. Goecke & Evers. 2000 pp.12 with full-page colour photographic plates
depicting nearly 200 specimens. Large 4to. Fine softback. [47275]
£20.00

208.

Bolton, B. and Collingwood, A. Hymenoptera. Formicidae. Handbooks for the Identification of British
Insects. Vol. VI. Part 3 (c). Pub. R.E.S. 1975 pp.34 with text figs throughout. Thor. vg. softback. Scarce.
[46500]
£18.00

209.

Brooks, Margaret. A Complete Guide to British Moths (Macrolepidoptera). Their entire life history
described and illustrated in colour from photographs taken in their natural surroundings. Pub. Cape. 1991
pp.248 with colour photographs throughout. 4to. Fine hardback in fine dw. [42295]
£35.00

210.

Brooks, S. &. Cham, S. Field Guide to the Dragonflies & Damselflies. Of Great Britain and Ireland. 5th.
Ed. Pub. British Wildlife Publishing. 2014 pp.192 with all resident and migrant species fully described and
illustrated in more than 340 colour illustrations and photographs. New softback. Latest edition. [47794] £20.00
This revised edition provides comprehensive species descriptions including habitat, larval form, flight season, feeding,
territorial and mating behaviour.

211.

Brown, V.K. Grasshoppers. Naturalists Handbook 2. 1st. Ed. Pub. C.U.P. 1983 pp.64 with 4 colour plates
and text figs. A thor. vg. softback. [43996]
£9.00

212.

Comstock, J.H. The Spider Book. A manual for the study of the spiders and their near relatives, the

scorpions, pseudoscorpions, whip-scorpions, harvestmen, and other members of the class arachnida,
found in America, North of Mexico, with analytical keys for their classification and popular accounts of
their habits. Pub. Doubleday, Page & Company. 1920 pp.xv, 721 with b/w. photographs, colour plates, text
figs. and illus. TEG. A vg. hardback.

[46383]

£17.50

213.

Cropper, R.S. The Orthoptera and Allied Insects of Somerset. Pub. by the author. 2011 pp.44 with colour
photographs and distribution maps throughout. Small address label. Fine softback. [46632]
£12.00

214.

d’Aguilar, J. et al. A Field Guide to the Dragonflies of Britain, Europe and North Africa. Pub. Collins.
1986 pp.336 with 13 colour photos., and 27 illustrated plates. 8vo. A thor. vg. hardback. [39054]
£30.00

215.

Dennis, R.L.H. The British Butterflies. Their Origin and Establishment. Pub. E.W. Classey Ltd. 1977
pp.xviii, 318 with text figs. 8vo. Hardback. VG. ex-lib. copy. [46549]
£7.50
Ten chapters, in four sections, dealing with: (1) environmental conditions during late Pleistocene & Post-Glacial; (2)
geography & ecology of the butterflies; (3) racial variation; (4) arrival & establishment in the Islands.

216.

Eady, R.D. and Quinlan, J. Hymenoptera. (Diptera.) Cynipoidea. Key to families and subfamilies and

Cynipinae (including galls). Handbooks for the Identification of British Insects. Vol. VIII. Part 1 (a).
Pub. R.E.S. 1963 pp.81 with text figs throughout. Ex-Lib. Small label. VG. Softback.

[46504]

£15.00

217.

Emmet, A. et al. The Moths and Butterflies of Great Britain and Ireland. Volume 7, Part 1.
Hesperiidae-Nymphalidae. The Butterflies. Pub. Harley Books. 1989 pp.ix, 370 with 24 colour plates and
other figs. 4to. Ex-Lib. A vg. hardback in nr. vg. dw. [40978]
£25.00

218.

Falk, S. Field Guide to the Bees of Great Britain and Ireland. British Wildlife Field Guide. 1st. Ed. Pub.
British Wildlife Publishing. 2015 pp.432 with colour photographs & over 1,000 colour and black & white
illustrations by Richard Lewington. 8vo. New hardback. Out-of-print in hardback. [54092]
£60.00
Steve Falk and Richard Lewington are behind this excellent guide, which will surely prove to be the book to have for many
years, for the identification of all 275 species of Bees found in Britain and Ireland.

219.

Fraser, Lt.-Col F.C. Mecoptera Megaloptera Neuroptera. Handbooks for the Identification of British
Insects. Vol. I. Parts 12 and 13. Pub. R.E.S. 1959 pp.40 with text figs. Ex-Lib. VG. softback. [46515] £5.00

220.

Fraser, Lt.-Col. F.C. Odonata. Handbooks for the Identification of British Insects. Vol. I. Part. 10. Pub.
R.E.S. 1956 pp.49 with text figs throughout. Hole-punched to fit into a file. Small address label to front cover. A
near vg. copy. Softback. [46499]
£9.00

221.

H. Hacker, (Ed.). Esperiana. Buchreihe zur Entomologie Band 1. Pub. Druck & Verlag. 1990 pp.501 with
colour plates and text figs. throughout. 8vo. Bi-lingual English and German. Nr. fine hardback. [47249] £50.00
‘Esperiana is an international book series for publication of high quality papers on any aspect of systematics, taxonomy,
faunistic and biogeography of insects, with a preference to Lepidoptera of the Old World. It has a preference for large
taxonomic works: such as monographs and revisions.’

222.

Hammond, Cyril O. The Dragonflies of Great Britain and Ireland. Pub. Curwen Books. 1977 pp.116 with
numerous figs., colour illus. & dist. maps. 4to. Bookplate. Fine hardback in fine dw. [45198]
£15.00
With enlarged illustrations of the British species in colour by the late C.O. Hammond & an illustrated key to the aquatic larval
stages by the late A.E. Gardner.

223.

Harris, Moses. The Aurelian. or Natural History of English Insects: namely, Moths and Butterflies.

Together with the Plants on which they Feed; Drawn, engraved and coloured from the natural subjects
themselves.. Facs. Rep. Newnes. 1986 pp.104 with frontis. & 44 reproductions of hand-coloured plates. Nr. fine
hardback.

[46102]

£10.00

224.

Hincks, W.D. Dermaptera and Orthoptera. Handbooks for the Identification of British Insects. Vol. I.
Part 5. Rev. Rep Ed. Pub. R.E.S. 1956 pp.24 with text figs throughout. Hole-punched to fit into a file. A vg.
copy. Softback. [46497]
£5.00

225.

Horton, G.A. Monmouthshire Lepidoptera. The Butterflies and Moths of Gwent. Pub. Comma. 1994.
pp.351 with 27 colour plates. 8vo. Lacks front cover illus., o/w. a thor. vg. hardback. [42751]
£7.00

226.

Jakubski, A.W. A Critical Revision of the Families Margarodidae and Termitococcidae (Hemiptera,
Coccoidea). Pub. British Museum Nat. Hist. 1965 pp.x, 187 with colour frontispiece and text figs. Hardback.
Fine in thor. vg. dw. [17822]
£10.00

227.

Kirby, W. & Spence, W. An Introduction to Entomology; or, Elements of the Natural History of Insects.
Pub. Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme and Brown. 1816-26 Four volume set with 30 plates (6 fine hand-coloured ),
portrait frontis., of the authors in Vol. I and II and fold-out Synoptical table. 8vo. Hardbacks. Early bookplate to
each volume. Scattered foxing and offsetting to some plates and at ends o/w. contents in fine condition. Original,
handsome, decorated straight-grain full-leather; Vols. I & III hinges showing wear, Vol. II boards held by two
cords, Vol. IV neatly strengthened with some loss to leather across spines. Internally bindings very sound.
[55466]
£125.00
Volumes II, III and IV are first edition, Volume I being second edition.

228.

Le Moult, E. and Real, P. Splendeur et Enigmes des Morpho. Pub. Editions du Cabinet Entomologique le
Moult. 1963 Unpaginated with 20 full-page colour plates. Large 4to. Contents clean and in fine condition. In
original paper covers which are lightly foxed in places. Overall a thoroughly vg. copy. Softback. [47268] £20.00

229.

Lehrer, M. (Ed.). Orientation and Communication in Arthropods. Pub. Birkhauser Verlag. 1997 pp.xiv,
395 with text figs. throughout. Fine hardback, very gently sunned on spine. [47278]
£80.00
‘The present volume deals with the most fascinating aspects of sensory performance studied in insects, crustaceans and
spiders. In many cases, aspects of behaviour that are involved in orientation cannot be separated from inter- and intraspecific

communication. This book brings to the fore the role of communication not only in social and sexual behaviours, but also in the
context of oriented locomotion.’

230.

Lucas, W.J. A Monograph of the British Orthoptera. 1st. Ed. Pub. The Ray Society. 1920 pp.xi, 264 with
some text figs. and 25 plates at rear of text. Contents nr. fine. Original binding in vg. condition. Ffep pasted down.
[45831]
£50.00

231.

Macan, T.T. A Key to the Adults of the British Trichoptera. 1st. Ed. Pub. Freshwater Biological
Association. 1973 pp.151 with text figs. and b/w. plates at rear of text. 8vo. Hardback. Although no name
inscription to confirm this, we beleive this to be T.T. Macan’s copy, which he annotated throughout in anticipation
of producing a revised edition. The style of writing matches T.T. Macan’s signature illustrated in Bernhard and
Loe’s book ‘Collecting the New Naturalists’. Bound in green cloth. Contents in thoroughly vg. condition. Unique.
[54153]
£250.00
Copious annotations to both the text and diagrams throughout the book, including additional line drawings, a list of revised
names and an attempt at colouring the figures. Macan also refers to Marshall (1978) alongside other key references and how
they could be incorporated.

232.

The Moths of America North and Mexico including Greenland. Fascicle 15.4.
Pyraloidea :Pyralidae (Part) and Phycitinae (Part). Pub. The Wedge Entomological Research Foundation.
Neunzig, H.H.

1997 pp.157 incl. 4 colour plates (adults) and 4 monochrome plates (male antennae) and several line drawings.
Conisders 25 genera and 90 species. Nr. fine softback. [47267]
£35.00
233.

Pingyuan, W. et al. Iconographia Heterocerorum Sinicorum. Part II. Pub. Science Press. 1983 pp.ii,
135-235 with 36 colour plates at rear of text. Large 8vo. Softback. Splashmark to top margin of contents. VG.
Chinese text with Latin names & Latin name index. [47243]
£20.00

234.

Pingyuan, W. et al. Iconographia Heterocerorum Sinicorum. Part III. Pub. Science Press. 1983 pp.i1,
237-390 with 42 colour plates at rear of text. Large 8vo. Softback. Splashmark to top margin of contents. VG.
Chinese text with Latin names & Latin name index. [47244]
£20.00

235.

Pinratana, Bro. A. Butterflies in Thailand. Volume 2. Pub. Song Sri Rung Ruang Tham. 1975 Unpaginated
with colour photographs throughout. Thor. vg. softback. [45638]
£12.50

236.

Prendergast, E.D.V. The Dragonflies of Dorset. Pub. Dorset Nat. Hist and Arch. Soc. 1991 pp.73 with text
figs. and illus. throughout. A fine copy. Softback. [46612]
£5.00

237.

Quintero, D. and Aiello, A. Insects of Panama and Mesoamerica. Selected Studies. 1st. Ed. Pub. Oxford
University Press. 1992 pp.xxii, 692 with b/w. photographs and text figs. throughout. 4to. Hardback. Small
address label. Contents in fine condition. A thoroughly vg. copy. [46485]
£90.00

238.

Roberts, Michael J. Collins Field Guide to the Spiders of Britain & Northern Europe. 1st. Ed. Pub.
HarperCollins. 1996 pp.383 with colour and b/w. illus. 8vo. A fine hardback. Latest edition. In-print at £29.99.
[55137]
£20.00
A comprehensive identification guide to 450 species of spider, designed for easy use without any complicated keys or
equipment.

239.

Scudder, S.H. Catalogue of the Orthoptera of North America. Described previous to 1867. Pub.
Washington Smithsonian Instit. 1868 pp.xx, 89. Ex-Library copy. Hardback in half leather and marbled boards
which are lightly scuffed in places. Overall a vg. copy. [45780]
£10.00

240.

Shirozu, T. Butterflies of Formosa in Colour.
Pub. Hoikusha 1960 pp.481 with 76 colour plates,
distribution maps and text figs. throughout. 4to. Hardback with dw. Contents in fine condition. Dustwrapper spine
lightly faded. Overall a near fine copy in slipcase which is lightly rubbed along edges. Japanese text with Latin
names. Scarce. [47256]
£90.00

241.

Shirozu, T. and Hara, A. Early Stages of Japanese Butterflies in Colour. Volume 1 and 2. 1st. Ed. Rep.
Pub. Hoikusha 1969 Two volume set with colour photographic plates and text figs. throughout. 4to. Hardbacks
with dws. Contents in fine condition. Both in vg. slipcases. Overall a thoroughly vg. set. Japanese text with Latin
names. Scarce. [47257]
£200.00

242.

Southwood, T. & Leston, D. Land and Water Bugs. Wayside and Woodland. 1st. Ed. Pub. F. Warne. 1959
pp.xi, 436 with 63 plates; many coloured. Small 8vo. Thor. vg. hardback. No dw. [44147]
£80.00
Widely considered one of the best titles in the Wayside and Woodland series. Even today, it is indispensible for identifying
British bugs, the Heteroptera. The book describes practically every species found in Britain, with well-printed keys and
drawings of diagnostic features, (Marren).

243.

Step, E. Bees, Wasps, Ants and Allied Insects of the British Isles. Wayside and Woodland. 1st. Ed. Pub.
Frederick Warne. 1932 pp.xxv, 238 with b/w. and colour plates. Small 8vo. VG. hardback. [44178]
£25.00
A highly readable, accurate and well observed account of the social and solitary insects. Includes bumblebees, sawflies,
ichneumons, galls and all kinds of digger, potter and spider-hunting wasps.

244.

Townsend, M. & Waring, P. Concise Guide to the Moths of Great Britain and Ireland. 1st. Ed. Rep. Pub.
British Wildlife. 2015 pp.160 with 1,600 superb illus. of almost 880 species. 8vo. New softback. [49795] £16.99
Excellent for use in the field. All the resident and immigrant macro-moths described and illustrated in a handy easy-to-use
format.

245.

Whiteley, D. (Ed.). Butterflies of the Sheffield Area. Sorby Record Special Series No. 5. Pub. Sorby
Natural History Society. 1981 pp.40 with text figs. and distribution maps throughout. With transparent overlay.
Fine softback. [45862]
£9.00

246.

Williams, R. British Hymenoptera. Pub. Vanellus. 1998 pp.33 with illus. at rear of text. Small address label
to front. A fine copy. Softback. Spiral-bound. [46629]
£7.00

247.

Young, M. The Natural History of Moths. Poyser Natural History. 1st. Ed. Pub. Poyser. 1997 pp.xiv,
271 with 16 colour plates and numerous b/w. illus. Royal 8vo. A fine hardback in fine dw. [54039]
£40.00
Draws together the results of amateur study and scientific research to paint a broad picture of all aspects of moth biology and
ecology, brought to life with many fascinating examples from the moth faunas of Britain and abroad.

Fine, Illustrated and Antiquarian
248.

Abercrombie, John. The Complete Kitchen Gardener, And, Hot-Bed Forcer; With the thorough practical

management of Hot-Houses, Fire-Walls, and Forcing Houses, and the improved modern culture of the
Pinery-Stoves, and Pine-Apples, etc. 1st. Ed. Pub. John Stockdale, London. 1789 pp.[xii], 509, [1], 6 page
publisher’s adverts. 12mo. Contents in fine condition. More recently rebound in full-calf, with raised bands and
gilt lettering to spine in fine condition. Sewn headbands. Rare. [51906]
£825.00
John Abercrombie’s contribution to Horticulture is held in high regard. His intention for this work to provide a comprehensive
treatment of the Kitchen Garden. He felt that there was a significant gap in the then extant literature, which comprised just a
piecemeal approach to the subject.

249.

Abercrombie, John. The Hot-House Gardener on the General Culture of the Pine-Apple. And methods

of forcing early Grapes, Peaches, Nectarines, and other choice fruits in Hot-Houses, Vineries, FruitHouses, Hot-Walls, &c. with directions for raising melons and early Strawberries. 1st. Ed. Pub. John
Stockdale, London. 1789 pp.xvi, 238 with 4 [of 5] plates plus 2 page publisher’s catalogue. Large 8vo. Contents
in thor. vg. condition. More recently bound in oat-coloured cloth, with lettering in gilt to spine; in fine condition.
Scarce. [51892]
£465.00
‘Among 18th century British nurserymen who became writers on practical gardening, one of the most successful was John
Abercrombie. At an early age, Abercrombie started the habit of writing down all the observations he made in the pursuit of his
profession, a practice that must have provided him with much useful material when he became an author’ (Henrey).

250.

Alpheraky, Sergius. The Geese of Europe and Asia. Being the description of most of the Old World
species. 1st. Ed. Pub. Rowland Ward. 1905 pp.viii, 198 with 24 colour chromolithograph plates of geese and
their bills by F.W. Frohawk and coloured frontispiece by Dr. P.P. Sushkin. Royal 4to. In original green cloth
boards, lightly rubbed, o/w. thor. vg. Minor, scattered foxing to contents, which are o/w. in fine condition. TEG.
Bookplate of Arthur B. Duncan to front paste-down. A very pleasing copy. [50785]
£495.00
Dedication copy from Rowland Ward which reads ‘Captain Stanley Flower, with Rowland Ward[s] Kind Regards 1906’ to
ffep. Captain Flower (1871-1946) was Director of the Cairo Zoological Gardens, Egypt between 1898 - 1924.

251.

Anon. Monmouth and its Neighbourhood. Containing an Account of the Town, Castle, and Scenery,

Notices of the Parishes in the District, The Castles of Grosmont, Whitecastle, & Skenfrith, together with
Tours down the Wye. Pub. J. H. Clark. 1866 pp.44 with illus. frontis. 16mo. Softback. Inscription and library
stamp to recto of frontis. Original green paper covers, showing some light wear, o/w. a thor. vg. copy. A rare
survivor. [55459]
£40.00
A fascinating little guide - among the more idiosyncratic entries is the description of the county gaol in Monmouth, including
precise details of prisoner accomodation and punishment regimes, as well as a list of employees and their salaries.

252.

Bull, Henry Graves, (Gen. Ed.) and Hogg, R. (Tech. Ed.). The Herefordshire Pomona. Containing coloured
figures and descriptions of the most esteemed kinds of Apples and Pears. 1st. Ed. Pub. Jakeman and
Carver. 1876-1885 Two volume set. Folio. Some minor foxing otherwise the contents are in fine condition.
Complete with 77 fine colour chromo-lithographed plates. Handsomely bound in contemporary green halfmorocco which is in fine condition. TEG. A lovely provenance - this set has the armorial bookplate of ‘John

Hopton of Can-Frome in the County of Hereford’ on the front paste-downs of both volumes. Only 600 sets of this
work were ever produced - a super set of this scarce work. [46414]
£7,950.00
The plates were by Edith Bull, Alice B. Ellis and W.G. Smith (plate 1 only). They were lithographed by G. Severeyns. Published
under the auspices of the Woolhope Club. This is one of the finest fruit books ever issued [Great Flower Books, pp.59-60;
Nissen 294].

253.

[Clarke, Stephen]. The British Botanist, Or a familiar introduction to the Science of Botany, explaining

the physiology of vegetation, the principles both of the artificial & natural systems of Linnaeus and the
arrangement of Jussieu; intended chiefly for the use of young persons. 1st. Ed. Pub. Rivington. 1820
pp.hand-col. frontis, viii, 260 plus a further 14 fine hand-col. plates (one being double-page). Crown 8vo. Some
foxing to one section of text, o/w. contents beautifully clean and in fine condition. More recently rebound in red
cloth (dated 1968) to mimic original binding. A lovely copy. [52979]
£150.00
A very charming work, beautifully illustrated with fine hand-coloured botanic plates. Each chapter is written in the style of
letters from a teacher, or lecturer. Each letter is highly informative and very much of the period. A real joy to peruse.

254.

Cooke, Mordecai Cubitt. Handbook of British Fungi. With full description of all the Species, and
Illustrations of the Genera. 1st. Ed. Pub. Macmillan. 1871 Two volume set; coloured frontis., plates and 408
figs. Crown 8vo. Scattered foxing to frontis. and title page in vol. 1 and to first few leaves vol. 2, o/w. contents
fine. Original green boards with gilt lettering and gilt fungi illus., on spine, in thor. vg. condition.
[50832]
£185.00
With signature of Dorothy Austen-Leigh to ffep. of both volumes, and also the ownership label of Mr Henry Jenkyns to frontpaste down.

255.

Culpepper [Culpeper], Nicholas. The English Physitian Enlarged; with Three Hundred, Sixty and Nine
Medicines made of Englifh Herbs. Pub. George Sawbridge, Ludgate Hill. 1681 pp.[xiv], 285 plus 17 page
index and 1 page George Sawbridge catalogue. Crown 8vo. Contents in thor. vg. condition. More recently,
handsomely rebound in full-calf leather with gilt lettering to spine, all in nr. fine condition. A very pleasing copy.
[53192]
£525.00

256.

Darwin, Charles. The Origin of Species. By means of Natural Selection. 6th. Ed. 35th. Thou. Pub. John
Murray. 1888 pp.xxi, 458, with fold-out plate, plus 32 page John Murray catalogue dated November 1886. 8vo.
Very minor amount of foxing. Neat, pleasing ownership stamp to title. Overall contents nr. fine. Original green
cloth boards just lightly shelf rubbed in places and overall in thoroughly vg. condition. A very pleasing copy.
Freeman 424. [54388]
£495.00
The sixth edition, “usually regarded as the last....is again extensively revised and contains a new chapter, VII” (Freeman).

257.

Dodoens, Rembert. A New Herball or Historie of Plants. Translated.....by Henrie Lyte. 3rd. English Ed.
Corr. & Amen., London, Edm. Bollifant. 1595 pp.[xl], 916, [48]. Black letter, title within woodcut decorative
border. Crown 8vo. AEG. Contents in nr. fine condition. Nineteenth century half-calf leather over marbled
boards, raised bands, gilt lettering and decoration, showing a little wear to spine, o/w. in thor vg. condition. Prov:
Neat private library stamp to pastedowns (Rothamsted, Lawes Trust, acquired by them in 1915). Henrey 112.
[55027]
£3,950.00
Henry Lyte first translated Dodoens’ celebrated herbal in 1578. The copy offered for sale here is the corrected and amended
edition of 1595. Lyte’s work is held in high esteem. Agnes Arber commented that he was ‘no mere mechanical translator, for
the herbal [Lyte’s own copy] is annotated and corrected, [with] references to de l’Obel and Turner being inserted’.

258.

Elick, Don. & Booth, Raymond. Japonica Magnifica. 1st. Ed. Pub. Alan Sutton . 1992 pp.144 with 64 colour
plates. Folio. Fine copy bound in green quarter calf and cloth. With slipcase also in fine condition. Copy No.55
from a limited edition of 210. With two specially commissioned additional plates, both signed by R.C. Booth. An
excellent copy. [50692]
£275.00
This book was published to celebrate the beauty of Japanese flowers and plants through the original botanical paintings and
drawings of English artist and horticulturist Raymond Booth. Botanist Don Elick provided many of the specimens for Booth,
who grew them in his garden in Yorkshire, in order to study and draw them from life. Each plant portrait is true to scale and
remarkably accurate.

259.

Evelyn, John, (Hunter Edition) Silva: or a Discourse of Forest Trees, and the Propagation of Timber in his
Majesty’s Dominions. Printed by A.Ward for J. Dodsley. 1776 pp., portrait frontis., [56], 649, 1 large fold-out
table, index. Royal 4to. Collated and complete. With 40 copper-engraved plates (one being fold-out). Very minor
amount of scattered foxing and off-setting, o/w. contents in near fine condition. Charming bookplate ‘Elizabeth
Newman’ to front paste-down. Original full-calf leather boards with gilt decorated fore-edges showing rubbing on
corners, o/w. in thor. vg. condition. More recently, professionally re-spined - spine lettered in gilt with raised
bands, all in thor. vg. condition. A very pleasing copy. [53224]
£650.00
Among his many other accomplishments, John Evelyn was well known for his knowledge of trees. ‘Silva’ was written as an
encouragement to landowners to plant trees to provide timber for England’s burgeoning Navy. This edition was revised and

added to by Alexander Hunter, a medical practioner and fellow of the Royal Society, who included many additional
engravings.

260.

Forsyth, William. A Treatise on the Culture and Management of Fruit-Trees; In Which a New Method
of Pruning and Training is Fully Described. 1st. Ed. Pub. Longman and Rees. 1802 pp.viii, 371 with 13 plates
(12 fold-out). Contents beautifully clean. In original, handsome, full leather binding with gilt decoration and
lettering to spine. Front external hinges showing some wear at top and bottom - binding in fine condition. With
armorial bookplate of John Bolton to front paste down, and his neat signature to top corner of title page. A very
nice copy of the large format first edition. [47678]
£275.00

261.

Gosse, P.H. Actinologia Britannica. A History of the British Sea-Anemones and Corals. 1st. Ed. 1st.
Issue. Pub. Van Voorst. 1858 - 1859 pp. half-title, xl, 362 with 12 plates (11 coloured). 8vo. Hardback. A very
minor amount of spotting, o/w. contents in fine condition. Contemporary half cloth over marbled boards (spine
more recently professionally relaid) in thor. vg. condition. With ownership stamp of F.J. Bridgman to front pastedown. A single volume comprising all original 12 Parts plus Erratum slips. The seldom seen ‘Parts Issue’. Scarce.
[53645]
£375.00
‘Actinologia Britannica’ was first published in 12 Parts (referred to as the ‘Parts Issue’) between March 1st 1858 and
December 1859. We offer for sale here, all 12 Parts (plus their original covers bound at the end) bound as one volume.
Following completion of the Parts Issue, a single volume was published and despite it stating 1860 on the title page, it was
released for the Christmas market in December 1859 (Williams 2017).

262.

Harrison, J.C. The Game Birds of the British Isles. 1st. Ed. Pub. Ashford Press. 1989 pp.xviii, 98 with 25
full-page colour plates with decorative tissue guards. Folio. Bound in burgundy cloth with gilt lettering to front
board and spine. Fine hardback. With publisher’s slipcase in very nr. fine condition. Scarce. [55788]
£295.00
Supporting text provided by Colin McKelvie and memoir about J.C. Harrison by his friend, the Honourable Aylmer Tryon. The
objective of this work was twofold. Firstly, to present a selection of the late J.C. Harrison’s finest game bird watercolours.
Secondly, to give consideration of the natural history and conservation of these species which gave the artist such pleasure.

263.

Hewitson, William Chapman. Coloured Illustrations of the Eggs of British Birds. with descriptions of
their nests and nidification. 3rd. Ed. Pub. Van Voorst. 1856 Two volume set with 149 hand-coloured plates.
TEG. Scattered foxing to end-papers, then very minor spotting to contents, which are o/w. in fine condition.
Marbled end-papers. Several, neat ownership inscriptions to ffep and half-title of Vol. I, dating back to the mid
19th century. Very handsomely bound in half morocco leather, with raised bands and gilt lettering, all in nr. fine
condition. [54555]
£650.00
A very pleasing set of this, the preferred 3rd edition.

264.

Hooker, William Jackson. Musci Exotici. containing figures and descriptions of new or little known
foreign mosses and other cryptogamic subjects 1st. Ed. Pub. Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown. 18181820 Two volume set; pp.viii with 176 fine hand-coloured, copper engraved plates, each with page of text, 31page index plus Errata. Collated and complete. Large 4to. Some minor spotting and off-setting, o/w. contents in
fine condition. Fore-edges marbled with matching end-papers. Very handsome, contemporary panelled full-calf
leather, richly decorated with gilt and blind-tooling. Professionally rebacked, with corners neatly repaired. Boards
lightly rubbed in places, o/w. in thor. vg. condition. Prov: John Rous, 1st Earl of Stradbroke (1750-1827), his
bookplate, and Coronet ink-stamp to verso of front endpapers. Large-paper copy. Scarce. [55354]
£3,950.00
A very pleasing, large paper copy of one of Hooker’s earliest and most scarce works. A large number of the specimens
illustrated were collected by Alexander Humboldt, whom Hooker met in Paris in 1814. Furthermore, there are also
descriptions of rare mosses found by Archibald Menzies at Dusky Bay, New Zealand, during Vancouver’s 1791 voyage on the
‘Discovery’.

265.

Irby, Lieut.-Col. Leonard Howard Lloyd. The Ornithology of the Straits of Gibraltar. With an Appendix
Containing a List of the Lepidoptera of the Neighbourhood. 2nd. Rev. Enl. Ed. Pub. R. H. Porter. 1895
pp.[x], 326 with 14 plates (8 chromolithographed after Thorburn) two fold-out maps plus illus. in text. 4to.
Hardback. Very small amount of foxing to fore-edge of text block, end-papers and margin of one map o/w.,
contents fine. Original gilt decorated red cloth boards (Bearded Vulture to front board) very gently sunned on
spine o/w., fine. A super copy of this scarce work. [55451]
£995.00
The eight fine colour bird plates were illustrated by Archibald Thorburn from living specimens kept in Lord Lilford's Aviaries
at Oundle, Northamptonshire.

266.

Jones, Paul. Flora Magnifica. Selected and painted by the artist with text by Wilfred Blunt. 1st. Pub.
Tryon Gallery. 1976 With 16 stunning plates by Paul Jones. Ltd. to 500 copies of which this is No. 73. Hardback.
Elephant folio bound in half vellum and cloth boards which have a few small spots on corners. Otherwise a fine
copy in near-fine slip case. A lovely copy. [42348]
£250.00

267.

Lawson, William. A New Orchard & Garden. Or, The best way for Planting, Grafting, and to make any

Ground good for a Rich Orchard...... With The Country House-wifes Garden for Herbs of Common

use..... As also The Husbandry of Bees, with their several Uses and Annoyances.... The Art of
Propagating Plants. Pub. for Hannah Sawbridge, Ludgate Hill. 1683 pp.[iv], 102 with illustrated title-page,
separate title-page for ‘The Country House-Wifes Garden’ and two further half-titles. With 6 plates (5 illustrating
Knot Garden designs) and further woodcut illus. within text. 8vo. Hardback. TEG. Contents in nr. fine condition.
More recently, handsomely bound in half leather with raised bands, gilt lettering and decoration to spine, all in
fine condition. Prov: Neat private library stamp to front pastedown (Rothamsted, Lawes Trust). Scarce. Harding
20. [55024]
£1,750.00
268.

Lilford, Lord. Coloured Figures of the Birds of the British Islands. 1st. Ed. Pub. R.H. Porter, London.
1885-1897 Seven volume set. With photogravure portrait frontis., and 422 chromolithograph or hand-coloured
plates. Royal 8vo. Minor amount of foxing and off-setting, o/w. contents in fine condition. TEG. Original half
morocco leather over marbled boards bound by R.H. Porter. Raised bands and lettered in gilt to spine. All in very
pleasing, near fine condition (neat restoration to front bottom corner of Vol. 7; evenly, lightly faded spines, very
gently rubbed). [54369]
£3,850.00
Preferred first edition. In this set, Volume IV has an additional plate drawn by Archibald Thorburn (Mullens and Swann)
which is not always present. The majority of the plates are by Archibald Thorburn or J.G. Keulemans, with the remainder
executed by G.E. Lodge and W. Foster.

269.

Loudon, J.C. An Encyclopaedia of Gardening; Comprising the Theory and Practice of Horticulture,
Floriculture, Arboriculture and Landscape Gardening. Pub. Longmans, Green and Co. 1878 pp.xl, 1278 with
b/w. illustrations. 8vo. Hardback. A minor amount of foxing, o/w. contents very clean and in thor. vg. condition.
More recently, professionally restored with new cloth spine to match original boards. Boards a little rubbed on
corners. A vg. copy. [48566]
£130.00

270.

Lovell, M.S. The Edible Mollusca. of Great Britain and Ireland with Recipes for Cooking them. 2nd. Ed.
Pub. L. Reeve. [1904] pp.310 plus Lovell Reeve catalogue. Contains 12 excellent hand-coloured plates by G.B.
Sowerby. Contents beautifully clean and in fine condition. Original blue boards in vg. condition.
[43612]
£125.00

271.

Lyell, Sir Charles. The Geological Evidences of the Antiquity of Man, with an outline of Glacial and
Post-Tertiary Geology and remarks on the Origin of Species. 4th. Ed. Rev. Pub. John Murray. 1873 pp.xx,
572 with 20 page John Murray catalogue. Med 8vo. With signature ‘L. Sturrock, F.S.A, Dundee 1875’ to ffep.
Scattered foxing at ends incl. half-title and last page of catalogue, o/w. contents in fine condition. In original, blind
tooled green cloth with gilt-embossed illus. to front board and gilt lettering to spine. Very minor amount of
rubbing, o/w. boards in near fine condition. A very pleasing copy. [50251]
£225.00

272.

Meredith, Louisa Anne. Some of my Bush Friends in Tasmania. Native Flowers, Berries and Insects,
Drawn from Life Illustrated in Verse and Briefly Described. Pub. London. 1860 pp.4, ii, 106 with coloured
engraved half-title page, lithographed title-page and dedication page. The text is surrounded by a lithographed
illustrated borders - two are coloured. With 11 full-page colour chromolithographed plates. Three short closed
tears to preface. Small amount of foxing - more so to half-title. Plates generally in vg. or better condition. Original
gilt decorated binding with bevelled boards. More recently, the spine has been relaid. A vg. copy. Scarce.
[48290]
£250.00

273.

Millais, J. G. The Mammals of Great Britain and Ireland. Volumes I to III. 1st. Ed. Pub. Longmans, Green
& Co. 1904-06 Three volume hardback set with 62 photogravures, 62 coloured plates and 149 b/w. plates
including photographs. Royal 4to. A minor amount of scattered foxing, o/w. contents in fine condition. With the
heraldic bookplate of James B Gallie to the front paste-down of each volume. TEG. Bound in original two-toned
blue cloth with gilt lettering to spines and front boards all in thor. vg. condition. [53467]
£485.00
A monumental work produced in a limited edition of just 1,025 copies, this being set No.83. Illustrations by J.G. Millais himself
alongside Henry Gronwold, Archibald Thorburn, George E. Lodge and others.

274.

Miller, Philip. The Gardeners Kalendar. Directing what works are neceffary to be done every month in
the kitchen, front and pleafure-gardens and in the conservatory. 5th. Ed. Pub. London. 1739 pp.xv, 333 [ii]
with illus. frontis. 8vo. Two ownership inscriptions; one to ffep. another, dated 1740, on the title page. Contents
nr. fine. More recently rebound in half-morocco leather, with marbled boards; in nr. fine condition. A very
pleasing copy. [49349]
£220.00

275.

Morris, F.O. Rev. A Natural History of the Nests and Eggs of British Birds. 2nd. Ed. Pub. George Bell &
Son. 1875 Three volume set with 232 chromolithographed colour plates. Crown 4to. Very minor amount of
foxing, largely confined to tissue guards, o/w. contents are in fine condition. Original binding in near fine
condition. With neat inscription dated 1886 to ffep’s of each volume. A most pleasing set that would be very hard
to better. [50783]
£675.00

276.

Moubray, Bonington. A Practical Treatise on Breeding, Rearing, and Fattening all Kinds of Domestic

Poultry. Pheasants, Pigeons, and Rabbits; including an interesting account of the Egyptian Method of
hatching eggs by artificial heat, and the Author’s Experiments thereon. Also on the Breeding, Feeding,
and Management of Swine, on Milch Cows for the Family Dairy, and on Bees. 4th. Ed. Pub. Sherwood,
Neely, and Jones. 1822 pp.xii, 312 with hand-coloured frontis. 8vo. Hardback. Some scattered foxing to endpapers and off-setting from frontis., o/w. contents fine. Original boards, showing some wear to front hinge (still
firm), light rubbing along edges and some marks. (Harding 190). [50697]
£120.00
Harding et al incorrectly state that Bees are discussed from p.227-312; instead it is p.277-312.

277.

Mudie, Robert. The Feathered Tribes of the British Islands. 4th. Rev. Ed. Pub. Henry G. Bohn. 1861 Two
volume set with 28 hand-coloured plates (incl. frontis. & title-page in each volume) of which 7 are of eggs. Small
8vos. Hardbacks. All edges marbled. Very minor foxing confined to first & last few leaves, o/w. contents
exceptionally good and in fine condition. Previous owner's neat inscription (July 16th 1868) to ffep. of Vol. I.
Handsome original full leather binding, richly gilt decorated to spines and boards, more recent green and red
labels. Both volumes in very good condition, spines a little darkened in places, light wear at ends, more toward
bottom of Vol. 1. A pleasing set. [54826]
£145.00
This was the last edition of 'The Feathered Tribes of the British Islands', which was improved and revised by W.C.L. Martin.
Charmingly illustrated containing 'original life histories which have been praised by past critics' (Mullens and Swann).

278.

Parkinson, John. Paradisi In Sole. Paradisus Terrestris. Facsimile Reprint. Methuen. 1904 pp.xii, 612, 16
with many full-page woodblock illustrations. Original grey-paper covered boards. More recently re-backed using
cloth to closely resemble that originally used in 1904. Boards showing some marks and rubbing to edges, more so
to corners and bottom edge. Neat ink inscription to ffep. dated 1904. Very mild, scattered foxing to prelims and
some portions of text. Overall text and illustrations are in thoroughly vg. condition. A faithful reprint of the 1629
edition - Methuen used a similar gauge paper to the original. A lovely work in vg. condition. [47225] £150.00
Originally published in 1629, this faithful facsimile starts with a chapter on ‘The Ordering of the Garden of Pleasure’ in which
Parkinson considered the situation of a garden, its soils and how to work around the problems inherent with these subjects. He
then goes on to provide details on many of the plants and trees available at the time providing information on their varieties,
time of flowering, their favoured positions and their virtues for use in herbalism and medicine.

279.

Paul, W. The Rose Garden. In Two Divisions. 9th. Ed. Pub. Kent and Co. 1888 pp.xiv, 361 with 20 fine
coloured chromolithographed plates after G. Severeyns, and a further 16 wood engraved plates. Scattered foxing, a
little heavier in some places, throughout the volume. Bound in clay-coloured, half morocco leather. Boards
marked in places, otherwise in very good condition. Spine handsomely decorated with raised bands, gilt roses and
lettering. TEG. [44115]
£225.00
This is the 9th Edition which was significantly added to since the 1st edition of 1848.

280.

Relhan, Richardi. Flora Cantabrigiensis. Exhibens plantas agro Cantabrigiensi indigenas, secundum
systema sexuale digestas. 1st. Ed. Pub. J. Archdeacon. 1785-93 pp.[xxii], 490, 7 copper-engraved plates (one
being fold-out); 39, [i]; 36; [vi], 44. 8vo. All plates by James Sowerby after drawings by James Bolton. Small part
of top-margin of title-page trimmed away. Some scattered spotting, light staining to top margin of text in some
places. More recently rebound in full calf-leather, with raised bands, blind decoration and gilt-lettering, very
gently sunned on spine, o/w. in fine condition. Scarce complete work. [55356]
£495.00
Contains the three appendices published in 1786, 1788 and 1789, each with their own title page. Each part with Latin and
English name indexes. ‘Contains a valuable account of the mosses, algae, and fungi found in the County of Cambridge’
(Henrey).

281.

Saville-Kent, William. The Naturalist in Australia. 1st. Ed. Pub. Chapman & Hall. 1897 pp.xv, 320 plus one
page advert. Royal 4to. Illustrated with 50 full-page collotype plates and 9 coloured plates by Keulemans and
others. Scattered foxing to photographic frontis., o/w. contents beautifully clean and in fine condition. Spine
professionally relaid, boards beautifully clean; showing some minor rubbing on corners. Scarce; even more so in
this condition. [47705]
£525.00
William Saville-Kent (1845-1908) was an English marine biologist of high regard; a member of both the Zoological Society of
London and the Linnean Society. Alongside this super work, he was author of ‘A Manual of the Infusoria (1880-82) and his
excellent study, ‘The Great Barrier Reef’ (1893).

282.

Seebohm, Henry. A History of British Birds with Coloured Illustrations of their Eggs. 1st. Ed. Pub. for
the Author by R.H.Porter. 1883-85 Four volume set with 68 fine colour lithograph plates. Royal 8vo. Hardbacks.
Decorative, early bookplate to front paste down of all vols. Minor foxing to end-papers o/w., text and plates all in
fine condition. Original green cloth bindings in nr. fine condition showing just light shelf wear. [55465] £385.00

283.

Sibthorp, Joanne [John]. Flora Oxoniensis. exhibens plantas in agro Oxoniensi sponte crescentes,
secundum systema sexuale distributas. 1st. Ed. Pub. Fletcher et Hanwell et Cooke, Oxon. 1794 pp.xxiv, 422,
plus 7-page Index Generum, 7-page Index of English Names and 1-page Errata. 8vo. A little spotting, o/w.

contents in fine condition. Contemporary green half-calf with marbled boards in nr. fine condition. Scarce.
[55355]
£495.00
Sibthorp wanted to be scrupulous about the plants he included in this flora. As a result he detailed only those which he had
observed. Henrey called it a ‘carefully compiled work’ and it remained the only flora of Oxfordshire for almost 40 years.

284.

Sowerby, James and Smith, James Edward. English Botany. Or, coloured figures of British plants, with

their essential characters, synonyms, and places of growth. To which will be added, occasional remarks.
1st. Ed. Pub. London, for the Author. 1790-1863 Forty-one volumes, incl. the five Supplement volumes, bound in
23. With 2,998 hand-coloured engraved plates and descriptive letterpress. Collated and complete. 8vo. Occasional
minor spotting and offsetting, o/w. contents fine. All indexes present. Volumes 1 to 36 bound in contemporary
cross-hatched calf, all neatly rebacked, each with bookplate of Sir Robert Peel. Supplement volumes with uniform,
more recent diced calf gilt spines, the first two retaining contemporary tree-calf boards, the last three over cloth.
All in thor. vg. to fine condition. A very pleasing set of ‘one of the most celebrated of all British floras’ (Henrey).
[55619]
£16,250.00
Such complete sets are very uncommon. The hand-colouring in the first edition was never bettered. ‘“English Botany” is of
value even to the present day as a work of reference, and as an illustrated flora of our country it has never been surpassed’
(Henrey). Prov: The Right Honourable Sir Robert Peel (1788-1850) served as Prime Minister twice. He is lauded as the father
of modern British policing and one of the founders of the modern Conservative Party.

285.

Triggs, Hugo Inigo. The Art of Garden Design in Italy. 1st. Ed. Pub. Longmans. 1906 pp.xii, 134 with 128
b/w. plates, both photographic and illustration (collated and complete). Elephant folio. Hardback. Many illus. in
text. Lightly coloured, scattered foxing in some places - largely confined to margins of plates. Spine showing some
fading and minor wear at ends, common for this work. Boards also a little shelf-rubbed. A very good copy of this
sumptuous work. [48410]
£275.00
H. Inigo Triggs was born in 1876 and became a landscape gardener, architect and writer. He designed many formal gardens
and later undertook the design of country houses, mostly in southern England. He specialised in historical research and
recreating gardens from the past. His books influenced the Italian mode of the Arts and Crafts style in England. In 1926 he
entered a partnership with the architect William Unsworth.

286.

Van Pelt Lechner, A.A. Oologia Neerlandica. Eggs of Birds Breeding in the Netherlands. 1st. Ed. Pub.
Martinus Nijhoff. 1910-13
Two volumes depicting 667 birds eggs over 191 individually mounted,
chromolithograph and heliotype plates. Tissue guards. Collated and complete. Crown 4to. TEG. English text.
Bound in half-morocco leather over marbled boards; raised bands, spines richly decorated and lettered in gilt.
Spines show a little uniform sunning. Very minor spotting, o/w. contents clean and in fine condition. Boards near
fine condition. A very handsome set of this very scarce and highly regarded work. Prov: Francois Haverschmidt
(1906-1987), the world renowned Dutch ornithologist - his ownership inscription dated September 1926 on front
free endpapers. [54707]
£3,500.00
‘A work on the eggs of the birds of Holland, of unusual merits...(it) was issued in an edition of 250 copies, 100 of which were
printed in English [the rest in Dutch] (Zimmer II, 651). The work was very well received. A review in the American
Ornithologists Union journal ‘The Auk’ (Apr. 1914), said upon the release of the last four parts, ‘The unusually high standard
of both plates and letter press is fully maintained and the work will take its place as one of the noteworthy publications dealing
with birds’ eggs - an example of what can be done in scientific oological investigation’.

287.

Veitch & Sons, James. A Manual of Orchidaceous Plants. Cultivated under glass in Great Britain. 1st. Ed.
Pub. James Veitch & Sons, Chelsea. 1887-94 Two volume set with 98 plates and 13 coloured maps. Royal 8vo.
Very minor amount of spotting to contents which are o/w. in fine condition. Original decorated, chocolate brown
cloth boards with original matching chocolate brown end-papers, all in very nr. fine condition. A superb set.
[54554]
£1,000.00
The highly respected Veitch Nurseries were perhaps most famous for their introduction, cultivation and development of
Orchids. Not surpisingly therefore ‘A Manual of Ochidaceous Plants’ became a cornerstone for many plantsmen. Brent Elliott
commented that compared to other works of the period, it is ‘a more botanically oriented work but full of cultural instruction’.

288.

Wallace, Alfred Russel. The Geographical Distribution of Animals. With a study of the relations of
living and extinct faunas as elucidating the past changes of the Earth's surface. 1st. Ed. Pub. Macmillan
and Co. 1876 Two volume set. pp.xxi, [iii], 503; viii, [iv], 607 with fold-out coloured map frontispiece, 6 further
colour maps and 20 plates. 8vo. Some scattered foxing and lightly bumped corners to Volume 1, otherwise
contents in fine condition. Rossall School (Lancs) Science Prize (for July 1891). With additional bookplate. AEG.
Very attractively bound in full calf leather, with Rossall School gilt motifs to boards and further rich gilt
decoration. Bindings show a little bumping & shelf wear and overall are in thoroughly very good condition. A
very pleasing set. [55631]
£1,825.00
Wallace’s ‘The Geographical Distribution of Animals' proved to be the key text on the subject for almost 100 years. Rossall
School was granted a Royal Charter on 21 October 1890 and was widely considered to be in the top 30 public schools in the
UK. By the end of Queen Victoria's reign the school’s academic results were among the best in the country and enjoyed a
reputation as 'The Eton of the North’ (Rossall School).

289.

Wildman, Thomas. A Treatise on the Culture of Peach Trees, to which is added, a Treatise on the
Management of Bees; and the improved treatment of them. 1st. English Ed. Pub. London, for the Author,
also Dublin by Exshaw. 1768 pp.[ii], 5, [viii], 125, [i], 78, vi with one fold-out plate. Two-title pages. Crown 8vo.
Contents fine. Contemporary full-calf , neatly rebacked with most of original spine label, all in thor. vg. condition.
With armorial bookplate of William Gilstrap to front pastedown. Very scarce. [50959]
£1,850.00
‘Treatise on the Culture of Peach Trees’ is an English translation of the highly respected ‘Traite de la culture des pechers’,
first published in Paris in 1745 (Henrey 1438). Thomas Wildman’s writings on beekeeping ‘shows culture and an unusual
knowledge of continental beekeeping’ (Harding 119). Maltster and philanthropist William Gilstrap (1816-1896) was given his
Baronetcy in Queen Victoria’s Golden Jubilee Hounours on 28th July 1887.

Gardening
290.

Anthony, J. Joseph Paxton. An Illustrated Life of Sir Joseph Paxton 1803-1865. 1st. Ed. Pub. Shire
Publications. 1973 pp.48 with b/w. photos., and illus. 8vo. A thor. vg. softback. [55106]
£3.00
Although best known as the designer of the Crystal Palace, Paxton had an incredibly varied career, including becoming headgardener to the sixth Duke of Devonshire at Chatsworth at the age of only twenty three.

291.

Ashworth, S. Seed to Seed. Seed Saving and Growing Techniques for Vegetable Gardeners. 2nd. Ed. Pub.
Seed Savers Exchange. 2002 pp.228 with b/w. photos. 4to. Nr. fine softback. Out-of-Print. [55348]
£9.00
Widely acknowledged as the best guide available for home gardeners to learn effective ways to produce and store seeds on a
small scale.

292.

Baker, H. Growing Fruit. The Royal Horticultural Society Encyclopedia of Practical Gardening. New
Ed. Rep. Pub. Mitchell Beazley. 2004 pp.191 with many illus. Royal 8vo. A fine softback with gently sunned
spine. [55331]
£6.00
Covers the key techniques for the successful growing of soft, tree and warm temperate fruits, from apples and strawberries to
nuts and currants.

293.

Beckett, K. and Grey-Wilson, C. (Eds.). Encyclopedia of Alpines. Pub. A.G.S. 1993 Two volumes with 543
colour photographic plates. A fine set. [46964]
£175.00
Highly recommended. A definitive work on Alpines, giving the uses and culture of each genus and a description of the species
therein.

294.

Bird, R. Growing Squashes and Pumpkins. A Directory of Varieties and how to Cultivate them
Successfully. 1st. Ed. Pub. Lorenz. 2003 pp.64 with colour photos. 8vo. Fine hdbk., nr. fine dw. [55342] £4.00
Practical advice on cultivating marrows, courgettes, pumpkins, squashes and cucumbers in the garden.

295.

Bisgrove, R. William Robinson. The Wild Gardener. 1st. Ed. Pub. Frances Lincoln. 2008 pp.256 with colour
and b/w. photos and illus. 4to. Fine hardback in fine dw. Out-of-print. [55777]
£40.00
Highly recommended. Despite his enormous literary output and position at the centre of a circle of distinguished
horticulturists, William Robinson is a surprisingly enigmatic figure. Generous to friends and retainers but ferocious in his
attacks on opponents, a populariser rather than a pioneer, he was undoubtedly one of the greatest figures in late nineteenth
and early twentieth-century gardening.

296.

Bowe, P. & Dehart, M.D. Gardens and Plants of the Getty Villa. 1st. Ed. Pub. Getty Publications. 2011
pp.159 with superb colour photos. throughout. 8vo. A fine softback. [55103]
£10.00
An examination of the five villa gardens J. Paul Getty commissioned in California, looking at the ancient Roman garden design
which inspired them, and the plants used to create them.

297.

Bradley, S. The Pruner’s Bible. A Step-by-Step Guide to Pruning Every Plant in Your Garden. 1st. Ed.
Pub. Reader’s Digest. 2005 pp.224 with colour photos., and illus. Crown 4to. A fine hardback in fine dw.
[55349]
£10.00
Full-colour illustrations demonstrate how to prune the most widely planted shrubs, climbers, roses, ornamental and fruit trees.

298.

Brown, J. Lanning Roper and His Gardens. 1st. Ed. Pub. Rizzoli International. 1987 pp. 224 with colour and
b/w. photos., and figs. throughout. 4to. A fine hardback in fine dw.
[55099]
£12.00
A vivid and sympathetic portrait of one of the most outstanding garden designers of the post-war period.

299.

Buchanan, R. A Dyer’s Garden. From Plant to Pot. Growing Dyes for Natural Fibers. 1st. Ed. Pub.
Interweave Press. 1995 pp.112 with colour photos., illus., and colour charts. Small 8vo. A fine softback.
[55303]
£20.00
An indispensable guide for anyone wanting to grow and harvest their own dye plants.

300.

Carita, H. and Cardoso, H. Portuguese Gardens. 1st. Ed. Pub. Antique Collectors’ Club. 1990 pp.314 with
numerous colour photos., and garden plans. Royal 4to. A nr. fine hardback in thor. vg. dw., with neat label to front
turn-in. [55120]
£28.00
Studies the architectural relationship between Portugal's most outstanding houses and their gardens. A classic reference work,
it is written by an architect and illustrated by a professional photographer.

301.

Chatto, B. The Damp Garden. Pub. Dent. 1982 pp.336 with some colour photos. A fine hdbk. in fine dw.
[47754]
£14.00

302.

Chatto, Beth. Beth Chatto’s Gravel Garden. Drought-resistant planting through the year. 1st. Ed. Pub.
Frances Lincoln. 2000 pp.185 [vii] with colour photos., throughout. Small 4to. Fine hardback in fine dw.
[55779]
£30.00
The story of how Beth Chatto created her gravel garden on 'possibly the driest, and the most windswept, piece of soil in
England' has a message of hope for gardeners everywhere.

303.

Clark, Michael. Apples. A Field Guide. Rev. 2nd. Ed. Pub. Tewin Orchard. 2015 pp.193 with numerous colour
photos., and illus. 8vo. Fine hardback. A note from the author to Bryan Sage, the distinguished naturalist, loosely
inserted. Highly recommended. RRP £24.99. [55513]
£17.50
A copy of the significantly improved, larger format 2nd edition of Clark's valuable work. Intended to help identify that unknown
apple growing in your garden; help you to choose which variety to plant whether it be one, two or even an orchard and to
encourage the planting of apple trees wherever there is space for them.

304.

Coats, A.M. Garden Shrubs and Their Histories. 1st. Ed. Pub. Vista. 1963 pp.416 with b/w. plates. 8vo. A
vg. hardback in vg. dw. [46742]
£9.00

305.

Cochrane, T. and Brown, J. (Eds). Landscape Design for the Middle East. 1st. Ed. RIBA Publications, 1978.
pp.160 with b/w. photos. and figs. 4to. Notes made to Index. Thor. vg. softback. [55271]
£12.50
Considers design in the region, techniques for reclaiming desert, irrigation techniques and the plants and planting suitable for
such environments.

306.

Cotton S. (Ed.). Guide to the Specialist Nurseries & Garden Suppliers of Britain and Ireland. 1989/90
Edition. Rep. Pub. Garden Art Press. 1989 pp.355 with colour and b/w. photos., and illus. 8vo. A fine hardback.
[55334]
£5.00

307.

Crawford, M. How to Grow Perennial Vegetables. Low-Maintenance, Low-Impact Vegetable
Gardening. 1st. Ed. Rep. Pub. Green Books. 2012 pp.224 with many colour photos. 8vo. A fine softback.
[55336]
£9.00
Comprehensive advice on all types of perennial vegetables from ground-cover plants and coppiced trees to plants for bog
gardens and edible woodland plants.

308.

Creasy, R. The Complete Book of Edible Landscaping. 1st. Ed. Pub. Sierra Club Books. 1982 pp.xiv, 379
with colour photos and b/w. illus. 4to. Thor. vg. softback. [55350]
£8.00
Home landscaping with food-bearing plants and resource-saving techniques.

309.

Crowe, S. Garden Design. 2nd. Ed. Pub. Packard. 1981 pp.224 with b/w. photos., and text figs. throughout.
8vo. Neat address label to ffep, a little cellotape residue, o/w. a fine hardback in fine dw. [55104]
£22.00
A book that encompasses both a fascinating history of design in gardens and a stimulating study of the need for these
principles to be applied to the contemporary landscape.

310.

Cuthbertson, W. Pansies, Violas and Violets. 1st. Ed. Pub. T.C. & J.E.C. Jack. [c.1911] pp.116 with 8 colour
plates. 8vo. Neat signatures to ffep., and some light scattered foxing, o/w. contents in fine condition. Spine gently
rubbed at top, o/w., a thor. vg. hardback. [55112]
£15.00
Present-Day Gardening Series No 2.

311.

Dale, A. and Luby, J.J. (Eds.). The Strawberry into the 21st Century. Pub. Timber Press. 1991 pp.288 with
colour plates and other text figs. 4to. A vg. hardback in vg. dw. [46348]
£9.00
The chapters provide a global overview of strawberry research - general knowledge and explicit findings - for scientists,
nursery managers, strawberry producers, and others interested in the strawberry.

312.

Duggan, J. Plants in the Getty's Central Garden. 1st. Ed. Pub. Getty Publications. 2003 pp.ix, 148 with
superb colour photos. throughout. 8vo. A fine softback. [55102]
£10.00
Details the characteristics and growing habitats of nearly four hundred plants, each beautifully illustrated by noted garden
photographer, Becky Cohen.

313.

Dykes, W.R. Notes on the Tulip Species. Edited and Illustrated by E. Katherine Dykes. 1st. Ed. Pub.
Herbert Jenkins. 1930 pp.108 with 54 fine plates. Folio. Hardback. Some scattered foxing o/w. contents are in

fine condition. In original green cloth, showing some rubbing to bottom edge of boards, o/w. in throughly vg.
condition. A thor. vg. copy of this seminal work on Tulips. [35084]
£185.00
An important and attractive work on tulips, with detailed descriptions of each species sitting alongside notes on cultivation.

314.

Engel, D.H. Japanese Gardens for Today. 1st. Ed. 7th. Print. Pub. Charles E. Tuttle. 1967 pp.xvi, 270 with
17 colour plates and numerous fine b/w. photos., and figs. 4to. Label neatly removed from ffep., o/w. a fine
hardback in chipped vg. dw. [55119]
£20.00
A practical explanation of how the basic rules of Japanese garden design may be applied in other countries.

315.

Fern, K. Plants for a Future. Edible and Useful Plants for a Healthier World. 2nd. Ed. Rep. Pub.
Permanent Publications. 2012 pp.xviii, 300 with colour photos. 8vo. A new softback. [55337]
£15.00
Packed with information, this pioneering book takes gardening, conservation and ecology into a new dimension.

316.

Fisher, A. & Gerster, G. The Art of the Maze. 1st. Pb. Ed. Pub. Seven Dials. 2000 pp.161 with numerous
colour and b/w. photos., and illus. Crown 4to. A fine softback. [55098]
£8.00
Using spectacular aerial photographs, this book surveys the history of mazes and labyrinths from around the world.

317.

Foster, F.G. Ferns. To Know and Grow. Rep. Pub. Timber Press. 1998 pp.xii, 229 with b/w. photographs
and line drawings throughout. 4to. Nr. fine softback. [46355]
£9.00
‘The volume gardeners everywhere acknowledge as the ‘fern bible’. It is full of practical information on culture and
propagation distilled from forty years’ experience with a wide range of ferns’ (Horticulture).

318.

Hall, E. Garden of England. Evolution of Historic Garden of England. 1st. Ed. Pub. Kent County Council.
[c.1995] pp.71 with colour and b/w. photos., and illus. 8vo. Softback. Previous owner’s name and dedication to
inside of front cover, o/w. a fine softback. [55115]
£5.00
A survey of the evolution of garden design in England from medieval to modern, as displayed in the great gardens of Kent.

319.

Harvey, John. Mediaeval Gardens. 1st. Ed. Pub. Timber Press. 1981 pp.xvi, 198 with b/w. and colour plates
throughout. 4to. Bookplate to ffep. Fine hardback in nr. fine dw. [38624]
£185.00
Still the definitive text on mediaeval gardens. This book demonstrates, with the aid of illustrations, that from the eleventh
century at least, plants were grown and gardens laid out for their beauty as well as for their usefulness, and that gardening
was linked to the planting of orchards and the formation of parks.

320.

Hoadley, M. The Roman Garden. Plants and Gardens in Roman Britain. 1st. Ed. Pub. Frank Graham. 1996
pp.32 with b/w. illus. 8vo. A fine softback. [55105]
£7.00

321.

Hussey, Christopher. English Country Houses. Volumes I to III. 1st. Ed. Pub. Country Life. 1955-1958
Three volume set. 4to. Profusely illustrated with black & white photographs and floor plans throughout. TEG.
Original green cloth boards, lightly shelf rubbed and showing a little fading, all still in thor. vg. condition.
Contents in fine condition. A very pleasing set. [52411]
£200.00
Vol. 1 - Early Georgian 1715-1760; Vol. 2 - Mid Georgian 1760-1800; Vol. 3 - Late Georgian 1800-1840.

322.

Hyams, E. The English Garden. Pub. Thames & Hudson. 1964 pp.288 with b/w. and colour photographs.
Large 4to. A vg. hardback. [46320]
£9.00

323.

Jacob, J. Tulips. 1st. Ed. Pub. T.C. & J.E.C. Jack. [c.1913] pp.116 with 8 colour plates. 8vo. Hardback. Some
light scattered foxing, o/w. contents in fine condition. Original boards lightly worn at top of spine, o/w. fine.
[55113]
£25.00
Present-Day Gardening Series No 14.

324.

Jacques, D. Georgian Gardens. The Reign of Nature. 1st. Ed. Pub. Batsford. 1983 pp.240 with many b/w.
illus. and plans. Crown 4to. Neat signature to ffep. A fine hardback in vg. dw. [55281]
£18.00
A detailed insight into the development of the gardens and parks of the Georgian period.

325.

Jefferson-Brown, M. & Howland, H. The Gardener’s Guide to Growing Lilies. 1st. Ed. Pub. David and
Charles. 1995 pp.159 with colour photos. and b/w., illus. Royal 8vo. A fine hardback in fine dw. Out-of-print.
[55324]
£9.00
With additional sections on growing lilies in America, New Zealand and Australia.

326.

Jekyll, G. Garden Ornament. 1st. Ed. Pub. Country Life. 1918 pp.xii, 460. Profusely illustrated with b/w.
photographs. Folio. Hardback. AEG. Foxing to border and verso of illus. frontis., o/w. contents in fine condition.
Marbled end-papers. Original boards with one small, circular rub on front board, overall in thoroughly vg.
condition. A very pleasing copy. Comes with letter to previous owner dated 1934 and a period Christmas card
loosely inserted. [49786]
£325.00

When originally published, Country Life promoted this book saying ‘With the continuous development of garden design there
has arisen an increasing demand for a practical and comprehensive book entirely devoted to the right use of Garden
Ornament, and this volume has been carefully designed to meet that demand.’

327.

Jekyll, Gertrude. Lilies for English Gardens.

A Guide for Amateurs. Compiled from Information
Published Lately in “The Garden,” with the Addition of Some Original Chapters. 1st. Ed. Pub. Country
Life. 1901 pp.xii, 72 with b/w. photographic plates. 8vo. Hardback. Bookplate and signature. Contents fine.
Original brown cloth boards in thor. vg. condition. [55770]
£30.00

328.

Kiley, D. and Amidon, J. Dan Kiley In His own Words. America’s Master Landscape Architect. 1st. Ed.
Pub. Thames and Hudson. 1999 pp.224 with colour and b/w. photos., figs., and garden plans. 4to. Neat signature
to half-title, o/w. a fine hardback in fine dw. Out-of-print. [55278]
£85.00
At the heart of this book are details of Kiley’s most significant projects, featuring photographs, plans, special sketches and
accompanying texts, all grouped by the themes that have shaped his career.

329.

Kingsbury, Noel. Daffodil. The remarkable story of the world’s most popular spring flower. 1st. Ed. Pub.
Timber Press. 2013 pp.220 profusely illus. with colour photographs. Small 4to. Fine hardback in fine dw.
[55223]
£10.00
Explores the flower's wide range of heritage varieties and its ongoing cultural significance, visiting people and places
connected to the flower.

330.

Kirk, W.D.J. and Howes, F.N. Plants for Bees. A Guide to the Plants that Benefit the Bees of the British
Isles. 1st. Ed. Pub. IBRA 2012 pp.311 with colour photographs throughout. 4to. A new hdbk. in new
dustwrapper. [52943]
£35.00
Highly recommended.

331.

Leighton, A. Early English Gardens in New England. ‘For Meate or Medicine’. 1st. Ed. Pub. Cassell.
1970 pp. xviii, 441 with b/w. illus. 8vo. Faint dust marks to top of text block, o/w. a fine hardback in nr. fine dw.
[55769]
£10.00
An account of over two hundred plants grown in the New World and the uses made of them, assembled from the diaries and
letters of the early settlers.

332.

Leighton, Clare. Four Hedges. A Gardener’s Chronicle. 1st. Ed. 2nd. Imp. Pub. Victor Gollancz. 1935
pp.166, [1] with 88 b/w. wood engravings by the author. 4to. Hardback. Light foxing to end-papers, o/w. contents
fine. Original green cloth boards in thor. vg. condition. [55765]
£40.00
This book follows Leighton’s garden month by month, describing the events from April through to March.

333.

Little, Mrs. Archibald. Round About My Peking Garden. 1st. Ed. 2nd. Imp. Pub. T. Fisher Unwin. [1905]
pp.284 with colour frontis. and b/w. photographs. 8vo. Scattered foxing, o/w. contents fine. TEG. A little spine
lean. Original illustrated boards in vg. condition. Neat inscription dated 1922 to ffep. Scarce. [49537] £120.00
A fascinating period insight into life in and around Peking. Not only are gardens discussed, but also culture and life in China
at the time. From societal distinctions to an Imperial Funeral, from looking at seaside resorts to Palaces and from Temples to
customs and how not to do things in Peking.

334.

Lowe, D. and Smith, G. The Genus Androsace. A Monograph for Gardeners and Botanists. 1st. Ed. Pub.
AGS Publications Ltd. 1997 pp. 208 with colour photos., and b/w. illus. and dist. maps. Small 4to. Fine hardback
in fine dw., very gently sunned on spine. [55417]
£20.00
This is the first modern comprehensive guide to the Genus Androsace.

335.

McMoreland Hunter, J. & Kelly, C. For The Love of an Orchard. Everybody’s Guide to Growing and
Cooking Orchard Fruit. 1st. Ed. Pub. Pavilion Books. 2010 pp.285 with colour and b/w. photos. and illus.
Crown 4to. A fine hardback. [55290]
£20.00
This comprehensive book explores the traditions of fruit growing and the story of individual fruits, as well as providing
delicious recipes and general cultivation advice.

336.

McVicar, J. Seeds. The Ultimate Guide to Growing Successfully from Seed. 1st. Ed. Pub. Kyle Cathie. 2001
pp.256 with many colour photos. Royal 8vo. Fine softback. Signed by author. Out-of-print. [55335]
£15.00
A comprehensive guide wth practical growing instructions and planting recipes, the book covers over 500 genera in extensive
detail.

337.

Massingham, B. Gertrude Jekyll. An Illustrated Life of Gertrude Jekyll 1843-1932. 1st. Ed. Pub. Shire
Publications. 1975 pp.48 with b/w. photos., and illus. 8vo. A nr. fine softback. [55114]
£3.00

338.

Masson, G. Italian Gardens. Rev. Ed. Pub. Antique Collectors’ Club. 1987 pp.300 with 70 coloured and 211
photogravure plates. 4to. Thor. vg. hardback in thor. vg. dw. [47662]
£22.50

A beautifully illustrated work. Considers Roman Gardens, Medieval and Early Humanist Gardens, Tuscan Gardens, Roman
Renaissance Gardens, Gardens of the Marche and Veneto and lastly The Gardens of North Italy.

339.

Mathew, Brian. The Crocus. A Revision of the Genus Crocus (Iridaceae). 1st Ed. Pub. B.T. Batsford Ltd.
1982 pp.127 with 96 col. plates, glossary & index to species & synonyms. A very good hdbk. copy in very lightly
spine-faded dw. Signed by the author. [47635]
£60.00
A highly recommended work.

340.

May, P.J. Designing and Creating Water Gardens. 1st. Ed. Pub. Crowood Press. 2004 pp.224 with many
colour photos., and illus. Crown 4to. Fine hdbk., fine dw. Signed by author. Out-of-print. [55328]
£20.00
A practical book which places water gardens firmly within reach of all gardeners. Gives details of a wide range of design
ideas.

341.

Miyagi, Shunsaku. Landscape. New Concepts in Architecture & Design. 1st. Ed. Pub. Meisei Publicatons.
1996 pp.224 profusely illustrated with colour photos. and b/w. plans. 4to. Hardback. Text in English and
Japanese. Signature below neatly removed address label, o/w. a fine hdbk. in nr. fine dw. Scarce. [55269] £40.00
A compilation of twenty-six works of landscape design completed in Japan between 1987 and 1995, that emphasize spatial
presentation. Drawings and design data are also included.

342.

Mosser, M. and Teyssot, G. (Eds.). The History of Garden Design. The Western Tradition from the
Renaissance to the Present Day. 1st. Ed. Pub. Thames and Hudson. 1991 pp. 543 with colour and b/w. photos.,
and illus. Royal 4to. Neat name and residue of label to ffep., o/w a fine hardback in nr. fine dw. [55275] £40.00
A chronological series of essays from over sixty specialists, of various nationalities, giving an overview of significant historical
research into the development of garden design.

343.

Mowl, T. Gentlemen & Players. Gardeners of the English Landscape. 1st. Ed. Pub. Sutton. 2000 pp.xiv,
218 with colour plates and b/w. photos. and figs. Crown 4to. A fine hardback in fine dw. [55280]
£20.00
A fascinating insight into how the key gardeners for the period of 1620 to 1820 interacted with the people they were working
for.

344.

Neville, J. The Polytunnel Companion. The Complete Guide to Choosing and Using your Polytunnel.
2nd. Ed. Rep. Pub. Good Life Press. 2008 pp.128 with colour and b/w. photos. 8vo. A fine softback with gently
sunned spine. [55312]
£5.00

345.

Ouden, P.D. &. Boom, B.K. Manual of Cultivated Conifers. Hardy in the Cold- and Warm-temperate
Zone. 3rd. Ed. Pub. Martinus / Junk. 1982 pp.x, 520 with b/w. photos. Nr. fine hardback. [48282]
£40.00

346.

Page, M. Growing Citrus. The Essential Gardener’s Guide. 1st. Ed. Pub. Timber Press. 2008 pp.192 with
many colour photos. Crown 4to. A fine hardback in fine dw. Out-of-print. [55332]
£30.00
Martin Page charts the introduction of citrus to the Western World, celebrates their unique flavours and diverse uses, and
recommends the best varieties for garden cultivation.

347.

Phillips, R. and Rix, M. Shrubs. The Pan Garden Plant Series. 1st. Ed. Pub. Pan Books. 1989 pp.288 with
many colour photos. 4to. A fine softback. Out-of-Print [55347]
£8.00
A comprehensive guide to over 1,900 shrubs. Plants are arranged according to their flowering season, and illustrated with
superb colour photographs.

348.

Phillips, R. and Rix, M. Vegetables. The Garden Plant Series. 1st. Pbk. Ed. Pub. Macmillan. 1995 pp.270 with
many colour photos. 4to. A nr. fine softback. [55346]
£8.00
Covers vegetables that can be grow in a temperate climate. Illustrated with superb colour photographs.

349.

Pike, B. The Fruit Tree Handbook. 1st. Ed. Pub. Green Books. 2011 pp.351 with many colour photos., and
illus. 8vo. A new softback. [55330]
£12.00
A clear, practical guide for both amateur and expert. Apples, pears, plums, cherries, apricots, peaches and nectarines, as well
as less common fruits such as mulberries, medlars and figs, are covered in detail. With recommended varieties of each.

350.

Platt, K. The Seed Search. Over 40,000 seeds, including more than 9,000 vegetables and where to buy
them. 5th. Ed. Pub. Karen Platt. 2002 pp.368. 8vo. A fine softback. Latest edition. [55333]
£18.00
A unique, UK-focused, directory of seed catalogues to enable the gardener to access the vast array of seeds available from
sources around the world.

351.

Reich, L. Uncommon Fruits for Every Garden. 1st. Ed. Pub. Timber Press. 2004 pp.288 with colour photos.
and b/w. illus. 8vo. A fine hardback in fine dw. Out-of-print. [55289]
£20.00
An invaluable guide to exotic fruits and berries like jujube, juneberry, maypop, and shipova - surprisingly tough, pest-resistant
and reliable plants that will reward the adventurous gardener.

352.

Reid, G.W. Landscape Graphics. Plan, Section, and Perspective Drawing of Landscape Spaces. Rev. Ed.
Pub. Watson-Guptill Publications. 2002 pp.208 with many text illus. and sketches. Landscape 4to. Softback. A nr.
fine copy. [55272]
£9.00
Presents an easy-to-master, logical progression of the basic graphic techniques used in landscape design and architecture.

353.

Rice, G. and Strangman, E. The Gardener’s Guide to Growing Hellebores. Pub. David & Charles &.
Timber Press. 1993 pp.160 with colour photographs. Neat signature. Fine hardback in fine dw. [47707] £10.00

354.

Rickard, M. Gardening with Ferns. 1st. Ed. Pub. David & Charles. 2005 pp.128 with colour photos. Crown
4to. A new softback. [55319]
£25.00
Recommended. Provides guidance on choosing the best ferns for your garden, as well as growing advice and how to position
them to best advantage.

355.

Robinson, M.A. Primulas. The Complete Guide. Pub. Crowood Press.
photographs. Bookplate. A thor. vg. hardback in thor. vg. dw. [46985]

356.

Rohde, E.S. Garden-Craft in the Bible; and other Essays. Pub. Herbert Jenkins. 1927 pp.242 with b/w.
plates. 8vo. A vg. hardback. [47235]
£12.00

357.

Rohde, E.S. Oxford's College Gardens. 1st. Ed. Pub. Herbert Jenkins. 1932 pp.xii, 193 with charming colour
and b/w., plates. Royal 8vo. Hardback. Ffep., removed, small address label. Light foxing mainly at ends, o/w.
contents in nr. fine condition. Binding a little shaken. A good-vg. hardback in good-vg. dw. [55100]
£9.00

358.

Romanowski, N. Edible Water Gardens. Growing Water-Plants for Food and Profit. 1st. Ed. Pub. Hyland
House. 2007 pp.xi, 147 with colour photos., and b/w. illus. Royal 8vo. A fine hardback. [55327]
£15.00

1990

pp.271 with colour
£8.00

The first complete guide to the uses, cultivation and worldwide availability of edible aquatic plants other than seaweeds.

359.

Rowe, A. Successful Grape Growing for Eating and Wine-Making. A practical gardeners’ guide to
varieties, harvesting and processing. 3rd. Ed. Pub. Groundnut 2006 pp.147 with colour photos., and b/w. illus.
Large 8vo. New softback. Latest edition. RRP £16.50. [55413]
£10.00
A comprehensive guide - the result of over thirty years experience of growing grapes in Suffolk.

360.

Rutherford, S. Capability Brown. And His Landscape Gardens. 1st. Ed. Pub. National Trust. 2016 pp.192
with colour and b/w. photos., illus., and plans. Small 4to. Fine hardback in fine dw. [55780]
£15.00
A very readable account for anyone who wants to know more about the man who changed the face of the nation and created a
landscape style which, for many of us, defines the English countryside.

361.

Seymour, J. with Sutherland, W. The New Complete Book of Self-Sufficiency. The Classic Guide for
Realists and Dreamers. 1st. Ed. Rep. Pub. Dorling Kindersley. 2004 pp.312 with colour illus. throughout. 4to.
A fine hardback in fine dw. [55329]
£12.00
This enduring classic from the founding father of modern self-sufficiency, John Seymour, is still the key reference to living off
the land.

362.

Shores, S. Growing and Selling Fresh-Cut Herbs. 2nd. Ed. Pub. Ball. 2003 pp.x, 483 with b/w. photos., and
illus. 8vo. A fine hardback. [55339]
£12.50
Despite being written for an American market, the techniques and advice contained in this book apply equally to the UK
market.

363.

Simms, B. John Brookes. Garden and Landscape Designer. The career and work of today’s most
influential garden and landscape designer. 1st. Ed. Pub. Conran Octopus. 2007 pp. 208 with numerous colour
photos. and illus. 8vo. Signed by both Barbara Simms and John Brookes. Fine hdbk., in fine dw. [55268] £40.00
In this study of John Brookes’ career Barbara Simms charts his life, influences and design philosophy. Eighteen case studies
show some of his important designs from concept to completion.

364.

Smit, T. Heligan. The Complete Works. Secrets Locked in Silence. Pub. Channel 4 Books. 1999 pp.157
with colour photos throughout. A fine hardback copy in vg. dw. [47595]
£9.00

365.

Stern, F.C. Snowdrops and Snowflakes. A study of the genera Galanthus and Leucojum. 1st. Ed. Pub. The
Royal Horticultural Society. 1956 pp.[6], 128 with colour illus, b/w. photos. and illus. and fold-out map. Royal
8vo. Nr. fine hardback. Advertising leaflet from J.A. Mars of Haslemere listing snowdrop varieties for sale loosely
inserted. [55766]
£140.00
A definitive monograph.

366.

Strong, R. The Artist and the Garden. 1st. Ed. Pub. Yale Uni. Press. 2000 pp.288 with 350 fully annotated
illustrations, both coloured & b/w. Royal 4to. A fine hdbk., in fine dw. [55345]
£15.00

This beautiful book gathers together and examines for the first time a delightful collection of English gardens rendered by
artists from 1540 to the early nineteenth century, many of which are unknown.

367.

Taylor, P. (Ed). The Oxford Companion to the Garden. 1st. Ed. Pub. OUP. 2006 pp.xxx, 554, with colour
and b/w. photos., and illus. 4to. Fine hardback in fine dw., gently sunned. Out-of-print. [55344]
£25.00
This book combines a survey of the world’s gardens with the ideas behind the. Biographies of garden designers and articles on
a range of topics from garden visiting to garden elements and styles, and from scientific issues to the social history of gardens.

368.

The Architectural Association. Miss Gertrude Jekyll. 1843-1932 Gardener. 1st. Ed. Pub. The Architectural
Association. 1981 pp.49 with b/w. photos., and garden plans. 8vo. A vg. softback. [55101]
£6.00

369.

Thomas, G.S. The Art of Planting. Or The Planter’s Handbook. 1st. Ed. Pub. J.M. Dent. 1984 pp.x, 323
with colour and b/w. photos. 8vo. A thor. vg hardback in thor. vg. dw. [55267]
£10.00

370.

Todhunter, C., Williams, R. and Rodney, S. Bulmer’s Pomona. 1st. Ed. Pub. Fourth Estate. 1987 With 35 fine
coloured plates by Caroline Todhunter. 4to. A little speckling on top edge of text block, o/w. a fine hdbk. Scarce.
[52464]
£100.00
Published to celebrate the centenary year of H.P. Bulmer Ltd. Superb plates illustrate the fruit grown and used by Bulmer’s.
Each plate is accompanied by descriptive text.

371.

Tullock, J. Growing Hardy Orchids 1st. Ed. Pub. Timber Press. 2005 pp.244 with many colour photos. 8vo. A
fine hardback in very near fine dw. Out-of-print. [55321]
£25.00
Considers the cultivation of 103 species of hardy and half-hardy orchids native to North America.

372.

Tunnard, C. Gardens in the Modern Landscape. 2nd. Rev. Ed. Rep. Pub. The Architectural Press. 1950
pp.184 with b/w. photos. throughout. 8vo. Hardback. Neat name and address to ffep., and name to verso of halftitle, o/w. a thor. vg. hardback in good to vg. dw. [55273]
£25.00
This is the second, revised edition with additional material on American Gardens, and a note on the Modern Garden by Dean
Joseph Hudnut of Harvard University.

373.

Underwood, Mrs Desmond. Grey and Silver Plants. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 1971 pp.143 with 4 colour plates.
8vo. Hardback. Neat signature to ffep. A fine hardback in nr. fine dw. [55118]
£5.00
A comprehensive guide to the choice and cultivation of the 75 species of grey- and silver-leaved plants Mrs Underwood, the
leading authority on this group, considered the most garden-worthy.

374.

Ward, P. Primroses & Polyanthus. A Guide to the Species and Hybrids. Pub. Batsford. 1997 pp.160 with
colour photographs. Hardback. Thor. vg. in thor. vg. dw. [40981]
£10.00

375.

Weaver, Lawrence. Houses and Gardens by E. L. Lutyens. 1st. Ed. Rep. Antique Collectors’ Club. 1981
pp.xl, 344 profusely illustrated with b/w. photos. and plans. 4to. A fine hardback in nr. fine dw. [55121] £30.00
First published in 1913, this is a survey of Lutyens' early work which helped to establish his name in domestic British
architecture.

376.

Webb, D.A. and Gornall, R.J. Saxifrages of Europe. With Notes on African, American and some Asiatic
Species. Pub. Christopher Helm. 1989 pp.viii, 307 with colour plates, text figs. and dist. maps. Fine hardback in
nr. fine dw. [47644]
£10.00

377.

Wilkinson, L.P. Bulmers of Hereford. A Century of Cider-Making. 1st. Ed. Pub. David & Charles, 1987
pp.214 with b/w. photos. 8vo. Fine hardback in fine dw. [55458]
£16.00

378.

Wright, R.C.M. Plant Propagation. 1st. Ed. Rep. Pub. Ward Lock. 1957 pp. 192 with b/w. photos. 8vo. A thor.
vg. hardback in same dw. [55338]
£8.00
Comprehensive, practical and easy to read.

379.

Yun, Qian (Ed.). Classical Chinese Gardens. 1st. Eng. Ed. Rep. Pub. Joint Publishing Company and China
Building Industry Press. 1984 pp.249 with colour photos., and b/w. garden plans throughout. Royal 4to. A fine
hardback in fine dw., gently sunned on spine. Publisher’s slipcase in thor. vg. condition. [55122]
£20.00
Describes in detail thirty-seven of the most elegant and splendid Chinese gardens.

Natural History & Zoology
380.

Arnold, E.N. &. Burton, J.A. A Field Guide to the Reptiles and Amphibians of Britain and Europe.
Illustrated by D.W. Ovenden. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 1978 pp. 272 with colour and b/w. illus., drawings and
dist. maps. 8vo. A nr. fine hardback. [55136]
£10.00
Comprehensive and clearly illustrated. Recommended.

381.

Attenborough, David. Quest Under Capricorn. 1st. Ed. Pub. Lutterworth. 1963 pp.162 with colour and b/w.
photos. 8vo. A little spine lean and light speckling to top-edge, o/w. fine hardback in vg. dw. Price clipped.
[55007]
£22.00
An account of Attenborough’s early documentary series made in the Northern Territories of Australia for the BBC.

382.

Attenborough, David. Zoo Quest in Paraguay. 1st. Ed. Pub. Lutterworth Press. 1959 pp.160 with colour and
b/w. photos. 8vo. A fine hardback in vg. dw., repaired on underside. Price clipped. [55006]
£50.00
David Attenborough searches for rare and interesting animals in the tropical swamps, forests and plains of central South
America.

383.

Bierbrier, F.E. The Ranidae: How to Breed, Feed and Raise the Edible Frog. Fac. 1st. Ed. Pub. Nabu
Public Domain Reprints. 2011 pp.30 with b/w. illus. 4to. A fine softback. [55306]
£10.00
A facsimile of the 1905 edition.

384.

Blunt, Wilfrid. The Compleat Naturalist. A Life of Linnaeus. Pub. Collins. 1984 pp.256 with colour and
b/w. illus. A vg. softback. [48257]
£6.00

385.

Bonner, W. Nigel. The Natural History of Seals. 1st. Ed. Pub. Christopher Helm, 1989 pp.xvi,196 with b/w.
illus., and figs. 8vo. A fine hardback in fine dw. Out-of-print. [55140]
£14.00
Covers the nineteen species of true seal, or Phocidae, with comparisons drawn with the other two groups, the Odobenidae (the
walrus) and the Otariidae (the eared seals).

386.

Boulenger, G.A. Zoology of Egypt. The Fishes of the Nile. Facs. Ed. Pub. Wheldon and Wesley 1965 Two
volume set. Folio and 8vo. Hardbacks. Volume 1 - Text volume : pp.li, [i], 6 pages of plates, 2 maps, 578 with
b/w. illus. and tables throughout. Volume 2 - Plate volume : 97 fine lithographed plates (28 being fold-out).
Contents in fine condition. Blue cloth boards, with gilt lettering to spines. Boards very lightly shelf rubbed, o/w. in
fine condition. Scarce. [45856]
£275.00
An important work, this was the first major contribution to our knowledge of the fishes of the Nile. George Albert Boulenger
(1858-1937) was a Belgian-British zoologist who worked at the British Museum.

387.

Chapman, Abel. Memories of Fourscore Years Less Two ( 1851-1929). With a Memoir by George
Bolam. 1st. Ed. Pub. Gurney and Jackson. 1930 pp.xxvii, [i], 257 with frontis., colour illus. and b/w. photos.
plus 3-page publishers' catalogue. 8vo. Hardback. Contents fine. Orig. green cloth boards in nr. fine condition. A
very pleasing copy. [55448]
£50.00
Chapman was a wide-ranging hunter-naturalist who, among other achievements, is credited with saving the Spanish ibex from
extinction and helping to establish the Kruger National Park. This collection of reminiscences was published posthumously and
includes coloured plates by W. H. Riddell and many illustrations within the text by the author..

388.

Coles, Prof. Bryony. Avanke, Bever, Castor : the story of Beavers in Wales. 1st. Ed. Pub. WARP. 2019
pp.vi, 114 with colour photographs throughout. 4to. New softback. [55866]
£9.99
Beginning with an introduction to beavers, based on the author’s own work in European beaver territories, it then traces their
history in Wales from very early times to the present day. Includes information on where to see beavers in Wales.

389.

Compagno, L. et al. A Field Guide to Sharks of the World. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 2005 pp.368 with 128
plates with colour illus.,and dist. maps. Small 8vo. Fine hardback. Out of print. [55782]
£80.00
Highly recommended. Describes all the world’s 440 species of shark through detailed identification information, colour
illustration, and distribution maps.

390.

Condry, W. Wildlife, My Life. Pub. Gomer. 1995 pp.216 with colour and b/w. photos. A fine softback with two
obituaries for Condry, one from The Guardian in 1998. [48194]
£25.00

391.

Cumpston, J.H.L. Thomas Mitchell. Surveyor General & Explorer. 1st. Ed. Pub. Oxford. 1955 pp.xiv, 270
with b/w. photographs and maps. 8vo. Bookplate. With a colour photograph of Thomas Mitchell’s grave loosely
inserted at front. A nr. fine hdbk. in nr. fine dw. [49511]
£27.00

392.

Dansie, O. et. al. Muntjac & Chinese Water Deer. 1st. Ed. Pub. British Deer Society 1983 pp.44 with b/w.
photos., and figs. 8vo. A fine softback. [55127]
£7.50
British Deer Society Publication No. 2.

393.

Darwin, Charles and Quammen, David. (Ed.) On the Origin of Species. The Illustrated Edition. Pub.
Sterling. 2008 pp.xii, 544 with many colour and b/w. photos., and illus. 4to. A fine hardback in thor. vg. dw. Outof-print in hardback. [55135]
£25.00
With over 350 illustrations and photographs plus excerpts from “Voyage of the Beagle”, as well as from Darwin’s letters and
diaries, this edition brings both both Darwin the man and his revolutionary discovery to life.

394.

Edwards, I.D. et al. (Eds.). Natural History of Seram. Maluka, Indonesia. Pub. Raleigh International. 1993
pp.x, 240 with b/w. photographs and other figs. throughout. 8vo. With one label to foot of dw. spine o/w. a fine
hardback in nr. fine dw. Scarce. [44700]
£75.00
Covers the fauna, flora, geology and human impact on Seram, based on the results of 4 scientific expeditions (Operation
Raleigh) between 1987 and 1991.

395.

Elliot, G.F. Scott. A Naturalist in Mid-Africa. A Journey to the Mountains of the Moon and Tanganyika.
1st. Ed. Pub. A. D. Innes & Co. 1895 pp.xvi, 413 with b/w. photos. and figs., plus 3 colour fold-out maps. 8vo.
Hardback. Neat repair to under-side of 1 map. Contents nr. fine. More recently professionally rebound in brown
cloth, with gilt lettering all in fine condition. [55439]
£145.00
With a grant from The Royal Society, Elliot travelled through Tanganyika to Ruwenzori, then from Uganda to Mombassa. He
recorded the fauna, wild-life and scenery and this work made a valuable contribution to the knowledge of African botany.

396.

Feehan, J. & O’Donovan, G. The Bogs of Ireland. An Introduction to the Natural, Cultural and Industrial
Heritage of Irish Peatlands 1st. Ed. Pub. Uni. College Dublin. 1996 pp.xv, 518 with 12 colour plates of photos.
and numerous b/w. photos., illus. and figs. within the text. Royal 4to. A fine hdbk. in nr. fine dw. Scarce. Out of
print. [53662]
£195.00
A comprehensive overview of all aspects of peatland heritage, natural, cultural and economic.

397.

Fitter, Julian. et al. Wildlife of the Galàpagos. Collins Traveller’s Guide. 2nd. Rev. Ed. Pub. William Collins.
2016 pp.287 with over 650 colour photos. and maps. 8vo. A new softback. [53636]
£16.99
This fully updated second edition features the most commonly encountered birds, mammals, reptiles, invertebrates and plants
alongside coastal and marine life. Discusses the islands' history, climate, geology, and conservation, with the most current
details on visitor sites.

398.

Forrest, H.E. A Handbook to The Vertebrate Fauna of North Wales. Pub. Witherby and Co. 1919
pp.106. 8vo. Hardback. Minor foxing at ends, o/w. contents fine. Original green cloth in thor. vg. condition.
[45892]
£30.00

399.

Forrest, H.E. The Vertebrate Fauna of North Wales. 1st. Ed. Pub. Witherby. 1907 pp.lxxiv, 537 with b/w.
photographs and folding coloured map at rear. 8vo. Hardback. Inscription dated 1920. Contents in fine condition.
TEG. Original green cloth boards in vg. condition.
[27211]
£35.00

400.

Fryer, G. The Parasitic Copepoda and Branchiura of British Freshwater Fishes. A Handbook and
Key. 1st. Ed. Pub. FBA. 1982 pp.87 with b/w. anatomical drawings. 8vo. Thor. vg. softback. [54800] £7.50

401.

Gadow, Hans. In Northern Spain. 1st. Ed. Pub. Adam and Charles Black. 1897 pp.xvi, 421 with many b/w.
photos., and illus., plus fold-out map and 2-page publishers' catalogue. 8vo. Hardback. Neat inscription (dated
1900) to half title. Contents fine. A little spine lean. Original gilt decorated red cloth boards in nr. fine condition.
A very pleasing copy. [55444]
£75.00
Sketches and observations of life and the topography of Northern and North-western Spain gathered, during two prolonged
journeys, by Hans Gadow accompanied by his wife.

402.

Gillham, Mary E. Island Hopping in Tasmania’s Roaring Forties. 1st. Ed. Pub. Arthur H. Stockwell. 2000
pp.500 with colour photos. and b/w. illus. 4to. Inscription from the author to one of her great friends on title page.
A fine hdbk. in fine dw. [51450]
£30.00

403.

Gillham, Mary E. A Natural History of Cardiff. Exploring, along the River Taff. Being an account of the
animal and plant life in and around our capital city. 1st. Ed. Pub. Lazy Cat. 2002 pp.xii, 545 with colour
photos. and b/w. illus. 8vo. Inscription by Mary Gillham to one of her great friends on title page. A fine softback.
Scarce. [51443]
£30.00

404.

Gosse, P.H. Evenings at the Microscope. Researches among the minute organs and forms of Animal
Life. Auth. Ed. Pub. D. Appleton & Co. 1896 pp.xii, 480 with b/w. illus. 8vo. Contents v. clean and in fine
condition. TEG. Handsomely bound in half leather over marbled boards. Rear external hinge lifting at bottom,
o/w. binding in vg. condition. [53653]
£22.50

405.

Gotto, V. Commensal and Parasitic Copepods Associated with Marine Invertebrates. Keys and notes
for the identification of British species. 2nd. Ed. Pub. Field Studies Council. 2004 pp.viii, 352 with b/w. illus.
8vo. A fine softback. [52037]
£45.00
Synopses of the British Fauna (New Series), No. 46.

406.

Guggisberg, C.A.W. Crocodiles. Their Natural History, Folklore and Conservation. 1st. Ed. Pub. David and
Charles. 1972 pp.x, 195 with b/w. photographs. 8vo. Thor. vg. hardback in thor. vg. dw. [55430]
£10.00
An authoritative, intriguing and delightfully written survey of a species that has an immensly long evolutionary history.

407.

Harris, Roy A. & Duff, K.R. Wild Deer in Britain. 1st. Ed. Pub. David and Charles. 1970 pp.112 with b/w.
photos throughout. 8vo. A fine hardback in nr. fine dw. [55126]
£10.00
An illustrated guide to the six species of deer living wild in Britain: red deer, roe deer, fallow deer, sika, muntjac and Chinese
water deer.

408.

Hart, Ian B. Pesca. A History of the Pioneer Modern Whaling Company in the Antarctic. Rev. Ed. Pub.
Aidan Ellis. 2002 pp.[xii], 548 with 269 photographs. 8vo. Fine hardback in fine dw. Out-of-print. Scarce.
[55808]
£185.00
A very detailed account of the history of the Compania Argentina de Pesca Sociedad Anonima of Buenos Aires, or Pesca as it
was known in whaling circles.

409.

Harvie-Brown, J.A. Travels of a Naturalist in Northern Europe. Norway, 1871, Archangel, 1872,
Petchora, 1875. 1st. Ed. Pub. T. Fisher Unwin 1905 Two volume set with portrait frontis., 4 maps, plates, line
drawings and figs. 8vo. Hardback. TEG. Neat signature to ffeps. Contents fine. Orig. brown cloth boards in very
pleasing nr. fine condition. [55438]
£250.00
Detailed, anecdotal and easily absorbed, being written in the style of a Journal.

410.

Hedin, Sven. Through Asia. Volumes I & II. 1st. Ed. Pub. Methuen. 1898 Two volumes with many b/w. and
some colour illus. Small 4to. Contents very clean and in thor. vg. condition. TEG. Original decorated green cloth
boards a little bumped and lightly marked in places, o/w. in vg. condition. [52935]
£145.00

411.

Horwood, M.T. & Masters, E.H. Sika Deer. (With particular reference to the Poole Basin). 2nd. Rev. Ed.
Pub. British Deer Society. 1981 pp.50 with b/w. photos. and maps. 8vo. A fine softback. [55128]
£5.00
British Deer Society Publication No. 3.

412.

Hose, Charles. The Field-Book of a Jungle-Wallah. Being a Description of Shore, River and Forest Life
in Sarawak. 1st. Ed. Pub. H.F. & G. Witherby. 1929 pp.vii, 216 with colour frontis., and b/w. photos. and illus.
8vo. Contents fine. Neat signature. Original boards, lightly marked and sunned, o/w. vg. [55446]
£35.00
Hose (1863-1929) was a British colonial administrator on Sarawak, and a naturalist and ethnologist after whom several
species and Borneo's Hose Mountains were named.

413.

Hosking, David & Withers, Martin. Wildlife of Kenya, Tanzania & Uganda. 2nd. Ed. Pub. Collins. 2006
pp.248 with colour photos. throughout. 8vo. A new softback. [53637]
£17.99
This book is designed to give everyone visiting Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda a pocket-sized guide to the wildlife (features 475
species of bird, mammal, snake, lizard, insect and tree) they are most likely to encounter.

414.

Huxley, Robert. (Ed.). The Great Naturalists. 1st. Ed. Pub. Thames & Hudson. 2007 pp.304 with colour and
b/w. illus. Crown 4to. A fine hardback in nr. fine dw. [55125]
£14.00
The lives and contribution of 39 important naturalists are presented here. From Aristotle to Carl Linnaeus, and von Humboldt
to Alfred Russel Wallace.

415.

Kabata, Z. Copepods Parasitic on Fishes. Keys and notes for the identification of British species. Rev.
Ed. Pub. Field Studies Council. 2003 pp.viii, 274 with b/w. illus. 8vo. A fine softback. [52035]
£28.00
Synopses of the British Fauna (New Series), No. 47.

416.

Inger, R. F. The Systematics and Zoogeography of The Amphibia of Borneo. Pub. Field Mus. of Nat.
Hist. Chicago. 1990 pp.402 with line drawings and b/w. photographs. 8vo. A fine hdbk. [28251]
£25.00
The bulk of ‘The Systematics and Zoogeography of the Amphibia of Borneo’ comprises systematics, with a key to families,
descriptions of all species with notes and maps of known range, followed by the section on zoogeography. Species are
illustrated where possible with photographs or drawings.

417.

Ingle, R.W. Shallow-water Crabs. Keys and Notes for the Identification of the Species. 1st. Ed. Pub.
Cambridge. 1983 pp.vii, 206 with b/w. line drawings. 8vo. A nr. fine softback. [50201]
£20.00
Synopses of the British Fauna (New Series), No. 25.

418.

Kenneth Allsop Trust and Fowles, John. Steep Holm. A case history in the study of evolution. 1st. Ed. Pub.
Kenneth Allsop Memorial Trust. 1978 pp.222 with b/w. photos. and illus. 8vo. Fine hardback in nr. fine dw.
[55224]
£12.00
A fascinating study of Steep Holm Island in the Bristol Channel; considers its evolution and differences to mainland Britain.

419.

Kinsley, James (Ed.). Charles Waterton. Wanderings in South America. Pub. OUP. 1973 pp, xxvi, 230 with
illustrations. 8vo. Thor. vg. hardback in thor. vg. dw. [28675]
£15.00

420.

Lear, Linda. Rachel Carson. Witness for nature. 1st. English Ed. Pub. Penguin. 1998 pp.xviii, 634 with b/w.
photos. 4to. A nr. fine hdbk. in nr. fine dw. [53376]
£12.00

The life of the author of Silent Spring.

421.

Lockley, R.M. The Naturalist in Wales. The Regional Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. David & Charles. 1970
pp.231 with photographs and figs. 8vo. Illustrators include Charles Tunnicliffe. Neat signature to ffep. Fine
hardback in fine dw. [55143]
£30.00
A now classic text. Details the flora and fauna of Wales, alongside chapters on geology, climate and the natural history of man.

422.

Lockley, R.M. The Seals and the Curragh. Introducing the Natural History of the Grey Seal of the North
Atlantic. 1st. Ed. Pub. J.M. Dent. 1954 pp.149 with b/w. photos., and illus. 8vo. Hardback. One section of pages
uncut, o/w. a fine hardback in nr. fine dw. [55138]
£20.00

423.

Lockley, Ronald. The Island. 1st. Ed. Pub. Andre Deutch. 1969. pp.192 with b/w. illus. by C.F. Tunnicliffe
and endpaper maps. 8vo. Fine hardback nr. fine dw. A super copy. [55781]
£25.00
A riveting account of thirteen years living on the island of Skokholm, off the Pembrokeshire coast.

424.

Love, J.A. Rum. A Landscape Without Figures. Pub. Birlinn. 2001 pp.xiv, 302 with colour plates and b/w.
illus. Fine softback. [48238]
£12.00
A thorough treatment of the island of Rum, from prehistory to modern Rum, with a focus on the land, the people and the sheep
industry.

425.

Lydekker, R. Wild Life of the World. A Descriptive Survey of the Geographical Distribution of Animals.
Vols. 1 to 3. 1st. Ed. Pub. Frederick Warne 1916 Three volume set with 120 colour plates and over 600
engravings. Med 4to. Bound in green half-morocco leather over green boards, all in vg. condition; lightly rubbed,
minor fading to spines and boards of vol. 3. TEG. Contents in fine condition. Neat inscription to ffep of each
volume reads ‘Edith from Tom, May 1918’. A vg. plus set of this excellent work. [50463]
£200.00

426.

McGarr, P. and Rose, S. (Eds.). The Richness of Life. The Essential Stephen Jay Gould. Pub. Vintage. 2007
pp.646 with a few figs. 8vo. A fine softback. [42619]
£7.50
In this work the editors have selected the best from the full range of Gould’s writings. Rose’s introduction sets both the essays
and Gould’s life in context.

427.

McPhail, Rodger. The Private Life of Adders. 1st. Ed. Pub. Merlin Unwin. 2011 pp.128 with colour photos.
Small 4to. A fine hardback in fine dw. [55131]
£10.00
Illustrated with stunning photographs taken by the author which beautifully reveal the lives of these ellusive snakes.

428.

Maddison, R.E.W. The Life of the Honourable Robert Boyle. 1st. Ed. Pub. Taylor and Francis. 1969
pp.xxii, 332 with b/w. plates. 8vo. A vg. hdbk. in vg. dw. [40081]
£18.00

429.

Maitland, P.S. Keys to the Freshwater Fish of Britain and Ireland. With Notes on Their Distribution
and Ecology. 1st. Ed. Pub. FBA. 2004 pp.248 with colour photos., plus b/w. illus. and maps. 8vo. A fine
softback. Latest edition. [54802]
£22.50

430.

Mason, J. The Rabbit. 1st. Ed. Pub. Merlin Unwin Books. 2015 pp.191 with colour and b/w. photos., and illus.
4to. A fine hardback in fine dw. [55130]
£10.00
Examines the behaviour, breeding, feeding habits, adaptability and resourcefulness of the wild rabbit. With a fascinating
reference section on the sites of the UK's former commercial warrens.

431.

Millais, J.G. Life of Frederick Courtenay Selous, D.S.O. Capt. 25th Royal Fusiliers. 1st. Ed. 4th. Imp.
Pub. Longmans, Green and Co. 1919 pp.xi, [ii], 387 with frontis., and b/w. illus. 8vo. Signature of Martin
Woodcock (artist and wildlife illustrator) to ffep. A thor. vg. hardback. [55455]
£40.00
Millais, a greatly respected British wildlife and bird artist, also enjoyed big-game hunting and was a good friend of Selous. In
writing this biography he had extensive access to Selous’ writings and letters to his wife and family.

432.

Millais, J.G. Wanderings and Memories. 1st. Ed. Pub. Longmans Green and Co. 1919 pp.xii, 298 with 4
collotype plates & 11 other illustrations from the author's drawings & photographs. 8vo. Hardback. A vg. reading
copy in original red cloth. [55491]
£12.50
A collection of reminiscences by the author spanning over 50 years from 1871 to 1918, describing his passion for big game
hunting and his fondness for the Scotland of his childhood.

433.

Morey, F. (Ed.). A Guide to the Natural History of the Isle of Wight. 1st. Ed. Pub. William Wesley and
Son. 1909 pp.xx, 560 with 29 b/w. plates (3 of bird’s nests and eggs), text figs. and a colour fold-out map at rear
of text. Bookplate. Nr. fine hardback in nr. fine dw. Scarce copy in dustwrapper. A very pleasing copy. [46199]
£95.00
‘A series of contributions by specialists relating to the various branches of Natural History and kindred subjects’.

434.

Murchison, Sir Roderick Impey. Figures of the Silurian Fossils to Illustrate Murchison’s ‘Siluria’. 5th.
Ed. Pub. John Murray 1872 Forty-one fine b/w. plates, some double page, with supporting text. 8vo. Hardback.
Ex-lib. Map removed, o/w. contents fine. A thor. vg. copy. [55464]
£35.00
In 1831, the Scottish geologist Roderick Impey Murchison began to study rocks from the early Palaeozoic period in South
Wales which he named after the Silures, a Celtic people of the area who resisted the Romans. His illustrations of the fossils
found within these rocks laid the groundwork for the recognition of the Silurian period elsewhere round the world.

435.

Naylor, E. et al. (Eds.). Intertidal Marine Isopods. Keys and notes on the identification of the species.
2nd. Ed. Pub. Field Studies Council. 2015 pp.viii, 144 with line drawings. 8vo. New softback. [50149] £31.99
Synopses of the British Fauna series. No. 3.

436.

Nicholls, J. Molecatcher. A Guide to Traditional Molecatching Methods. 1st. Ed. Pub. Matador. 2006 pp.x,
79 with b/w. photos. and illus. 8vo. A new softback. [55305]
£9.99
Outlines the best and most humane ways to catch moles.

437.

Olsen, Lars-Henrik., et al. Small Freshwater Creatures. Oxford Natural History Pocket Guides. 1st. Eng.
Ed. Pub. Oxford Uni. Press. 2001 pp.229 with over 800 colour illus. 8vo. Hardback. Near fine. Out-of-print.
[54055]
£20.00
With descriptions of over 500 animals from spiders to salamanders, that you may meet in the ponds, rivers, and streams of
Northern Europe.

438.

Parrack, James D. The Naturalist in Majorca. The Regional Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. David & Charles. 1973
pp.224 with photographs and figs. 8vo. Fine hardback in fine dw. [55142]
£8.00
A classic text. Details the flora and fauna of Majorca, alongside chapters on geology, climate and the natural history of man.

439.

Pitman, C.R.S. A Game Warden Takes Stock. 1st. Ed. Rep. Pub. James Nisbet. 1944 pp.xvii, 287 with b/w.
photos. and fold-out map of Uganda. 8vo. Hardback. Signature of J.M. Colvin to ffep. Contents fine. Orig. green
cloth boards in good to vg. condition. [55437]
£15.00
Following an army career and a brief spell farming in Kenya, Pitman was appointed the first game warden in East Africa in
1925. This book is a fascinating collection of his insights and anecdotes during the pre-WWII years.

440.

Ransome, R. The Natural History of Hibernating Bats. 1st. Ed. Pub. Helm. 1990 pp.xxi, 235 with b/w.
photographs. 8vo. A fine hdbk. in fine dw. [42286]
£45.00
This book concentrates on the hibernating bats of the temperate zone. It looks in depth at their biology and ecology, focusing
on echolocation, foraging and diet, reproduction and their physiology for flying.

441.

Rice, Tony. Voyages of Discovery. A visual celebration of ten of the greatest natural history expeditions.
1st. Ed. Pub. Natural History Museum, London. 2008 pp.336 profusely illus., with colour and b/w. illus.
throughout. 4to. A fine hardback in a fine dw., very gently sunned on spine. [55134]
£10.00
A stunning visual record of the discoveries of natural science explorations. Included amongst the 10 expeditions are Sir Hans
Sloane’s voyage to Jamaica (1699) and Darwin’s voyage to the Galapagos.

442.

Schaller, George B. The Year of the Gorilla. An Exploration. 1st. Ed. 2nd. Imp. Pub. Collins. 1965 pp.288
with b/w photos., and line drawings by the author. 8vo. A nr. fine hardback in vg. dw, with one small piece of loss
on front. [55129]
£5.00

443.

Schwiebert, Ernest. Salmon of the World. 1st. Ed. Pub. Winchester Press. 1970 pp.63 with 30 fine colour
plates in folder, plus fine b/w. illus. in text. Folio. A couple of very minor blemishes, o/w. fine. With Publisher’s
slipcase in nr. fine condition. Copy No.344 from a limited edition of 750 copies, signed by Ernest Schwiebert.
Also, unusually, comes with Publisher’s numbered cardboard outer. [55643]
£250.00
A superb work. The fine plates are supported by extensive background information and descriptive letterpress for each of the
30 featured Salmon.

444.

Selous, Frederick Courtenay. African Nature Notes and Reminiscences. 1st. Ed. Fac. Rep. Pub. The Pioneer
Head. 1969 pp.xxx, 356 with b/w. illus. 8vo. A fine hardback in vg. dw. Number 1,300 of a limited edition of
2,112 numbered copies. [55454]
£45.00
A nice copy of this reprinted edition, published in Salisbury, Rhodesia (now Harare, Zimbabwe) during the era of Rhodesian
independence (1965-79).

445.

Sparrow, D.J and John, E. (Eds.). Wildlife of Cyprus. 1st. Ed. Pub. Terra Cypria. 2016 pp.xxv, 870 with over
1,000 colour photos., colour and b/w. illus and dist. maps. 4to. Hardback. A new copy in publisher’s slipcase.
[55060]
£77.00
A superb work. It brings together authors, Cypriot and international, recognized for having expertise in their respective fields.
Included are chapters on invertebrates and vertebrates, together with introductory chapters on geography, climate, geology,
habitats and taxonomy.

446.

Stamp, Tom & Cordelia. James Cook. Maritime Scientist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Caedmon of Whitby Press. 1978
pp.xiv, 159 with b/w. photographs. 8vo. A nr. fine hdbk. in nr. fine dw. [49489]
£5.00

447.

Sterry, P. and Cleave, A. Collins Complete Guide to British Coastal Wildlife. A Photographic Guide to
Every Common Species. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 2012 pp.384 with colour photographs throughout. 8vo. A thor.
vg. softback. [55139]
£10.00
A definitive photographic reference to the plants and insects, birds, marine life and animals commonly found in the coastal
areas of Britain.

448.

Stewart, A. The Earth Moved. On The Remarkable Achievements of Earthworms. 1st. Ed. Pub. Frances
Lincoln. 2004 pp.xv, 223. 8vo. A new hardback in new dw. Out-of-print in hardback. [55302]
£12.00
A fascinating exploration of the underground world of the earthworm and its role in the ecosystem of the soil.

449.

Stroud, P.T. Thomas Say. New World Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. University Pennsylvania. 1992 pp.xv, 340 with
b/w. plates. 8vo. Fine hardback in fine dw. [39145]
£15.00
Thomas Say (1787-1834) devoted his life to establishing the authority of American scientists to name and describe their native
flora and fauna. This is the first full biography of Thomas Say in sixty years. The author, a member of the Say family herself,
draws upon Say’s correspondence and other biographical details to present an accurate, detailed picture of Say’s personality
and character.

450.

Taylor, Dr. J.E. Half-Hours at the Sea-side. Or recreations with marine objects. Pub. W.H. Allen. 1890
pp.xii, 266 with illus. throughout and a 77 page catalogue at rear. 8vo. Hardback. Contents fine. Original decorated
blue cloth boards in vg. condition. [38635]
£12.00

451.

Tench, Captain Watkin. (Introduced by Fitzhardinge, L.F.). Sydney’s First Four Years. Being a reprint of A

Narrative of the Expedition to Botany Bay, and A Complete Account of the Settlement at Port Jackson.
1st. Ed. Rep. Pub. Angus and Robertson. 1962 pp.xxv, 364 with fold-out map. 8vo. Bookplate of Charles Mayne
and neat inscription on ffep. A nr. fine hdbk. in nr. fine dw. [49480]
£15.00
Watkin Tench was a military officer who, at the age of about twenty-nine, reached Australia in 1788 as commander of a
detachment of Marines with the First Fleet. He kept records of his experiences, publising them in two books, one of which
being ‘A Narrative of the Expedition to Botany Bay’.

452.

Tubbs, C.R. The New Forest. An Ecological History 1st. Ed. Pub. David and Charles. 1968 pp.248 with b/w.
photographs and other figs. 8vo. Inscription to front pastedown. A fine hardback in thor. vg. dw. [42264] £18.00

453.

Turner, A. Taxidermy. 1st. Pbk. Ed. Pub Thames & Hudson. 2019 pp.256 with colour photos. throughout.
Royal 8vo. New softback in new dw. [55621]
£16.95
Illustrated with stunning photography that explores this rich artform, past and present. ‘Taxidermy’ is the most comprehensive
and beautiful survey of the subject ever produced (Antiques Info).

454.

Van Grouw, K. Unnatural Selection. 1st. Ed. Pub. Princeton University Press. 2018 pp.xvi, 284 with
numerous b/w. illus. Royal 4to. A new hardback in new dw. [55229]
£34.99
A stunningly illustrated book about selective breeding, studied through the comparison of the selective breeding process versus
natural selection in the wild.

455.

Viney, M. Ireland. A Smithsonian Natural History. Pub. Blackstaff Press. 2003 pp.xvi, 336 with colour
plates. 8vo. Small mark to one page of introduction, o/w. a fine hdbk. copy in fine dw. [48204]
£15.00
Presents a natural history of Ireland, covering the plants, animals, geology and climate of the country. He begins by looking at
the geological forces that created Ireland's landscape long ago, and shows how this landscape has become home to an
intriguing variety of flora and fauna.

456.

Wall, T. et al. Downton Gorge National Nature Reserve. A review with special reference to fungi, lower
plants and birds. 1st. Ed. Pub. Woolhope Naturalists’ Field Club. 2011 pp.93 with colour and b/w. photos., and
illus. Crown 4to. A fine softback. [55462]
£10.00
The ancient woodland area of Downton Gorge (Herefordshire) is one of the few remaining relict fragments of the ancient
Royal Chase of Bringewood, which covered a large area in this part of the Welsh Borders during medieval times.

457.

Waterton, Charles. Wanderings in South America. Pub. Nelson. 1891 pp.xxxix, 367 with plates. 8vo. A vg.
hardback in original cloth boards. [47371]
£20.00

458.

Weir, Vincent. The Otter. 1st. Ed. Pub. The Vincent Wildlife Trust. 1984 pp.38 with b/w. photos. 8vo. A fine
softback. [55132]
£5.00
An insight into the natural history of Otters. Most of the observations recorded in this book were made in Norfolk and Suffolk
between 1969 and 1980, during the course of some 8,000 hours of study.

459.

White, J. (Chisholm, A. H. (Ed.)). Journal of a Voyage to New South Wales. Rep. Pub. Angus & Robertson.
1962 pp.xiii, 282 with sixty-five colour and b/w. plates. 8vo. A very good hdbk. in lightly chipped and marked
dw. [47642]
£20.00
Originally published in 1790.

460.

Williams, J. The Otter. 1st. Ed. Pub. Merlin Unwin Books 2010 pp.224 with many colour photographs. Small
4to. A fine hardback in fine dw. [55133]
£12.50
James Williams' book is both an unusual and thought-provoking read. It primarily narrates the decline and uncertain rise of
the European Otter and examines the human element and endeavour involved.

New Naturalists – Main Series
461.

01. Ford, E.B. Butterflies. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 1945 8vo. Nr. fine hardback, neat
signature (dated 1945) in vg. dw., with some loss at top of spine. Not price clipped.. [55420]
£40.00

462.

14. Blunt, W. The Art of Botanical Illustration. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 1950 8vo. Nr.
fine hardback, neat signature (dated 1950) in pleasing, vg. dw. Not price clipped. [55421]
£50.00

463.

20. Smith, Malcolm. The British Amphibians and Reptiles. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins.
1951 8vo. Light spotting to end-papers, neat signature (dated 1952), o/w. a fine hardback in thor. vg. dw., with
scattered foxing to rear. Not price clipped. [55422]
£65.00

464.

23. Harris, J.R. An Angler’s Entomology. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Rep. Pub. Collins. 1970 8vo. Nr.
fine in nr. fine dw. Price clipped. [55423]
£20.00

465.

24. Hepburn, Ian. Flowers of the Coast. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 1952 8vo. Scattered
foxing to end-papers and fore-edge of text block, o/w. a fine hardback, neat signature (dated 1952) in pleasing, vg.
dw. Not price clipped. [55424]
£30.00

466.

34. Hardy, A. The Open Sea. Part 1 : The World of Plankton. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Rev. Rep. Pub.
Collins. 1964 8vo. Nr. fine hardback, neat signature in vg. dw. Not price clipped. [55426]
£20.00

467.

35. Russell, E.J. The World of the Soil. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 1957 8vo. Scattered
foxing to ends and fore-edges of text block, o/w. thor. vg. hardback, neat signature (dated 1957) in pleasing vg.
dw. Not price clipped. [55427]
£50.00

468.

37. Hardy, A. The Open Sea. Part 2: Fish and Fisheries. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. 3rd. Imp. Pub.
Collins. 1970 8vo. Nr. fine hardback in nr. fine dw. Priced clipped. [55428]
£30.00

469.

43. Salisbury, Sir. Edward. Weeds & Aliens. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 1961 8vo. Nr. fine
hardback in nr. fine dw. Not price clipped. A super copy of the first edition first issue, distinguishable from later
issues by its dustwrapper. [55429]
£60.00

470.

46. Ellis, E.A. The Broads. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 1965 8vo. Very nr. fine hardback in
thor. vg. dw. Not price clipped. [55086]
£80.00

471.

48. Moore, I. Grass and Grasslands. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 1966 8vo. A nr. fine
hardback in nr. fine dw. Price clipped. Very pleasing. [54990]
£80.00

472.

51. Murton, R.K. Man & Birds. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 1971 8vo. A fine hdbk. in nr. fine
dw. Not price clipped. [54882]
£60.00

473.

58. Pollard, E., Hooper, M.D., & Moore. N.W. Hedges. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 1975 8vo.
Small number of tiny speckles on top-edge, o/w. a fine hardback in fine dw. Not price clipped. Would be very hard
indeed to better. [55087]
£100.00

474.

59. Brian, M.V. Ants. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 1977 8vo. A nr. fine hardback in fine dw.
Not price-clipped. [54176]
£75.00

475.

62. Perrins, Christopher. British Tits. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 1979 8vo. A fine hdbk. in
fine dw., very gently sunned on spine. Not price clipped. [53018]
£50.00

476.

66. Condry, William M. The Natural History of Wales. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 1981
pp.287 with b/w. photos. 8vo. A fine hdbk. in fine dw. [51317]
£110.00

477.

70. Berry, R.J. The Natural History of Orkney. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. 1st. Iss. Pub. Collins. 1985
8vo. Fine hardback in fine dustwrapper. Not price clipped. A superb copy. [55771]
£1,200.00

478.

72. Webb, Nigel. Heathlands. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. 1st. Iss. Pub. Collins. 1986 8vo. A fine hdbk. in
fine dw. Not price clipped. [51313]
£210.00

479.

74. Page, C.N. Ferns. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 1988
dustwrapper. Not price clipped. A superb copy. [55774]

480.

79. Chapman, P. Caves and Cave Life. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 1993 8vo. Fine hardback in
fine dustwrapper. Not price clipped. A superb copy. [55772]
£475.00

481.

80. Walters, M. Wild and Garden Plants. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 1993 8vo. Fine
hardback in fine dustwrapper. Not price clipped. A superb copy. [55773]
£450.00

482.

131. Hayward, Peter. Shallow Seas. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 2016 8vo. A new hardback in
new dw. RRP £60.00. [49689]
£45.00

483.

133. Cameron, Robert. Slugs and Snails. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 2016 pp.528. 8vo. A
new hardback in new dustwrapper. RRP £65.00. [51145]
£48.75

484.

134. Ashton, Nicholas. Early Humans. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 2017 pp.xi, 354 with colour
photos. and illus. 8vo. A new hardback in new dustwrapper. [52459]
£45.00

485.

136. Jones, Richard. Beetles. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 2018 8vo. A new hardback in new dw.
RRP £65.00. [53829]
£48.75

486.

137. Morris, Pat. Hedgehog. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 2018 pp.400 with colour photography.
8vo. New hardback in new dw. RRP £65.00. [54461]
£48.75

487.

138. Cabot, David and Goodwillie, Roger. The Burren. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 2018 8vo.
A new hardback in new dw. RRP £65.00. [55351]
£48.75

8vo. Fine hardback in fine
£600.00

An excellent work. The Burren is one of those rare and magical places where geology, glacial history, botany, zoology and
millennia of cultural history have converged creating a unique landscape of extraordinary natural history interest. It is without
equal to any other area in Ireland or Britain.

488.

139. Coulson, Prof. John C. Gulls. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 2019 8vo. A new hardback in
new dw. RRP £65.00. [55944]
£48.75
The gull is a familiar sight by the seaside, and one of the most recognisable bird species, but most people know surprisingly
little about the lives and habits of these seafaring birds. John C. Coulson remedies this with a comprehensive overview of the
gull.

New Naturalists – Monographs
489.

04. Smith, Stuart. The Yellow Wagtail. The New Naturalist Monograph. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 1950 8vo. A
fine hdbk. in very pleasing, nr. fine dw. A super copy. Not price clipped. [52790]
£70.00

490.

05. Nethersole-Thompson, D. The Greenshank. The New Naturalist Monograph. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 1951
8vo. Nr. fine hardback in nr. fine dw. with very small loss at top of spine. Not price clipped. [55425]
£100.00

491.

11. Lowe, F.A. The Heron. The New Naturalist Monographs. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 1954 8vo. A nr. fine
hardback in very nr. fine dw. Not price clipped. A super copy. [55083]
£225.00

492.

13. Thompson, H.V. and Worden, A.N. The Rabbit. The New Naturalist Monograph. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins.
1956 8vo. Nr fine hardback in nr. fine dw. Not price clipped. A very pleasing copy indeed. [55807]
£100.00

493.

15. Mountfort, G. The Hawfinch. The New Naturalist Monograph. 1st. Ed. 1st. Iss. Pub. Collins. 1957 8vo.
Nr. fine hardback in nr. fine dw. Not price clipped. A super copy. [55492]
£325.00
A comprehensive insight into the life and habits of the Hawfinch.

494.

19. Summers-Smith, J.D. The House Sparrow. The New Naturalist Monograph. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 1963
pp.xvi, 269 with colour photo. frontis., b/w. photos. and illus. 8vo. Signed by Denis Summers-Smith. Lightly
foxed at ends and to fore-edges of text block. Overall in vg. condition. In reproduction dw, (fine condition).
[53377]
£50.00

495.

21. Frost, W.E. and Brown, M.E. The Trout. The New Naturalist Monograph. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 1967
8vo. Neat signature. Fine hardback in nr. fine dw. Not price clipped. [55805]
£55.00

Ornithology
496.

Alstrom, Per & Mild, Krister. Pipits & Wagtails of Europe, Asia and North America. Identification and
systematics. 1st. Ed. Pub. Helm. 2003 pp.496 with colour photos., illus. and dist. maps. Royal 8vo. Fine
hardback in nr. fine dw. A super copy. [55414]
£50.00
Comprehensive identification guide to the 27 species of pipits and wagtails in Europe, Asia and North America. Detailed text
covering identification, description, geographical variation, voice, status, habitat and behaviour, distribution, movements and
measurements.

497.

Anderson Brown, A.F. The Incubation Book. 1st. Ed. 2nd. Imp. Rep. Pub. World Pheasant Assoc. 1987 pp.ix,
246 with b/w. photos. and illus. 8vo. A fine hardback. [55298]
£9.00
Particularly useful for those rearing game birds and waterfowl as well as poultry.

498.

Babington, Churchill. Catalogue of the Birds of Suffolk. With an Introduction and Remarks on their
Distribution. 1st. Ed. Pub. Van Voorst. 1884-1886 pp.[x], 281 with map frontis. and 7 b/w. photographic plates
from stuffed birds. 8vo. Hardback. Signature (dated 1930) to ffep., and bookplate of Bryan Sage (distinguished
Naturalist) to front paste down. Postscript on Ruddy Sheldrake neatly tipped in. Minor foxing, o/w., contents fine.
Original green cloth boards with gilt lettering to spine in very nr. fine condition. [55535]
£120.00

499.

Balston, R.J. et al. Notes on the Birds of Kent. 1st. Ed. Pub. R.H. Porter. 1907 pp.xix, 465 with b/w. frontis.,
8 hand coloured plates after Joseph Smit and a folding coloured map. 8vo. TEG. Contents in very clean, nr. fine
condition. Presentation copy from Robert Washington Oates (Philanthopist who helped found the Gilbert White
House). Later bookplate of Bryan Sage (distinguished Naturalist) to ffep. Original green cloth, very gently bumped
on corners o/w. in fine condition. Only 300 copies printed. [55528]
£275.00

500.

Bannerman, David A. The Canary Islands. Their History, Natural History and Scenery. An Account of an
Ornithologists Camping Trips in the Archipelago. 1st. Ed. Pub. Gurney and Jackson. 1922 pp.xv, 365 with
b/w. plates, colour frontis and fold-out map. 8vo. Hardback. Thinning of paper to top part of ffep. Lightly foxed
fore-edges of text block otherwise contents very clean and bright. Corners of boards a little bumped. TEG. Boards
gently rubbed at extremities. Overall a vg. copy. [45964]
£75.00

501.

Baxter, E.V. & Rintoul, L.J. The Geographical Distribution and Status of Birds in Scotland. 1st. Ed. Pub.
Oliver & Boyd 1928 pp.[ii], viii, 425 with frontis. map. 8vo. Hardback. TEG. Bookplate of Bryan Sage
(distinguished Naturalist) with his neat notes, updates and amendments throughout. Very minor spotting, o/w.
contents fine. Original green cloth in thor. vg. condition, gently sunned on spine and gently bumped on corners.
[55536]
£95.00

502.

Bielby, N. et al. The Birds of Clackmannanshire. 1st. Ed. Pub. Scottish Ornithologists’ Club. 2013 pp.[iv],
234 with colour photos., dist. maps, plus b/w., illus. Large 8vo. Bookplate. Fine hardback. With Errata slip.
[55522]
£22.50
The culmination of several years of dedicated fieldwork by numerous volunteers mapping the breeding and wintering
distribution of the county’s diverse birdlife.

503.

Birkhead, T. The Wonderful Mr Willughby. The First True Ornithologist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Bloomsbury. 2018
pp.xii, 353 with colour photos. and b/w. illus. 8vo. New hardback in new dw. [55367]
£25.00
Willughby's ‘Ornithologiae libri tres’, published posthumously in 1676 by his friend and tutor John Ray, is considered the
beginning of scientific ornithology in Europe. In this book Tim Birkhead celebrates his short life and pays tribute to the insight
and scientific rigour he brought to the study of birds.

504.

Bolam, G. Birds of Northumberland and the Eastern Borders. 1st. Ed. Pub. Henry Hunter Blair. 1912
pp.[iv], xvii, [i], 726 plus 27 photographic plates. 8vo. Bookplate. Hardback. Minor foxing, o/w., contents fine.
Original blue cloth boards with mounted photograph to front board, white lettering of title on spine slightly faded
as usual, o/w., in thor. vg. condition. [55551]
£75.00

505.

Bolen, E.G. & Flores, D. The Mississippi Kite. Portrait of a Southern Hawk. 1st. Ed. Pub. Uni of Texas
Press. 1993 pp.xi, 115 with col. photos. 8vo. Bookplate. Fine hardback in fine dw. Out-of-print. [55570] £12.50
The authors describe all aspects of the kite's life cycle. From breeding and nesting, raising young, hunting and feeding to the
kite's annual return to its winter range in South America.

506.

Bray, Paul & Betty. The Birds of the Huddersfield Area. 1st. Ed. Pub. Huddersfield Birdwatchers’ 2008
pp.419, b/w. illus., dist. maps. 8vo. Bookplate. Lightly dust-marked top-edge, o/w. fine softback. [55517] £10.00

This authoratitive work documents the tremendous changes in bird populations that have taken place in the Huddersfield area
from the mid-nineteeth century until modern times.

507.

Brown, Leslie. The African Fish Eagle. 1st. Ed. Pub. Bailey Bros. & Swinfen. 1980 pp.[x], 168 with colour
and b/w. photos., and illus. Royal 8vo. Bookplate. Fine hardback in nr. fine dw. Out-of-print. [55555]
£15.00
The result of more than twenty years of observation and research in Nigeria, Ethiopia, Kenya and Botswana, this book presents
a facsinating account of the lives of these iconic birds.

508.

Bucknill, J. The Birds of Surrey. 1st. Ed. Pub. R.H. Porter. 1900 pp.lvi, 374 with 6 photogravures plus 13 text
illus. and folding map. 8vo. Hardback. TEG. Signature of the eminent entomologist Cyril Leslie Collenette (18881959), dated 1934, to half title. Part of label to ffep. Some foxing to edges of text block and border of some plates,
o/w., contents fine. Original red cloth boards with gilt decoration and lettering, all in thor. vg. condition. [55525]
£35.00

509.

Bull, Henry Graves. Notes on the Birds of Herefordshire. 1st. Ed. Pub. Hamilton & Adams. 1888 pp.xxx,
[ii], 274 with portrait frontis. and Errata leaf. 8vo. Bookplate. Fore-edges of text-block a little spotted, o/w.
contents in fine condition. Original gilt decorated, green cloth bevelled boards in thor. vg. condition. [55539]
£45.00

510.

Cartron, Jean-Luc, E. (Ed). Raptors of New Mexico. 1st. Ed. Pub. Uni. of New Mexico. 2010 pp.xvi, 710 with
colour photos. and dist. maps throughout. Small 4to. Bookplate. Fine hardback in fine dw. In-print at £42.95.
[55553]
£30.00
The text includes the writings of thirty-seven contributing authors and offers a comprehensive treatment of all hawks, eagles,
kites, vultures, falcons and owls breeding, wintering or migrating through the state. Beautifully illustrated with more than 600
photographs.

511.

Clarke, W.E. Studies in Bird Migration. 1st. Ed. Pub. Gurney and Jackson. 1912 Two volume set. With b/w.
photos., charts, one of which fold-out. 8vo. Hardbacks. Contents fine. TEG. Orig. green cloth boards with gilt
lettering to spine all in nr. fine condition. A very pleasing set indeed. [55442]
£75.00
An authoritative study by this highly respected author.

512.

Cullen, J.P. & Jennings, P.P. Birds of the Isle of Man. 1st. Ed. Pub. Bridgeen Publications. 1986 pp.[x], 364
with colour frontis., and b/w. photos., illus., and dist. maps. 8vo. Bookplate. Faint dust marks to top of text block,
o/w., a fine hardback in fine dw. [55520]
£22.00
Despite many similarities to the avifauna of its neighbours in the Irish sea, the Isle of Man also has striking differences. These
have been documented from the bird observatory on the Calf of Man since 1959 and are here reviewed and recorded in great
detail.

513.

Cusa, N. Tunnicliffe’s Birds. Measured drawings by C.F. Tunnicliffe RA. 1st. Ed. Pub. Gollancz. 1984 pp.
160 with many colour illus. by C.F. Tunnicliffe. Small folio. A fine hardback in fine dw. Housed in publisher’s
plain card slipcase. A superb copy. [55810]
£120.00

514.

Dawson, M.J. The Peregrines of the Lake District. Nesting Sites, Old and New, in Cumbria and in the
nearby Pennines. 1st. Ed. Pub. Oriel Stringer. 1985 pp.61 with colour frontis. and b/w. photos. 8vo. Bookplate.
Fine hardback in fine dw. Scarce. [55567]
£100.00
The fourth book in the Caliologists’ Series, this lists most of the eyries of the Peregrine Falcon in the Lake District and the
adjoining Pennines.

515.

Dawson, M.J. The Red Kite. Caliologists’ Series No.1. 1st. Ed. Pub. New Horizon. 1983 pp.61 with plates,
including nesting location maps. Small 8vo. A fine hardback in fine dw., gently faded on spine. [55443] £70.00
Traces the distribution of the Kites from medieval times to the 1980s, and analyses the writings of past authors from the first
printed books.

516.

del Hoyo, Josep., et al. Handbook of the Birds of the World. Volumes 1 to 16 plus Special Volume. 1st.
Ed. Pub. Lynx Edicions. 1992-2013 Seventeen volume complete set. With colour photographs and illustrations
throughout. Large 4to. Bookplate. Some dust speckles to top-edge of text block, o/w. fine hardbacks in fine dws.
With both Publisher’s laminated Indexes for Passerines and Non-Passerines loosely inserted. A superb work.
[55642]
£1,250.00
A monumental work taking over 20 years to complete. The publishers, Lynx, committed to cover in detail and illustrate every
species of bird in the world. The ‘Special Volume’ contains species new to science since the publication of their respective
volumes, and a comprehensive global index for the set.

517.

Delacour, Jean. Birds of Malaysia. 1st. Ed. Pub. Macmillan. 1947 pp.xvi, 382 with b/w. illus. 8vo. A thor. vg.
hardback in good dw., chipped and with a little loss. [55449]
£9.00

518.

Delacour, Jean & Mayr, Ernst. Birds of The Philipines. 1st. Ed. Pub. Macmillan. 1946 pp.xv, 309 with superb
b/w., illus. 8vo. Bookplate. A nr. fine hardback. [55452]
£10.00

519.

Ferrer, Miguel. The Spanish Imperial Eagle. 1st. Ed. Pub. Lynx Edicions 2001 pp.224 with b/w., photos.,
illus., and figs. Royal 8vo. Bookplate. Fine hardback in fine dw. Out-of-print. [55565]
£30.00
The result of eleven years of research by Miguel Ferrer, this book contains all available information on these rare and
endangered birds, which live only in the Mediterranean habitats of south-western Spain.

520.

Fiuczynski, K.D. The Eurasian Hobby (Falco subbuteo). Biology of an Aerial Hunter. 1st. Eng. Ed. Pub.
VerlagsKG Wolf. 2017 pp.394 with colour photos., dist. maps and figs. 8vo. Bookplate. Fine softback. In-print at
£54.99. [55566]
£35.00
This is an English translation of the German monograph. The result of six decades of observation and study of hobbies in
Berlin and Brandenburg, and considers many issues such as philopatry, sex ratio, and European migration routes.

521.

Foster, A.H. The Birds of North Hertfordshire. Being Notes on the Birds of Hitchin and surrounding
district of North Herts. 1st. Ed. Pub. The Author 1914 pp.[ii], 29, [iii] with photographic frontis. 8vo. Hardback.
Dedication from the author “With best wishes, A.H.F” dated May 1914 to front paste down, likely this copy was
given to noted ornithologist William P. Westall, himself one of the Recorders for this work. Bookplate of Bryan
Sage (distingushed Naturalist). Contents fine. Several neat corrections in the author’s hand. Original green cloth
boards in thor. vg. condition, gently sunned on spines. Very scarce. [55531]
£75.00
With a table of dates of arrival of summer migrants since the year 1898 to 1914.

522.

Freile, J. and Restall, R. Birds of Ecuador. Helm Field Guides. 1st. Ed. Pub. Helm. 2018 pp.656 with colour
illus. and dist. maps throughout. 8vo. A new softback. [55250]
£35.00
All species and key subspecies are illustrated, with concise but comprehensive text.

523.

Frivaldszky, Joannes. Aves Hungariae. Enumeratio Systematica Avium Hungariae Cum Notis Brevibus
Biologicis, Locis Inventionis Virorumque a Quibus Oriuntur. 1st. Ed. Pub. Societatis Franklinianae. 1891
pp.ix, 197 with one hand-touched plate (of Nightingale Lusciniola Melanopogon) and b/w. illus. 8vo. Hardback.
Latin. Contents fine. More recently professionally rebound in half calf leather over red cloth boards with gilt
lettering to spine, all in fine condition. Orig. card covers bound in at rear. Scarce. [55435]
£95.00

524.

Fuertes, L.A. and Osgood, W.H. Artist and Naturalist in Ethiopia. 1st. Ed. Pub. Doubleday, Doran & Co.
1936 pp.xi, 249 with colour frontis., and 15 full-page fine colour plates. Small 4to. Hardback. Inscription to ffep.
Contents fine. Orig. gilt decorated black cloth in vg. condition, showing some light shelf-wear. [55445] £50.00
A finely illustrated account of an expedition to Ethiopia between 1926-1927 with superb coloured plates by Fuertes. All but two
of the plates are of birds. Fuertes was killed by a train shortly after returning home and the appendix is an obituary by Osgood,
his friend and fellow expeditionary.

525.

Gehlbach, F.R. The Eastern Screech Owl. Life History, Ecology and Behavior in the Suburbs and
Countryside. 1st. Ed. Pub. Texas A&M. 1994 pp.xiv, 302 with b/w., photos and figs. 8vo. Bookplate. Fine
hardback in fine dw. Out-of-print in hardback. [55546]
£30.00
Based on a 25 year study, biologist Frederick R. Gehlbach tells the life story of the eastern screech owl, one of America's most
familiar birds, focusing on case studies of suburban and rural study plots in Central Texas.

526.

Gray, Robert. The Birds of the West of Scotland including the Outer Hebrides. With Occasional
Records of the Occurrence of the Rarer Species throughout Scotland generally. 1st. Ed. Pub. Thomas
Murray & Sons. 1871. pp.[ii], xi, 520 with 15 lithograph plates by Frank Bott. 8vo. Minor spotting to fore-edge of
text block, o/w. contents in fine condition. Original, decorated, green cloth bevelled boards, in vg. condition.
[55456]
£110.00
Robert Gray (1825-87) frequently travelled to the western parts of Scotland, making many ornithological friends in the area
and collecting many specimens. Additionally, he filled many a notebook with notes and sketches, and it was from these journeys
that this, his best-known (and beautifully written) work owes its origins (Mullens and Swann).

527.

Grimmett, R. et al. Birds of Bhutan and the Eastern Himalayas. 1st. Ed. Pub. Helm. 2019 pp.416 with
colour illus., and dist. maps throughout. 8vo. New softback. [55623]
£30.00
Features concise text and detailed maps opposite superb plates, covering every species that regularly occurs in Bhutan, plus
most vagrants. Two Indian states, Sikkim and Arunachal Pradesh, that, together with Bhutan make up the eastern arm of the
Himalayas, are also covered.

528.

Gurney, J.H. Rambles of a Naturalist in Egypt and other Countries. With an Analysis of the Claims of
Certain Foreign Birds to be Considered British, and other Ornithological Notes. 1st. Ed. Pub. Jarrold and
Sons. [1876] pp.vi, [ii], 307 plus 4 pages of publisher's adverts. 8vo. Hardback. Scattered foxing, o/w., contents
fine. Original gilt decorated boards, spine gently sunned and showing some superficial wear at ends, o/w., vg
[55441]
£30.00

529.

Haines, C.R. Notes on the Birds of Rutland. 1st. Ed. Pub. R. H. Porter. 1907 pp.xlvii, 175 with colour
frontis., 6 b/w. photographic plates and map of Rutland. Small 8vo. Subscriber's copy - with the signature of Philip
W. Munn (dated June 1907). Also, with bookplate, dated signature and one typed amendment to p.140 of Bryan
Sage (distinguished Naturalist). Original boards. A nr. fine copy. [55538]
£60.00

530.

Harrap, S. RSPB Pocket Guide to British Birds. 2nd. Ed. Bloomsbury Wildlife. 2012 pp.224 with colour
illus. and dist. maps. Small 8vo. A new softback. [55249]
£6.99
A compact and informative field guide.

531.

Harris, A. et. al. The Birds of Rye Meads. The status of the birds of Rye Meads 1960-2000. 1st. Ed. Pub.
Rye Meads Ringing Group. 2005 pp.318 with b/w. illus., figs., and dist. maps. Large 8vo. Bookplate. Nr. fine
softback. [55523]
£15.00
Includes a history of this site between the rivers Lee and Stort in Hertfordshire. The main text gives very detailed information
on each species including ringing recoveries and year by year status graphs.

532.

Harrison, C. A Field Guide to the Nests, Eggs and Nestlings of British and European Birds. 1st. Ed.
Rep. Pub. Collins. 1980 pp.432 with 64 colour plates and b/w. illus. Small 8vo. Nr. fine hdbk. [55784] £28.00

533.

Hartert, E. & Jourdain, F.C.R. The Birds of Buckinghamshire and the Tring Reservoirs. Rep. from
Novitates Zoologicae Vol. XXVII. 1920 pp.171-259 with 2 b/w. plates. 4to. Hardback. Minor mark to top-edge,
o/w. contents fine. Ernst Hartert's copy. With letter from Hartert to Charles Oldham (author and Naturalist) dated
1929. With Hartert's dated ornithological notes throughout, many observations made with Oldham. Bookplates of
naturalists Bertram Lloyd and Bryan Sage. Quarter leather binding with gilt lettering to spine, over brown boards
in vg. condition showing some marking and use. We believe there were only 100 copies printed. A unique copy.
[55543]
£195.00

534.

Hibbert-Ware, Alice. Report of the Little Owl Food Enquiry: 1936-37. 1st. Ed. Pub. B.T.O. 1938 pp.[ii], 74
with 8 b/w. photographic plates. 8vo. Light foxing to edges of text block and end-papers. Thor. vg. hardback.
[55544]
£14.00

535.

Hickey, J.J. (Ed.). Peregrine Falcon Populations. Their Biology and Decline. 1st. Ed. Pub. Uni. of
Wisconsin. 1969 pp.xxii, 596 with b/w. photos. 8vo. Bookplate. Faint foxing to edges of text block, o/w. a fine
hardback in vg. dw. Copy of a review of the book from 1969 loosely inserted. [55549]
£20.00
During the years 1950-1965, Peregrine populations, along with those of other raptors, declined spectacularly. This book
presents the papers and discussions of a conference held to evaluate and account for this alarming phenomena.

536.

Hillstead, A.F.C. The Blackbirds. A Contribution to the Study of a Single Avian Species. 1st. Ed. Pub.
Faber. 1945 pp.104 with 19 b/w. photographic plates. A vg. copy in sl. faded boards. [55225]
£8.00
An excellent insight.

537.

Holderread, D. Storey’s Guide to Raising Ducks. Rev. Ed. Pub. Storey. 2001 pp.iv, 316 with b/w. photos. and
illus. 8vo. A fine softback with very gently sunned spine. [55301]
£8.00
An essential resource for any duck breeder.

538.

Holt, B. & Williams, G. The Birds of Montgomeryshire. 1st. Ed. Pub. Powysland. 2008 pp.79 with colour
and b/w. photos. Large 8vo. Bookplate. Bird names given in English and Welsh. Fine softback. [55515] £8.00

539.

Hurford, C. & Lansdown, P. Birds of Glamorgan. 1st. Ed. Pub. C. Hurford and P.G. Lansdown. 1995 pp.viii,
228 with colour photos., and b/w. illus., and dist. maps. Large 8vo. Bookplate. Fine hardback. Out-of-print.
[55519]
£18.00
Glamorgan supports a diverse range of bird habitats and thus a wide variety of breeding birds. This book details the local
history of these birds from the earliest records through until 1992.

540.

Jenkins, A.R. The Birds of the Letchworth Region. An annotated list showing the present status of the
birds of the region. 1st. Ed. Pub. Letchworth Naturalists’ Society. [1958] pp.59 with hand-coloured fold-out
map. 8vo. Bookplate. Softback. Some scattered foxing to original covers and title page, o/w., a fine copy. Very
scarce. [55533]
£50.00
Published in the year of the Society's Jubilee in memory of W. Percival Westell at the time of writing.

541.

Jenni, Lukas. & Winkler, Raffael. Moult and Ageing of European Passerines. 1st. Ed. Pub. Academic
Press. 1994 pp.x, 224 with colour photos. and b/w. illus. Large 4to. A few, very small indentations to front board
and bumped on fore-edge corners, o/w. a fine, unused copy. Out-of-print. [55809]
£125.00

542.

Johnsgard, P. A. Hawks, Eagles & Falcons of North America. Biology and Natural History. 1st. Ed. Pub
Smithsonian Institute Press. 1990 pp.xvi, [32], 403 with 38 colour photographic and painted plates, line drawings

and maps. Small 4to. Bookplate. Light foxing to edges of text block, o/w., a fine hardback in fine dw., gently
sunned on spine. Out-of-print in hardback. [55554]
£25.00
This definitive text covers the 31 species of raptor that breed north of Mexico. It describes evolutionary history, morphological
adaptations, comparative ecology, food and foraging behaviour, and reproductive biology. Includes a major section on
conservation.

543.

Lack, David. The Life of the Robin. 4th. Ed. Pub H.F. & G. Witherby. 1965.
Robert Gillmor plus figs. and plans. 8vo. Nr. fine hardback in nr. fine dw. [55785]

544.

Lack, David. Swifts in a Tower. 1st. Ed. Pub. Methuen. 1956 pp.[vi], 239 with 19 photographic plates and 24
text figures. 8vo. Bookplate. Minor dust speckles to top-edge, o/w. a fine hardback. With nr. fine dw. Not price
clipped. A very pleasing copy indeed. [55644]
£175.00

pp.240 with b/w. illus. by
£18.00

David Lack’s definitive, highly engaging study of nesting Swifts in the tower of the Oxford University Museum of Science;
alongside detail of other Swift species.

545.

Lilford, Lord. Notes on the Birds of Northamptonshire and Neighbourhood. 1st. Ed. Pub. R.H. Porter.
1895 Two volume set with b/w., illus. by A. Thorburn & G.E. Lodge, plus folding map. Large 8vo. Hardbacks.
TEG. With bookplate of Bryan Sage (distinguished Naturalist). Very minor spotting to end-papers and fore-edge
of text block, o/w., contents fine. Original green cloth boards with gilt lettering to spine all in fine condition. A
very pleasing set indeed. [55524]
£195.00

546.

Lodge, George E. & Bird, B. (Ed.). Memoirs of an Artist Naturalist. New Ed. Pub. George Edward Lodge
Trust. 2013 pp.[xiv], 96, [68] with numerous colour and b/w. plates and photos. Large 8vo. Fine hardback in fine
dw. [55792]
£40.00
Contains the original twenty-four plates from the 1946 edition plus additional colour plates of tempera and oil paintings, as
well as pencil and water colour sketches from his field sketch books; followed by a short biography written by Judith Magill.

547.

Lynes, Rear-Admiral H. Review of the Genus Cisticola. 1st. Ed. Pub. British Ornithologists Union. 1930
Text volume (pp.673) and plate volume (20 colour plates, many folding) bound together in one. Hardback. 8vo.
Contents in fine condition. Signature of artist and wildlife illustrator Martin Woodcock to ffep. More recently
bound in black cloth boards, with gilt lettering, all in fine condition. [55440]
£195.00
A detailed and beautifully illustrated work on the Genus Cisticola or Warblers.

548.

McElheron, A. Merlins. Of The Wicklow Mountains. 1st. Ed. Pub. Currach Press. 2005 pp.xii, 86 with
colour photos., and double page colour map of Merlin breeding sites. Royal 8vo. Bookplate. Fine hardback in fine
dw. [55552]
£20.00
Written by a conservation ranger working for the National Parks and Wildlife Service, this book is the result of years of study
of these secretive birds and reveals much that was previously unknown about their habits.

549.

MacGillivray, William. A History of British Birds. Indigenous and Migratory. 1st. Ed. Pub. Scott, Webster
& Geary. 1837-1852 Five volume set with 29 fine engraved plates plus engraved illus., within the text. 8vo.
Hardback. Very minor amount of spotting, o/w. contents fine. Vols. I-III bound in same style original bindings of
similar colour. Vols IV-V also in original bindings. Three volumes with spines excellently rebacked. All bindings
in thor. vg. condition. Scarce set. [55467]
£450.00
The anatomical plates are very fine and sit alongside over 350 detailed engraved illustrations within the text. Mullens and
Swann said this work is 'one of the most original histories of British birds we possess' and further that the 'History' is 'accurate
as well as of permanent value'.

550.

Marchant, S. et al. Handbook of Australian, New Zealand and Antarctic Birds. 1st. Ed. Pub. Oxford
University Press. 1990-2006 Nine volume set. 4to. Fine hardbacks. Bookplates. One dustwrapper neatly repaired
on rear, o/w. in nr. fine or fine condition. Out-of-print. Scarce set. [55630]
£1,500.00
The pre-eminent reference on the birds in the region.

551.

Martin, J.R. The Barn Owl. Guardian of the Countryside. 1st. Ed. Pub. Whittet Books. 2017 pp.[vi], 249 with
colour photos., and figs. throughout. Royal 8vo. Bookplate. A fine hardback. In-print at £30.00. [55547] £22.50
Highly recommended by Heimo Mikkola. The first book to go beyond describing the Barn Owl and to examine how our
changing environment is affecting its future. Jeff Martin has combined his own research with that of other experts to give a
detailed insight into the barn owl's fascinating lifestyle and behaviours.

552.

Mathew, The Rev. M.A. The Birds of Pembrokeshire and its Islands. 1st. Ed. Pub. R. H. Porter. 1894
pp.lii, 131 with 3 original continuous tone prints and 2 fold-out maps at rear. 8vo. Bookplate. Hardback. Contents
nr. fine. Original red cloth boards in very good condition. Scarce. [55527]
£145.00
Rev. Mathew was a member of the BOU and a Fellow of the Linnean Society. He spent the years between 1880 and 1888 living
at Stone Hall, Pembrokeshire whilst Curate of St. Laurence, Wolf's Castle (Mullens and Swann).

553.

Mees, G.F. A Systematic Review of the Indo-Australian Zosteropidae. Parts I to III. Pub. Leiden. 1957-69
Three volumes with b/w. photos., line drawings and maps. Royal 8vo. Nr. fine softbacks. Scarce. [39358] £95.00
A very detailed study.

554.

Meyrick, R. & Heuser, H. Charles Tunnicliffe. Prints: A Catalogue Raisonne. 1st. Ed. Pub. Royal Acadamy
of Arts. 2017 pp.336 with numerous fine colour and b/w. illus. 4to. Fine hardback in fine dw. [55795] £30.00
This handsome catalogue raisonné of Tunnicliffe's 400 or so prints encompasses lavish illustrations and authoritative
annotations by printmaking experts Robert Meyrick, and Harry Heuser, both of Aberystwyth University.

555.

Munro. I. The Birds of the Pentland Hills. 1st. Ed. Pub. Scottish Academic Press. 1988 pp.xi, 208 with b/w.
photos and illus. map endpapers. 8vo. Bookplate. Fine hardback in fine dw. [55518]
£6.00
Both a detailed study of the birds in this area, complimented with anecdotes and reflections on what has been recorded in the
past by such luminaries as Rintoul and Baxter.

556.

Nelson, Bryan. The Atlantic Gannet. 2nd. Ed. Pub. Fenix. 2002 pp.xx, 396 with many figs., colour
photographs and Gannet drawings by John Busby. 8vo. Fine hardback. Out-of-print. [55735]
£30.00
Nelson’s first edition of this work was published in 1978 by Poyser. This second edition is much revised incorporating new
material about their populations both in Britain and the world, work on foraging behaviour involving satellite observations,
migratory behaviour and breeding biology.

557.

Nelson, Thomas Hudson. The Birds of Yorkshire. Being a historical account of the Avi-Fauna of the
County. 1st. Ed. Pub. A. Brown. 1907 Two volume set, each with coloured frontispiece and b/w. photographs
throughout. 8vo. Bookplate. Light foxing to fore-edges of text block, very minor amount internally, o/w. contents
fine. With Errata slip. With 4-page obituary for T.H. Nelson (from British Birds) neatly tipped in. Original green
cloth boards in thor. vg. condition. [55542]
£95.00

558.

Niall, I. Tunnicliffe’s Countryside. 1st. Ed. Pub. Clive Holloway. 1983 pp.216 with colour and b/w. illus.
throughout. 4to. Fine hardback in fine dw.
[55794]
£20.00
Based on three of Tunnicliffe’s books - My Country Book, Mereside Chronicle and Shorelands Summer Diary, this work looks
at these and a selection of his illustrations, chosen to reflect the genius that he brought to the task, through his profound
understanding of the countryside.

559.

Nicholl, Digby S.W. Notes on the Rarer Birds of Glamorganshire. With additional notes on the
commoner species. Rep. Pub. The Author. 1889. pp.[ii], iv, 23. 8vo. Hardback. Dedication to ffep. reading,
"Miss E.K. Pearce, [1856-1940, noted Entomologist] With the Author's Kind Regards. Christmas 1922". Signature
and bookplate of Bryan Sage (distingushed Naturalist); interleaved copy with some of his typed and handwritten
notes/references. With 6-page copy of 'Ornithological Notes, 1938-1946' by Ingram, G.C.S (et al) neatly tipped in
and 5-page 'Ornithological Notes, 1950-52' by Ingram, G.C.S. and Salmon, H.M. loosely inserted; both detailing
additions to Glamorgan and Monmouthshire bird sightings. Contents fine. Original green cloth boards with gilt
lettering, nr. fine. A unique copy of a very scarce work.
[55530]
£135.00

560.

Norris, C.A. Notes of the Birds of Warwickshire. 1st. Ed. Pub. Cornish Brothers Ltd. 1947 pp.[4], 83. Small
8vo. Hardback. Some foxing to fore-edge of text block, o/w. contents fine. Two typed additions to the notes (dated
1949) neatly tipped in. With thor. vg. dw. [55529]
£11.00

561.

Palmer-Smith, M. Birds of the Malvern District. 1st. Ed. Rep. Pub. Palmer-Smith. 1968 pp.74. 8vo. A fine
softback. Previous owner has inserted a 3-page typed index, making the work much easier to use. [55461] £5.00

562.

Pearson, W. The Osprey. Nesting Sites in the British Isles. 1st. Ed. Pub. Oriel Stringer. 1987
colour photos. 8vo. Bookplate. Fine hardback in thor. vg. dw. [55568]

pp.54 with
£135.00

The seventh book in the Caliologists’ Series, this lists over eighty Osprey nesting sites in Great Britain.

563.

Peters, James L., (Mayr, Ernst & Cottrell, G.W.). Check-List of Birds of the World. Pub. Harvard. 1934-1987
Sixteen volume set including the Comprehensive Index. 8vo. Hardbacks. Charming, illustrated bookplate of
Martin Woodcock (artist and wildlife illustrator) to front paste down of Vol. 13. All bound in burgundy cloth of
similar styles. A fine set.. [55468]
£175.00
A monumental work, comprising a complete annotated checklist with English and scientific names. Volume I is the preferred
second revised edition published in 1979.

564.

Pritchard, Rhion. Birds of Meirionnydd. Adar Meirionnydd. 1st. Ed. Pub. Cambrian Ornithological Society.
2012 pp.212 with colour photos., and b/w. text figs. 8vo. Bookplate. A fine softback. Scarce. [55516] £30.00

565.

Rhodes, R.J. The Birds of the Doncaster District. 1st. Ed. Pub. Doncaster & District Ornithological Soc.
1967 pp.[iii], 101 with fold-out map. 8vo. Bookplate. Minor scattered foxing to edges of text block and map o/w.
contents fine. Original softback covers very near fine. [55532]
£12.00

566.

Riddle, G. Kestrels for Company. 1st. Ed. Pub. Whittles Publishing. 2011 pp.x, 198 with colour photos.
throughout. Royal 8vo. Bookplate. Fine softback. In-print at £18.99. [55548]
£12.00
Based upon almost 40 years' monitoring of the kestrel in south-west Scotland and further afield, this book provides an
extensive picture of this delightful falcon, including its lifestyle and the factors that affect its breeding success and survival.

567.

Ripley, Dillon. Search For The Spiny Babbler. Bird Hunting in Nepal. 1st. Ed. Pub. Victor Gollancz. 1953
pp.viii, 301 with map illustrated end-papers. 8vo. Thor. vg. hardback. With signature of Martin Woodcock (artist
and wildlife illustrator) to verso of ffep. [55453]
£10.00
An account of the author’s 1948 expedition to Nepal - an historic first for Nepalese ornithology. It contains detailed
descriptions of life in parts of the Kingdom where no Westerner had been before, and gives a rich flavour of daily life in camp
and of serious birding in the bush.

568.

Robinson, P. The Birds of the Isles of Scilly. 1st. Ed. Pub. Helm. 2003 pp.608 with colour photos., and b/w.
illus., fig., and dist. maps. Large 8vo. Bookplate. Fine hardback in fine dw. Out-of-print. [55521]
£30.00
The Isles of Scilly are one of the most popular and exciting birding sites in the whole of Britain and have hosted a considerable
proportion of extreme rarities. This book is a comprehensive record of every species recorded on the islands and also includes
considerable information on Scilly's resident and commoner migrant species.

569.

Rodd, E.H. (and Harting, J.E., (Ed)). The Birds of Cornwall and the Scilly Islands. 1st. Ed. Pub. Trubner &
Co. 1880. pp.lvi, 320 with portrait frontis., and fold-out map. 8vo. Bookplate. Hardback. Some scattered foxing,
o/w. contents fine. Original decorated brown cloth boards in nr. fine condition. [55526]
£85.00
The first dedicated avifauna of the county, edited by Harting after the author's death. Rodd's splendid collection passed to his
nephew F.R. Rodd of Trebartha Hall, Launceston.

570.

Roderick, Hywel & Davis, Peter. Birds of Ceredigion. 1st. Ed. Pub. The Wildlife Trust, South and West Wales.
2010 pp.[ii], 302 with colour photos. Royal 8vo. Very minor bump to top corner, o/w. a fine hardback. Bookplate
of Bryan Sage (distinguished Naturalist) to front paste down and business card from author Peter Davis with note
to Bryan Sage loosely enclosed. Out-of-print. [55534]
£32.50

571.

Sale, Richard. The Merlin. 1st. Ed. Pub. Snowfinch Publishing. 2015 pp.304 with colour photos., and figs. 8vo.
Bookplate. Fine hardback in fine dw. Out-of-print. [55550]
£65.00
Not stated to be a limited edition however only 500 copies of this first edition were printed. The first comprehensive book on
the species, covering its complete circumpolar range.

572.

Sample, G. Garden Bird Songs and Calls. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 2000 pp.32. plus an audio CD. 8vo. Fine
hardback. [55416]
£5.00
Includes over 60 minutes of digitally recorded sound and covers 40 of the most common and vocal garden birds. Each
recording is introduced by highly regarded bird song recorder, Geoff Sample, with a voice-over that gives a brief
interpretation of the song or call.

573.

Shawyer, Colin. The Barn Owl. Hamlyn Species Guide. 1st. Ed. Pub. Hamlyn. 1994 pp.128 with colour
photos., colour and b/w. illus. 8vo. Bookplate. A fine softback with gently sunned spine. [55545]
£15.00

574.

Smith, Cecil. The Birds of Somersetshire. 1st. Ed. Pub. John van Voorst. 1869 pp.xi, 643. 8vo. Hardback.
With armorial bookplate of Stanley Pershouse and bookplate of Bryan Sage (distinguished Naturalist). Contents
fine. Original gilt lettered green cloth, boards with blind double frame border in very nr. fine condition. A very
pleasing copy. [55540]
£75.00

575.

Soames, B. Keeping Domestic Geese. 1st. Ed. Pub Blandford Press. 1980 pp.159 with b/w. photos. and illus.
8vo. A fine hardback in near fine dw. [55294]
£7.50
A comprehensive account of all aspects of goose-keeping, including housing, feeding, breeding, management of goslings, etc.

576.

Stresemann, Dr. E. Avifauna Macedonica. Die ornithologischen Ergebnisse der Forschungsreisen,

unternommen nach Mazedonien durch Prof. Dr. Doflein und Prof. L. Muller-Mainz in den Jahren 1917
und 1918. 1st. Ed. Pub. Verlag von Dultz & Co. 1920 pp.xxiv, 270 with b/w. photos. 8vo. Hardback. German
text with Latin names. Contents fine. More recently sympathetically rebound in red cloth boards with gilt lettering
to spine, all in fine condition. [55434]
£25.00
577.

Stromberg, J. A Guide to Better Hatching. 1st. Ed. Pub. Stromberg Publishing. 1975 pp.100 with b/w photos.,
and illus. 8vo. A fine softback. [55297]
£10.00

578.

Stromberg, L. Sexing. All Fowl, Baby Chicks, Game Birds, Cage birds. 1st. Ed. Pub. Stromberg Publishing.
1977 pp.96 with b/w. photos. and illus. 8vo. A fine softback. [55296]
£20.00

579.

Svensson, L. Identification Guide to European Passerines. 4th. Rev. Enl. Ed. Pub. Svensson. 1992 pp.368
with numerous b/w. line drawings. Small 8vo. New softback. Latest edition. [55783]
£19.99

Completely revised and updated to include 229 species of passerines regularly occurring in Europe. Data include wing
formulae, measurements, plumage, and other criteria for determining sex and age. An invaluable text for any ringer or keen
birder.

580.

Tait, William C. The Birds of Portugal. 1st. Ed. Pub. H.F. & G. Witherby. 1924 pp.xii, 260 with b/w. photos.
and fold-out coloured map of Portugal. 8vo. Hardback. A very minor amount of spotting, o/w. a fine copy in orig.
gilt decorated blue boards. A superb copy. Scarce. [55436]
£400.00

581.

Ticehurst, C.B. A Systematic Review of the Genus Phylloscopus. (Willow warblers or Leaf Warblers).
1st. Ed. Pub. B.M.(N.H.) 1938 pp.viii, 192 with 2 fine, coloured plates by Roland Green. Crown 4to. Hardback.
Light foxing to plates o/w., contents fine. Orig. black boards nr. fine, showing some rubbing to part of rear board
fore-edge. Sixteen page obituary of C.B. Ticehurst from 'The Ibis' 1941, loosely inserted. [55450]
£75.00
Detailed and sought after.

582.

Trobe, W.M. The Merlin. 1st. Ed. Pub. Oriel Stringer. 1990 pp.96 with colour photos., and b/w. illus. 8vo.
Bookplate. Fine hardback in fine dw. [55569]
£50.00
The eighth book in the Caliologists’ Series, this lists one hundred and fifty Merlin territories throughout Great Britain.

583.

Trobe, W.M. and Whitaker, J. Raven Nest Sites in Northumberland. Providing precise identification of
known nest sites in Northumberland, with supporting photographic evidence. 1st. Ed. Pub. Whitaker
[Peregrine Books]. 2018 pp.x, 129 with colour photographs throughout. Large 8vo. New hardback in new dw.
Not stated, but print-run limited to 50 copies. Signed by both authors. [55873]
£145.00
An update to the original publication of 2009.

584.

Tunnicliffe, C.F. Bird Portraiture. 1st. Ed. 2nd. Imp. Pub. The Studio. 1946 pp.96 with colour and b/w. plates.
Large 8vo. A vg. hardback in vg. dw., chipped with a little loss. [55787]
£15.00

585.

Tunnicliffe, C. F. Shorelands Winter Diary. 1st. Ed. Pub. Robinson Publishing. 1992 pp.159 with numerous
colour and b/w. illus. 4to. Fine hardback in vg. plus dw. Introduced by Robert Gillmor. [55793]
£12.00

586.

van Duivendijk, N. Advanced Bird ID Handbook. The Western Palearctic. 1st. Ed. Rep. Pub. New Holland.
2011 pp.416. 4to. Fine softback. In print at £24.99. [55786]
£17.50
Covers all 1,350 species and subspecies recorded in Britain, Europe, North Africa and the Middle East. Twenty-three tables
give side-by-side comparisons of the features of sets of similar species, and a full checklist of Western Palearctic species is
included at the end of the book.

587.

Verner, Willoughby. My Life Among The Wild Birds of Spain. 1st. Ed. Pub. John Bale, Sons & Danielsson.
1909 pp.xvi, 468 with many b/w. photos. and illus. in text and fold-out view of Bearded Vulture's nesting station
on linen as published at rear. Large 8vo. Contents in fine condition. Original, decorated green cloth in very nr. fine
condition. A very pleasing copy indeed. [55447]
£425.00
Recommended.

588.

Waddell, Tony. Diaries of C.S. & D.H. Meares, 1892 - 1949. Volumes 1 and 2. Bird-nesting and other
notes. 1st. Ed. Pub. Waddell. 2017 pp.364 with 30 photographs. 4to. Numbered copy from a limited edition of 50
copies. New hardback in new dw. Out-of-print. With publisher’s flyer loosely inserted. [55851]
£150.00
For the first time, the complete two volumes of the Meares’ brothers diaries published in a single volume.

589.

Walker, C.W. & Smith, A.J. Herefordshire Birds. 1st. Ed. Pub. Woolhope Naturalists’. 1976 pp.74. 8vo. Fine
softback. Previous owner has inserted an index making the work much easier to use. [55460]
£7.50

590.

Walpole-Bond, J. A History of Sussex Birds. Vols. I-III. 1st. Ed. Pub. H. F. & G. Witherby Ltd. 1938 Three
volume set with 53 coloured plates. Crown 4to. Hardbacks. TEG. Contents in fine condition. A thor. vg. ex-lib.
set. [55789]
£95.00

591.

Watson, Donald. The Hen Harrier. 1st. Ed. Rep. Pub. Bloomsbury. 2017 pp.416 with colour and b/w. illus.
8vo. Bookplate. A fine hardback in fine dw. [55563]
£10.00
A timely re-issue of this acknowledged classic of narrative nature-writing. A gentle, warm and wonderfully written book,
Donald Watson's 'The Hen Harrier' was the culmination of a lifetime's study of this beautiful upland bird.

592.

Westerberg, S. & Bowey, K. (Eds.). A Summer Atlas of the Breeding Birds of County Durham. 1st. Ed.
Pub. Durham Bird Club. 2000 pp.iv, 187 with b/w. illus., and dist. maps. Small 4to. Bookplate. Nr. fine softback.
[55514]
£8.00
This atlas provides a first serious attempt to accurately map the distribution of the County's breeding birds and to quantify
their breeding populations.

593.

Whitacre, D.F. (Ed.). Neotropical Birds of Prey. Biology and Ecology of a Forest Raptor Community. 1st.
Ed. Pub. Comstock / Cornell Uni. Press. 2012 pp.xvi, 412 with colour photographs, figs., and dist. maps. 4to.
Bookplate. Fine hardback in fine dw. In-print at £68.95. [55564]
£39.50
Covers twenty specific species in depth, including the ornate hawk-eagle, the barred forest-falcon, the bat falcon, and the
Mexican wood owl. Offers a synopses of breeding biology, behavior, diet, habitat use, and spatial needs. Consideration is also
given to how the populations fit together as a community with overlapping habitat and prey needs.

594.

Whitaker, J. Notes on the Birds of Nottinghamshire. 1st. Ed. Pub. Walter Black 1907 pp.xviii, 298, 7-page
index and 4-page Hill and Smith adverts. With coloured frontis., and 8 other illus., (one in colour). 8vo. Hardback.
Signature of Philip W. Munn (Ornithologist) dated October 1907. Bookplate and signature of Bryan Sage
(distinguished Naturalist) with his neat, informed typed slips (c.40) carefully tipped in to augment the text, plus
some handwritten notes to last page of index. Some foxing, mainly to edges of text block, o/w. contents fine.
Original gilt lettered red cloth in thor. vg. condition, spine gently sunned. A very pleasing copy. [55541] £110.00
Mr. Whitaker 'may justly be termed the most noted ornithologist of his county' (Mullens and Swann).

595.

White, C.L., et al. Peregrine Falcons of the World. 1st. Ed. Pub. Lynx Edicions. 2013 pp.379 with colour
photos., illus., and dist. maps. Royal 8vo. Bookplate. Fine hardback. Out-of-print. Scarce. [55571]
£150.00
A superb study.

596.

Whymper, Charles. Egyptian Birds. For the most part seen in the Nile Valley. 1st. Ed. Pub. Adam and
Charles Black. 1909 pp.x, 221 with 51 colour plates and b/w. illus., in text, plus 4 pages of printers' catalogue.
8vo. Hardback. TEG. Contents fine. Signature of Martin Woodcock (artist and wildlife illustrator) to ffep.
Evidence of repair to front internal hinge, both a little tender. Original decorated cloth boards thor. vg. condition.
[55457]
£22.50

Poyser – Bird Monographs
597.

Avery, M. &. Leslie, R. Birds and Forestry. 1st. Ed. Pub. Poyser. 1990 pp.xii, 299 with some photos. 8vo.
Fine hardback in nr. fine dw. [55608]
£30.00

598.

Birkhead, T.R. The Magpies. The ecology and behaviour of Black-billed and Yellow-billed Magpies.
1st. Ed. Pub. Poyser. 1991 pp.270 with b/w. photos. and colour and b/w. illus. 8vo. Fine hardback in fine dw.
[55603]
£40.00

599.

Bunn, D.S. et al. The Barn Owl. 1st. Ed. Pub. Poyser. 1982 pp.264 with colour frontis., b/w. photos. and illus.
8vo. Fine hardback in fine dw. [55612]
£12.00

600.

Cleere, N. Nightjars. A Guide to Nightjars and Related Nightbirds. 1st. Ed. Pub. Pica (Helm). 1998 pp.317
with 36 coloured plates. 8vo. Fine hardback in fine dw. [55599]
£18.00

601.

Davies, N.B. Cuckoos, Cowbirds and Other Cheats. 1st. Ed. Pub. Poyser. 2000 pp.vi, 310 with b/w. illus.
Small 4to. A fine hardback in nr. fine dw. [55614]
£38.00

602.

Elkins, N. Weather and Bird Behaviour. 3rd. Ed. Pub. Poyser. 2004 pp.280 with 31 plates. 8vo. Fine
hardback in fine dw. Latest edition. [55606]
£24.00

603.

Finlayson, Clive. Birds of the Strait of Gibraltar. 1st. Ed. Pub. Poyser. 1992 pp.xxv, 534 with b/w. text figs.
8vo. Fine hardback in nr. fine dw. [55616]
£25.00

604.

Fry, C.H. The Bee-Eaters. 1st. Ed. Pub. Poyser. 1984 pp.304 with 4 coloured plates and numerous text figs.
8vo. Fine hardback in fine dw. [55613]
£18.00
This study of the bee-eaters covers all 24 species of this colourful family which ranges from southern Europe, Africa and the
Middle East, to India, China, south-east Asia and Australia.

605.

Furness, R.W. The Skuas. 1st. Ed. Pub. Poyser. 1987 pp.363 with b/w. photographs, text figs. and illus. by
John Busby. 8vo. Fine hardback in nr. fine dw. [55601]
£25.00

606.

Gaston, A.J. Seabirds. A Natural History. 1st. Ed. Helm. 2004 pp.222 illus. throughout with line drawings and
photographs. 8vo. Fine hardback in nr. fine dw. [55596]
£16.00

607.

Grant, P.J. Gulls: A Guide to Identification. 2nd. Ed. Rep. Pub. T. & A.D. Poyser. 1997 pp.352 with 544 b/w.
plates, numerous line drawings & figs. 8vo. Fine hardback in fine dw. [55604]
£16.00

608.

Hagemeijer, W.J.M. & Blair, M.J. (Eds). The EBCC Atlas of European Breeding Birds. Their distribution
and abundance. 1st. Ed. Pub. Poyser. 1997 pp.cxli, 903 with many illus., maps. Small folio. Fine hdbk. in fine
dw. In-print at £65.00. [55734]
£18.00

609.

Harris, M.P. The Puffin. 1st. Ed. Pub. Poyser. 1984 pp.224 with b/w. photos. and illus. 8vo. Fine hardback in
fine dw. [55609]
£18.00

610.

Harris, M.P. and Wanless, S. The Puffin. 1st. Ed. Pub. Poyser. 2011 pp.256 with colour photographs and other
figs. 8vo. Fine hardback in fine dw. [55602]
£40.00
"The Puffin" is a revised and expanded second edition of Poyser's 1984 title on these endearing birds.

611.

Holloway, Simon. The Historical Atlas of Breeding Birds in Britain and Ireland: 1875-1900. 1st. Ed.
Pub. Poyser. 1996 pp.vii, 476 with b/w. illus. and dist. maps. 4to. Fine hardback in nr. fine dw. [55605] £12.50

612.

Lambert, F. and Woodcock, M. Pittas, Broadbills and Asities. 1st. Ed. Pub. Pica (Helm). 1996 pp.271 with
24 colour plates and figs. 8vo. Fine hardback in nr. fine dw. [55597]
£40.00

613.

Lloyd, C. et al. The Status of Seabirds in Britain and Ireland. 1st. Ed. Pub. Poyser. 1991 pp.xviii, 355 with
illus. by Keith Brockie. 8vo. Fine hardback in nr. fine dw. [55600]
£10.00

614.

Martin, Graham. Birds by Night. 1st. Ed. Pub. Poyser. 1990 pp.x, 227 with b/w. illus. 8vo. Fine hardback in
fine dw. [55607]
£25.00
Considers both what birds do at night and how these nocturnal activities are possible.

615.

Nethersole-Thompson, Desmond & Maimie. Waders. Their Breeding, Haunts and Watchers. 1st. Ed. Pub.
Poyser. 1986 pp.400 with b/w. photos. and illus. 8vo. A fine hdbk. in nr. fine dw. [55598]
£22.50

616.

Newton, I. Population Ecology of Raptors. 1st. Ed. Rep. Pub. Poyser. 1997 pp.399 with b/w. photos and text
figs. 8vo. Fine hardback in fine dw. [55615]
£22.00

617.

Shrubb, M. The Lapwing. 1st. Ed. Pub. Poyser. 2007 pp.232 with colour photographs, text figs. and illus. by
Robert Gillmor. 8vo. Fine hardback in fine dw. Out-of-print 1st edition. [55617]
£75.00

618.

Summers-Smith, J. Denis. The Sparrows. A study of the Genus Passer. 1st. Ed. Pub. Poyser. 1988 pp.342
with colour and b/w. illus. 8vo. Fine hardback in nr. fine dw. [55611]
£18.00

619.

Thom, Valerie M. Birds in Scotland. 1st. Ed. Pub. Poyser. 1993 pp.382 with b/w. illus. 4to. Fine hardback in
nr. fine dw. [55618]
£15.00

620.

Urquhart, E. Stonechats. A Guide to the Genus Saxicola. 1st. Ed. Pub. Helm. 2002 pp.320 with 14 pages of
colour plates and over 100 photographs. Royal 8vo. Fine hardback in nr. fine dw. [55595]
£30.00

621.

Voisin, C. The Herons of Europe. 1st. Ed. Pub. Poyser. 1991 pp.xi, 364 with 4 colour plates, illus. and figs.
8vo. Fine hardback in nr. fine dw. [55610]
£35.00

Special Offers – all subjects
622.

Archer-Thompson, J. & Cremona, J. Rocky Shores. British Wildlife Collection No.7. 1st. Ed. Pub.
Bloomsbury. 2019 pp.368 with colour photos. & illus. 4to. New hdbk. in new dw. RRP £35.00. [55791] £31.50
‘Rocky Shores’ explores the species, communities and landscape of the narrow strip of land along our coastline. No other
habitat in Britain is as extreme and dynamic, yet an impressive number of life forms have adapted and even thrive in these
challenging conditions.

623.

Babey, G. New Forest Painters. A Celebration of the New Forest National Park. Wildlife Art Series.
1st. Ed. Pub. Langford Press. 2011 pp.132 with illustrations throughout. Royal 4to. New hdbk., with new dw.
Title Number 23 in the series. RRP £38.00. [54586]
£22.50
Featuring works by Barry Peckham, Barry Miles, Janet Langford, Richard Tratt, Peter Frost and Hilary Tratt. This collection
of paintings has been chosen to convey the wonderful diversity of wildlife and habitat within the New Forest boundaries.

624.

Balmer, Dawn et al. Bird Atlas 2007-11. The breeding and wintering birds of Britain and Ireland. 1st. Ed.
Pub. BTO. 2013 pp.720 with colour photos., illus., dist. maps and tables. Small folio. New hardback. RRP £69.99.
[55732]
£52.50
The most complete and comprehensive overview of bird distribution and change in Britain and Ireland. Contains over 1,300
novel maps of distribution, abundance and change, giving an assessment of the status of 296 regular breeding and wintering
species.

625.

Bates, Henry Walter. The Naturalist on the River Amazons. Pub. John Beaufoy Publishing 2016 pp.xiii,
409. 8vo. New softback. RRP 12.99. [55364]
£10.00
Henry Walter Bates and his co-naturalist Alfred Russel Wallace embarked together, in 1848, on an expedition to the forests of
the Amazon in search of plants and animals that would help solve the problems of the origin of species. Originally published in
1863, this book catalogues a wondrous range of natural life in vivid description and detail.

626.

Beebee, T. Climate Change and British Wildlife. British Wildlife Collection No.6. 1st. Ed. Pub.
Bloomsbury Wildlife. 2018 pp.368 with colour and b/w. photos and illus. 8vo. A new hardback in new dw. RRP
£35.00. [55251]
£31.50
'This book brings together all you need to know about how the climate is impacting wildlife.’ Chris Packham.

627.

Bridgewood, L. Hydroponics. Soilless Gardening Explained. 1st. Ed. Rep. Pub. Crowood Press. 2012 pp.141
with colour photos., and b/w., illus. Royal 8vo. A new softback. In-print at £14.99. [55320]
£9.00
Covers the flood and drain method, drip feed, nutrient film technique, aeroponics and aquaponics. A straightforward guide on
how to build you own hydroponic systems, and arrange and automate a greenhouse. Includes advice on how to grow a variety
of plants and control pests.

628.

Bryant, G. Plant propagation A to Z. Growing Plants for Free. 1st. Ed. Pub. David & Charles. 2004 pp.224
with many colour photos., and illus. Crown 4to. A new softback. RRP £14.99. Out-of-print. [55326]
£9.00
With specific instructions for propagating over 500 popular garden varieties, including propagation by seed, cuttings and
division as well as more advanced techniques.

629.

Butler, Daniel. Fungi Forays. How to find edible mushrooms. 1st. Ed. Pub. New Holland. 2012 pp.128
with colour photos and fold-out insert. 8vo. A new softback. RRP £9.99. [50913]
£8.50
‘Fungi Forays’ shows would-be mushroom hunters the best places to find 35 of the most edible species, and informs on how to
search for, identify and use them in a series of informative ID spreads.

630.

Charman, Isobel. The Zoo. The Wild and Wonderful Tale of the Founding of London Zoo. 1st. Ed. Pub.
Penguin / Viking. 2016 pp.349. 8vo. Hardback. New. RRP £16.99. [54550]
£12.50
The creation of a zoo in Dickensian London – when only one other existed across the world – is a story of jaw-dropping
audacity. It is the story of trailblazing scientists, rival zookeepers and aristocratic naturalists collecting amazing animals from
all four corners of the globe.

631.

Cliff, Ann. The Value of Weeds. 1st. Ed. Pub. Crowood. 2017 pp.128 with colour photographs throughout.
Small 4to. New softback. [52458]
£9.99
A fascinating book. Easily dipped in and out of. Explores the virtues of good weeds considering how they can protect soil and
add to fertility, act as companion plants, support wildlife, provide herbal remedies for minor ailments and yield vegetable dyes.
Their incorporation into nutritious and attractive food and drinks is delightfully included.

632.

Constantine, M. and The Sound Approach. The Sound Approach to birding. A guide to understanding Bird
sound. 1st. Ed. Pub. The Sound Approach. 2005 pp.192 with colour photos., illustrations and two audio CDs.
Landscape 4to. Hardback. New copy. RRP £29.95. [55731]
£25.00
Combining anecdote, scientific theory and practical field experience, ‘The Sound Approach to Birding’ is a step-by-step guide
through tone, pitch, rhythm, reading sonograms, acoustics and using sound to sex and age birds. It explains how bird sounds
are often the first indication of previously unrecognised taxonomic splits, and explains how to identify them.

633.

Constantine, M. et al. Catching the Bug. A Sound Approach guide to the birds of Poole Harbour. 1st. Ed.
Pub. The Sound Approach. 2012 pp.287 with colour photos., illustrations, 1 colour map and two audio CDs.
Landscape 4to. Hardback. New copy. RRP £29.95. [55729]
£25.00
Explore the idea of the Dartford warbler being Britain’s first endemic species, along with the differences between Atlantic and
Continental great cormorants, and the role of sound in common cuckoo conservation. Listen to the sounds of waders as they
come and go with the tide, while enjoying the author’s stories.

634.

Cullen, J., Knees, S.G. & Cubey, H.S. (Eds.). The European Garden Flora. Volumes 1 to 5. 2nd. Rev. Ed.
Pub. Cambridge University Press. 2011 Five volume set. 4tos. With line drawings. A new hdbk. set. Save 50%.
RRP £715.00. Latest edition. [53646]
£357.50
Running to five large hardback volumes, this is the highly recommended reference work for the identification of cultivated
ornamental flowering plants. Reorganized and revised in line with the latest taxonomic knowledge, this is the second and latest
edition. Nominally a survey of European flora, the information covers species cultivated in most areas of the USA and nontropical parts of Asia and Australasia.

635.

Darwin, Charles. Insectivorous Plants. Facs. Pub. Langford Press. 2002 pp.x, 462 with some b/w. line
drawings. 8vo. New hardback in new dw. Un-numbered copy of a limited edition of 1,000 copies. RRP £30.00.
[55408]
£17.50
A facsimile of the first edition, published in 1875.

636.

Darwin, Charles. On the Various Contrivances by which British and Foreign Orchids are fertilised by
Insects, and on the good effects of intercrossing. Facs. Pub. Langford Press. 2012 pp.vi, 365. Small 8vo.
New hardback in new dw. Un-numbered copy of a limited edition of 1,000 copies. RRP £44.99 [55361] £22.50
When this work was first published in 1862, the furor over ‘The Origin of Species’ was in full swing. Darwin wrote this work
to further elaborate on his theory of evolution. This is a faithful reproduction of the 1st edition.

637.

Dibley, R. Streptocarpus. 2nd. Ed. Pub. Dibleys Nurseries. 2008 pp.164 with many colour photos. and b/w.,
illus. Royal 8vo. A new softback. In print at £17.99 [55323]
£15.00
The fully revised 2nd edition, with an extra chapter and over 50 new images. Written by the leading breeder and grower of
these attractive houseplants, also known as Cape Primroses.

638.

Dietz, C. & Kiefer, A. Bats of Britain and Europe. 1st. Ed. Pub. Bloomsbury. 2016 pp.398 with superb colour
photography throughout. 8vo. A new softback. RRP £30.00. [49749]
£27.00
This concise and definitive guide presents all 45 bat species that regularly occur in Europe (of which 17 are known to breed in
the British Isles). The extensive introduction details the remarkable biology of bats and explores the latest findings in bat
evolution, behaviour and echolocation.

639.

Fitter, J. Field Guide to the Wildlife of New Zealand. 1st. Ed. Rep. Pub. Bloomsbury. 2014 pp.276 with
colour photographs throughout. 8vo. Very well illustrated. A new softback. RRP £16.99. [42812]
£15.50
An excellent pocket guide. Considers birds, mammals, amphibians & reptiles, insects, the seashore, botany including alpine
plants, lichens and herbs.

640.

Gooding, Mel et al. Joseph Banks’ Florilegium. Botanical Treasures from Cook’s First Voyage. 1st. Ed.
Pub. Thames & Hudson. 2017 pp.320, with 181 fine colour and b/w. illus. Small folio. New hardback. RRP
£65.00. [55620]
£60.00
Joseph Banks accompanied Captain Cook on his first voyage round the world from 1768 to 1771. He collected over 1,300
plant species and on his return commissioned over 700 superlative engravings known collectively as Banks' Florilegium. Never
published in his lifetime, it was only in 1990 that a complete set in colour was issued under the direction of the British
Museum. It is from these prints that the present selection is made.

641.

Gunnell, G.F. &. Simmons, N.B. (Eds.). Evolutionary History of Bats. Fossils, Molecules and Morphology.
Pub. Cambridge Uni. Press. 2012 pp.xii, 560 with colour and b/w. photos and text figs. 4to. A new softback copy.
RRP £44.99. [48035]
£40.00
Covers nearly every aspect of bat biology, ecology and evolutionary history.

642.

Harrap, A. & Harrap, S. Orchids of Britain And Ireland. A Field and Site Guide. 2nd. Ed. Pub. Bloomsbury.
2009 pp.480 with numerous colour photos. 8vo. A new softback. RRP £45.00. Latest edition. Recommended.
[55368]
£41.50
This comprehensive and well illustrated guide is a benchmark for the identification of British and Irish orchids. With detailed
information on their biology, habitats, distribution and conservation, it covers all 56 species of wild orchid found in Britain
and Ireland.

643.

Holyoak, D.T. The Distribution of Bryophytes in Ireland. An Annotated Review of the Occurrence of

Liverworts and Mosses in the Irish Vice-Counties, Based Mainly on the Records of the British
Bryological Society. 1st. Ed. Pub. Broadleaf Books. 2003 pp.564 with CD-ROM. 4to. A new hardback. RRP
£55.00.

[55341]

£40.00

Accompanied by a CD-ROM which contains all of the vice-county records from the text of the book in a searchable format,
allowing lists to be generated for each vice-county, locality, year, collector, or publication.

644.

J. Cullen, S.G. Knees & H.S. Cubey (eds) The European Garden Flora. Volume 5. Boraginaceae to
Compositae. 2nd. Ed. Pub. C.U.P. 2011 pp.xix, 639 with text illus. 4to. A new hardback. RRP £201.00.
[46099]
£150.00
The ‘European Garden Flora’ is the definitive manual for the accurate identification of cultivated ornamental flowering plants.
This new edition has been thoroughly reorganised and revised, bringing it into line with modern taxonomic knowledge.

645.

Killick, J. et al. The Flora of Oxfordshire. 1st. Ed. Pub. Pisces. 1998 pp.xii, 386 with colour photos., and b/w.
dist. maps. 4to. A new hardback in dw. Out-of-print. RRP £45.00. [55340]
£20.00
Includes comphrehensive information on the distribution, habitats and status of flowering plants, ferns, mosses and liverworts.

646.

Ladd, Tony. An Oological Record of British Raptors. Including bird families - Eagles, Hawks, Falcons,
Harriers and Owls. 1st. Ed. Pub. by author, Tony Ladd Fauna Limited. 2015 pp.184 with colour & b/w. photos.
and illus. throughout. Folio. Hardback. Pictorial boards simulating an old quarter leather binding. Limited edition
of 400 copies. Signed by author. A new copy with a few minor imperfections to boards. RRP £175.00. [54530]
£70.00

There are high quality, full page photographic plates for the eggs of each species. All eggs are shown as life-size and they
demonstrate the variety of egg-patterning and colours found within each species. This work on Raptors, the first in a planned
series of nine volumes, covers all of the British' breeding birds of prey with detailed analysis of their breeding behaviour.

647.

Lockley, Ann & Martin. The Island Artist. A Portfolio of the artwork of Doris Lockley from Wild West
Wales. 1st. Ed. Pub. Dinosaur Designs. 2015 pp.iv, 85 with b/w. photos. and illus. Landscape 8vo. Signed by
Martin Lockley on title page. A new softback. [52421]
£10.00
A fascinating insight into the life of Doris Lockley, wife of Ronald Lockley. Doris’ artwork was used to illustrate several of
Ronald’s books. The book is profusely illustrated and supported by insightful text.

648.

Mabey, Richard. The Cabaret of Plants. Botany and the Imagination. 1st. Ed. Pub. Profile Books. 2015
pp.374 with colour illus. 8vo. New hardback in new dw. RRP £20.00. [55676]
£15.00
'The Cabaret of Plants' celebrates the idea that plants are not simply 'the furniture of the planet', but vital, inventive, individual
beings, worthy of respect - and that to understand this may be the best way of preserving life on Earth.

649.

Mabey, Richard. The Perfumier and the Stinkhorn. 1st. Ed. Pub. Profile Books. 2011 pp.110 with woodcut
illus. Small 8vo. New hardback in new dw. RRP £9.99. [55677]
£9.00
Six short, elegant essays exploring how our sensory responses influence our attitudes to nature.

650.

Mabey, Richard. Weeds. How Vagabond Plants Gatecrashed Civilisation and Changed the Way We
Think About Nature. 1st. Ed. Pub. Profile Books. 2010 pp.xi, 324 with b/w. illus. 8vo. New hardback in new
dw. Out-of-print in hardback. RRP £15.99. [55675]
£15.00
A lively and lyrical cultural history of plants in the wrong place by one of Britain's best and most admired nature writers.

651.

McKee, A. and Gatter, M. How to Grow Food in Your Polytunnel All Year Round. 1st. Ed. Pub. Green
Books. 2010 pp.192 with colour photos. and b/w., illus. 8vo. A new softback. [55314]
£9.00

652.

McKee, A. and Gatter, M. The Polytunnel Handbook. Planning, siting, erecting, using, maintaining. 1st.
Ed. Pub. Green Books. 2008 pp.125 with colour photos. and b/w. illus. 8vo. A new softback. RRP £10.95.
[55313]
£9.00
Includes a step-by-step guide to erecting and maintaining a polytunnel and considers all aspects from planning to harvesting
the produce.

653.

Malling Olsen, K. Gulls of the World. A Photographic Guide. 1st. Ed. Pub. Christopher Helm. 2018 pp.368
with colour photos. and dist. maps. Royal 8vo. A new hardback. RRP £50.00. [54132]
£45.00
This outstanding new guide covers all of the world's Gull species. Each photograph has been carefully selected to highlight
identification criteria and, crucially, to allow age and subspecific separation in the field.

654.

Menkhorst, P. & Knight, F. A Field Guide to the Mammals of Australia. 3rd. Ed. Rep. Oxford Uni. Press.
2017 pp.viii, 274 with colour photos. & illus. 8vo. New softback. Latest edition. [54436]
£22.50
Recommended. An excellent guide.

655.

Peterken, G. Meadows. British Wildlife Collection No.2. 1st. Ed. Rep. Pub. British Wildlife Publishing. 2018
pp.431 with 250 colour & b/w. photos and illus. 4to. New hdbk in new dw. RRP £35.00. [54852]
£32.00
Highly recommended. ‘Meadows’, the second volume of a major new series of books on British natural history, provides one of
the most wide-ranging and eloquent treatments of this quintessential British habitat.

656.

Pridgeon, A.M. et al. (Eds.). Genera Orchidacearum. Volume 1. General Introduction, Apostasioideae,
Cypripedioideae. 1st. Ed. Rep. Pub. O.U.P. 2009 pp.xiv, 197 with colour and b/w. photos and other text illus.
4to. A new hardback in illus. boards, gently bumped to top-edge. RRP. 167.50 [54435]
£67.50
Genera are comprehensively described, including the complete nomenclature, distribution, anatomy, cultivation, economic
uses, taxonomic notes, and a select bibliography.

657.

Rackham, Oliver. Woodlands. 1st. Ed. Pub. William Collins. 2015 pp.508 plus b/w. photos., maps and illus.
8vo. New softback with a couple of very minor bumps. RRP £12.99. [55418]
£9.99
Highly recommended. First published as title No.100 in the Collin’s New Naturalist series.

658.

Reid, F.A. et al. The Wildlife of Costa Rica. A Field Guide. 1st. Ed. Rep. Pub. Bloomsbury. 2018 pp.xv, 267
with over 450 detailed colour illus., and photographs. 8vo. New softback. RRP £25.00. [54853]
£22.50
This full-colour field guide features all the mammals, birds, reptiles, amphibians and arthropods that one is likely to see in
Costa Rica's rainforests, cloud forests, plains and coasts.

659.

Richardson, Phil. Bats. Rev. Ed. Rep. Pub. Whittet. 2007 pp.128 with line drawings and figs. 8vo. A new hdbk.
Out-of-print. [49585]
£10.00

660.

Robb, M. et al. Petrels Night and Day. A Sound Approach guide. 1st. Ed. Pub. The Sound Approach. 2008
pp.300 with colour photos, figs., maps and two audio CDs. Landscape 4to. Hardback. New copy. RRP £34.95.
[55730]
£25.00
This is a comprehensive exploration of the petrels of Europe and North Africa. You can listen to previously unpublished digital
stereo recordings of 23 species of petrels nesting on islets, islands and coasts of the North Atlantic and the Mediterranean.

661.

Robb, Magnus & The Sound Approach. Undiscovered Owls. A Sound Approach guide. 1st. Ed. Pub. The
Sound Approach 2015 pp.308 with colour photos., illustrations, dist. maps and four audio CDs. Landscape 4to.
Hardback. New copy. RRP £39.95. [55728]
£30.00
Explore the world of owls that you can hear in your garden, the park or woods with this lyrical investigation into their sounds.
Listen to previously unpublished digital stereo recordings of the owls of Europe, North Africa and the Middle East, illustrated
with annotated sonograms. Enjoy paintings and photographs, often of the individuals recorded.

662.

Roy, Helen and Brown, Peter. Field Guide to the Ladybirds of Great Britain and Ireland. 1st. Ed. Pub.
Bloomsbury. 2018 pp.160 with 130 colour illus., 102 colour photos., and 47 distribution maps. A new hardback.
RRP £45.00. First published in November 2018. [55357]
£40.50
An easy-to-use identification guide for all 47 resident conspicuous and inconspicuous species. Superbly illustrated by Richard
Lewington.

663.

Roy, Helen and Brown, Peter. Field Guide to the Ladybirds of Great Britain and Ireland. 1st. Ed. Pub.
Bloomsbury. 2018 pp.160 with 130 colour illus., 102 colour photos., and 47 distribution maps. A new softback.
RRP £25.00. First published in November 2018. [55358]
£22.50
An easy-to-use identification guide for all 47 resident conspicuous and inconspicuous species. Superbly illustrated by Richard
Lewington.

664.

Salmon, M.A. et.al. The Aurelian Legacy. British Butterflies and their Collectors. 1st. Ed. Pub. Harley
Books. 2000 pp.432 with colour plates, b/w. photographs and many other text figs. 4to. New hardback in new dw.
RRP £30.00. [55366]
£22.50
Includes a history of British butterfly collecting and profiles 101 collectors from Thomas Moffet (1553-1604) to John Heath
(1922-87) with a survey of the more interesting species they collected. Lists all British and Irish butterflies, with past and
present common names.

665.

Scott, Michael. Mountain Flowers. British Wildlife Collection No.4.
pp.416 with colour photos. 4to. New hdbk in new dw. RRP £35.00. [50536]

1st. Ed. Pub. Bloomsbury. 2016
£31.50

In this, the fourth volume of the ‘British Wildlife Collection’, Michael Scott brings a 21st-century perspective to our
understanding of mountain plants, outlining the latest understanding of their ecology, and reflecting on their resilience in some
of the most extreme environments in Britain.

666.

Shein, C. with Thompson, J. The Vegetable Gardener's Guide to Permaculture. Creating an Edible
Ecosystem. 1st. Ed. Pub. Timber Press. 2013 pp.272 with colour photos., illus., and garden plans. Royal 4to. A
new softback. RRP £16.99. [55309]
£12.00
Teaches how to live off the land lightly, including how to create rich, healthy, low-cost soil, and blend a functional food garden
with a decorative landscape.

667.

Speybroeck, Jeroen. et al. Field Guide to the Amphibians & Reptiles of Britain and Europe. British
Wildlife Field Guide. 1st. Ed. Pub. Bloomsbury. 2016 pp.432 with colour photos. 8vo. A new hardback. RRP
£40.00. [50503]
£36.00
Highly recommended. A total of 219 species of reptiles and amphibians are covered in detail, with a focus on identification and
geographical variation. Species texts also cover distribution, habitat and behaviour.

668.

Speybroeck, Jeroen. et al. Field Guide to the Amphibians & Reptiles of Britain and Europe. British
Wildlife Field Guide. 1st. Ed. Pub. Bloomsbury. 2016 pp.432 with colour photos. 8vo. A new softback. RRP
£25.00. [50504]
£22.50
Highly recommended. A total of 219 species of reptiles and amphibians are covered in detail, with a focus on identification and
geographical variation. Species texts also cover distribution, habitat and behaviour.

669.

Stace, Clive. New Flora of the British Isles. 3rd. Ed. Pub. Cambridge. 2015 pp.xxxii, 1232 with b/w. illus.
8vo. A new softback. RRP £64.99. Save £9.99. [49340]
£55.00

670.

Stenning, M. The Blue Tit. 1st. Ed. Pub. T. & A.D. Poyser 2018 pp.320 with colour photos. b/w. figs. Royal
8vo. A new hdbk. in new dw. RRP £50.00. [54131]
£45.00
A definitive record of the biology and ecology of one of our most popular, intelligent and charismatic birds.

671.

Toogood, A. RHS Wisley Experts Gardeners’ Advice. 1st. Ed. Pub. Dorling Kindersley. 2004 pp.288 with
numerous colour photos. Small 4to. A new softback, gently sunned on spine. RRP £14.99. [55432]
£8.00

672.

Uglow, J. Nature’s Engraver. A Life of Thomas Bewick. Pub. Faber and Faber. 2006 pp.xix, 458 with
colour and b/w. illus. 8vo. A new hdbk. in new dw. RRP £20.00. [48242]
£12.00

673.

Vaughn, B. Hawthorn. The Tree That Has Nourished, Healed, and Inspired Through the Ages. 1st. Ed.
Pub. Yale. 2015 pp.x, 258 with b/w. illus. 8vo. New hardback in new dw. RRP £24.99. [55362]
£20.00
‘Hawthorn’ examines the little-recognized political, cultural, and natural history of this ancient and spiky plant, and its long
associations with humankind.

674.

Waring, P. & Townsend, M. Field Guide to the Moths of Great Britain and Ireland. 3rd. Ed. Pub.
Bloomsbury. 2017 pp.464 with colour photos., illus. and dist. maps. 8vo. New softback. RRP £35.00. [53311]
£31.50
This, the third edition of the ‘Field Guide to the Moths of Great Britain and Ireland’ has been fully revised, updated and
restructured, bringing it in line with the latest thinking in taxonomy. Moths are illustrated in their natural resting postures, and
there are also paintings of different forms, underwings and other details to help with identification

675.

Wernham, C. et al. (Eds.). The Migration Atlas. Movements of the Birds of Britain and Ireland. 1st. Ed.
Pub. Poyser. 2002 pp.xvi, 884 with text figs. and distribution maps throughout. Small folio. New hardback in
new dw. RRP £94.99. [55733]
£75.00
This book brings together results generated by the British and Irish Ringing Scheme since 1909, and also includes information
on bird movements from other sources. It provides a comprehensive summary of the movements of the bird species that visit
Britain and Ireland throughout the year, and places these in a European and global context.

676.

Westwood, Brett. et al. (Eds.). The Nature of Wyre. A wildlife-rich forest in the heart of Britain. 1st. Ed.
Pub. Pisces. 2015 pp.viii, 312 with superb colour photographs throughout. 4to. A new hdbk. [51056]
£37.50
The Wyre Forest, on the borders of Shropshire and Worcestershire, is one of Britain's most important ancient woodlands and
home to a stunning array of wildlife.

677.

Wild, T. William Morris and his Palace of Art. Architecture, Interiors and Design at Red House. 1st. Ed.
Pub. Philip Wilson. 2018 pp.272 with colour and b/w. illus. 4to. New hardback in new dw. RRP £35.00 [55365]
£30.00

678.

Wilford, R. Tulips. Species and Hybrids for the Gardener. 1st. Ed. Pub. Timber Press. 2006 pp.211 with
colour photographs. New hdbk. in new dw. RRP £25.00. [47676]
£12.50

679.

Wright, J. A Natural History of the Hedgerow; And Ditches, Dykes and Dry Stone Walls. 1st. Pbk. Ed.
Pub. Profile Books. 2017 pp.viii, 376 with colour photos throughout. 8vo. New softback. RRP £10.99. [55360]
£10.00
Hedgerows have long been a feature of the British landscape - the Anglo-Saxons gave us the word "hege". Many ancient
hedgerows still survive, and in this book, John Wright gives an insight into their origins and natural history.

Latest New Naturalist
By the time you receive this catalogue, we should have taken delivery of title number 139 in the series
‘Gulls’ by Prof. John C. Coulson. Our price for new hardbacks will be £48.75, saving 25% off the
RRP of £65.00.
By way of background, ‘The gull is a familiar sight by the seaside, and one of the most recognisable bird
species, but most people know surprisingly little about the lives and habits of these seafaring birds.
John C. Coulson remedies this with a comprehensive overview of the gull’.

Forthcoming New Naturalist titles
The titles listed below are currently on Collins’ schedule as due for publication. This can change so we
monitor it closely.
The Honey Bee by Norman Carreck – Sept. 2019
Pembrokeshire by Jonathan Mullard – late October 2019
We offer a subscription service for all forthcoming titles in Collins’ New Naturalist series. Hardbacks,
signed copies and softbacks available at 25% off the RRP. Promptly dispatched and carefully wrapped.

Bristol Book Fair – July 5th and 6th 2019
We’ll be exhibiting books for sale at this very well attended bookfair. Over 80 booksellers. We can
provide more information and free tickets.

